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How to navigate

Product information

To get back to the “content page” you can click on the Norrøna logo in
the top left corner.

Each product page shows one product, with the different colors that
exist for that product. If the color is new, you will see “New” at the top
left corner of the product picture.

Content page
From the content page you can easily navigate to the activity or
concept that you would like to go to, by clicking on the activity or
concept. If you would like to go directly either to the Men’s or Women’s
product pages, you can click on either of the genders.
When you are ﬁnished looking at one concept, you can go directly back
to the content page by clicking on the Norrøna logo in the top left
corner.
Material logos
In the product pages you can ﬁnd material and fabric logos at the of
the bottom right corner. To learn about what these logos mean, you can
click on the logo. Then you will be sent to the “Technology and
materials” pages with more information.

If the product is new, it is written “NEW” over the product name in the
top right corner.
Sample size
On our model images, the male models are wearing size large and the
female models are wearing size medium.
In the product description we have listed weight for all products, and
inseam on shorts and pants. These numbers are based on our sample
sizes.
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There is something about this country, about my homeland of Norway.

Norrøna has been part of expeditions to the North Pole and South Pole,

The fjords, the glaciers, the forests. The waves thundering against the
rocky shores. The mountains towering above us. There is something
about the Norwegian wilderness that brings out the adventurer in us.
There is something about the climate here in the far north; up here, a

Mount Everest and the Great Trango Tower in the Karakoram. Not to
mention, Norrøna has been at the forefront of alpine style climbing in
Alaska, Patagonia and Antarctica. Our ambassadors help push the
envelope of what is possible in skiing and snowboarding, arctic surf,

single day can put us up against the challenges of four different
seasons and still be a magical experience. As long as we are well

mountain biking, climbing and polar expeditions.

prepared and are wearing the right clothing.

My great-grandfather, grandfather and father all believed that Norrøna
had to create products with the best possible design, cutting-edge

Way back in 1929, my great-grandfather, the young craftsman Jørgen
Jørgensen, realized that Norwegians have a constant longing to be
outside and deserve the best possible equipment. He developed
products without compromise. He laid the cornerstone of what would
become Norrøna, now a leading international supplier of outdoor gear.

functionality and the highest quality. They believed that product
development had to be driven by the bravest among us; those who dare
to think new; those who take on extreme adventures. We still do.

Norrøna was behind the world’s ﬁrst tunnel shaped tent back in 1972.
Norrøna launched Europe’s ﬁrst Gore-Tex jacket in 1977. And we
unveiled an anatomical backpack as early as in 1980, functional and
stylish clothing for steep freeriding in 2004, a separate collection for
singletrack riding in 2008, and functional and sustainable wetsuits for
arctic surf in 2017.

Welcome to nature.

Jørgen Jørgensen
Fourth-generation owner and chief executive of Norrøna.
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Nature is our playground, our motivation and our source of
inspiration – it’s the reason why Norrøna exists.

Environmental and social responsibility is a fundamental part of

products are done without causing any harm. By making sure that all of

Our commitment goes beyond the value chain of our products. We

everything we do throughout the company. It is of the utmost
importance that our value chain is ethically responsible and that our
products are as environmentally friendly as possible. We have a goal of
becoming a leader within the ﬁeld in the outdoor industry and you can
study our 2020 CSR roadmap on our website norrona.com.

our down products have the RDS (responsible down sourcing) down
standard and using traceable, mulesing-free wool, we safeguard the
welfare of animals and provide retailers and consumers with a greater
conﬁdence in responsible sourcing. As part of our obligation, we do not
source fur.

While a new Norrøna product is awesome, an old one maybe even
more so. A long lifespan is one of the best tools to minimize a
product’s environmental footprint, so we’ve been offering repairs on all
of our products since the beginning in 1929. By making high-quality
gear that lasts for years and can be repaired, we make sure you don’t
have to buy new stuff. In 2018, we ﬁxed over 10 600 products, an
increase of 2000 from 2017.

Despite its natural traits and soft feel, conventional cotton poses a long
term and highly negative impact on nature. Luckily there’s something
called organic cotton. Organic cotton is grown using methods that
have a lower impact on mother earth, there’s no use of toxic chemicals,
and it promotes and enhances biodiversity and biological cycles.
Today, all of our cotton products are made of 100 % organic cotton.

strive to be as socially and environmentally responsible as possible as
a company and have speciﬁc targets related to our employees, our HQ
at Lysaker, and the company as a whole. The Norrøna House is
exclusively powered by renewable energy and we have the ambition of
all employees traveling sustainably by the end of 2020. In 2018 98 % of
the employees commuted eco-friendly and we’ve initiated several
alternatives to achieve this, e.g wardrobes with showers, parking
reserved electric or hybrid cars and internal bike/walk/run to work
competitions. We also have a long-term ambition to become a zero
waste to landﬁll HQ, meaning all waste generated at our HW will be
recycled.

Norrøna wishes to use as many recycled fabrics and materials when
making a garment. This is a guiding principle when designing new
products, and when buying fabrics and trims. We are constantly
searching the market for high quality recycled ﬁbers and per 2018 71%
of our polyester products are made with at least 50% recycled ﬁbers.
As animals have no voice in terms of their well-being, we see it as our
obligation to ensure that all of our animal products originate from
animals that are treated well and that the processes of retaining the

All though there are many challenges, seeing results and knowing that
we can inﬂuence people’s work environment on the other side of the
globe gives us the motivation to work even harder. Norrøna is working
to promote proper labor and environmental conditions in our supply
chains through close cooperation with our suppliers and partners. To
clarify what we expect from our suppliers Norrøna has developed
guidelines for ethical trade in our value chain; the Codes of Conduct.
All Norrøna suppliers must sign them before entering a partnership and
we inspect and follow up all of our factories according to our policy.

In true Norrøna spirit, we want to contribute to the conservation and
protection of the nature. Since 2015 we have taken 1% of our sales and
put it in a fund reserved for causes and organizations working to
promote sustainability and environmentally friendly initiatives. So far,
we’ve donated 20,2 million NOK and there’s more to come.
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We’ve been offering repairs on all of our products since the beginning

We have repair centers in stores around the world. In 2018, we repaired

in 1929, actively promoting a long lifetime for our products. Every year,
we give thousands of products some extra love and care, so they can
join adventures for decades.

over 11 000 products, securing long product lifetime – even on many
products over 30 years old.
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Norway
Our inspiration
At Norrøna, we name our collections after epic destinations in Norway.
Each place, mountain, or island describe their areas of use.
All products are developed to meet the extreme users’ requirements to
materials, quality, ﬁt, and functionality following our design philosophy,
Loaded Minimalism™.
Ski/Snowboard

Hunting

We divide our ski/snowboard category into

We divide our hunting category into three

three distinctive concepts; lofoten, tamok,

concepts: kvinnherad, ﬁnnskogen, and

and lyngen, all with purpose-built solutions

recon. So whether you hunt in the

for their intended activity.

mountains or the forest or need the most
durable hunting equipment, we have a

Mountaineering

choice for you.

We divide our mountaineering category
into three concepts; trollveggen, falketind,
and lyngen. Developed to master big walls,

Lifestyle
Hang up the heavy technical gear and do

long climbs, and various conditions, each

your own thing in comfort and style with

garment is created to push the limits of

everyday basics and activewear. Built with

protection, durability, and mobility.

functional twists and solutions, 100%
organic cotton, and recycled designs.

Outdoor/Hiking
trollveggen
fjørå

falketind

bitihorn

ﬁnnskogen
kvinnherad

oslo

Our hiking collections each assist your

Surﬁng

quest to boldly encounter nature; svalbard

The arctic ocean – a challenge for our

supports general hiking and trekking

vision, “Welcome to nature”. Designed to

demands, and bitihorn backs up fast

withstand the harsh, Arctic waters, this

trekking protection in addition to falketind

collection offers comfort and warmth with

for all weather and conditions.

sustainable materials.

Mountain Biking
Norrøna’s collection for mountain biking is
divided into two: fjørå and skibotn. Rain
and rough terrain demand functional
clothing that will keep you warm and
protected – without sacriﬁcing range of
motion.

caviar

slate grey

drizzle

light grey

winter twig

pure cashmere
snowdrop

ecru

pure white

heritage blue

aquarius

hawaiian surf

mykonos blue

indigo night

cool black

denimite

vintage indigo

north atlantic

coronet blue

tourmaline

blue fog

olive night

olive drab

castor grey

emperador

camelﬂage

golden palm

sulphur spring

lemon chrome

orange popsicle

arednaline

virtual pink

New

New

New

orange alert
honeysuckle

New

peach amber

true red

jester red

rhubarb

rooibos tea

tawny port

Women’s

treetop

Men’s

New

New

New
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We divide our ski/snowboard
category into three distinctive
concepts; lofoten, tamok, and
lyngen, all with purpose-built
solutions for their intended activity.
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lofoten
big mountain freeride
The lofoten collection was launched in 2004 as the
world's ﬁrst true freeride collection. It is still the
pinnacle of premium products for freeriding, known
for its signature design, bold colors, and innovative
features. Named after the most beautiful and
spectacular area to ski, summit to sea.
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Plus Jacket M's
1001-20
Our most durable and fully featured waterproof ski/snowboard jacket

New

developed for big mountain freeride.
Made with durable, recycled 70Dx160D Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable face fabric, the
premium lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Plus Jacket offers excellent weather protection under
demanding conditions in the mountains.
The design is kept clean and cohesive with the iconic lofoten expression yet you'll ﬁnd every
feature needed to ensure optimal freeride functionality. The jacket has a technical ﬁt and
offers extended ventilation options; In addition to our two-way underarm venting, there is
mesh-lined ventilation on the back of the sleeves with zip opening.
You’ll also ﬁnd a full dedicated mesh-lined front ventilation running from the lower front and
up to the hood opening. For easy and quick access to a beacon and other essentials, the
mesh has a velcro rescue entrance to save time – a feature highly requested among our
ambassadors.
6610
Hawaiian Surf

LIMITED

3301
Olive Night

LIMITED

7718
Caviar

LIMITED

The jacket has two lower hand warming pockets, two napoleon pockets that won’t interfere
with a backpack, and two inner pockets; one with zipping and one bigger which will ﬁt
gloves and goggles. Other critical features are a protective storm hood with one-hand
adjustment, asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustment and integrated hand-gaiters, a
slightly longer back, Zip-off powder skirt with a snap-seal solution and water-resistant
YKK® zippers for extra protection. The jacket has passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and has
a solution-dyed backer.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Weight

800 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Plus Pants M's
1025-20
Our most durable and fully featured waterproof ski/snowboard pants

New

developed for big mountain freeride.
These highly functional pants are made with extremely durable recycled 200D Gore-Tex Pro
most rugged fabric and will provide you with the best weather protection on the market. The
design is kept clean and cohesive with the iconic lofoten expression yet you'll ﬁnd every
feature needed to ensure optimal freeride functionality.
There is long, mesh-lined inner thigh ventilation with two-way zippers, and we’ve added
extra ventilation zips on the outside of the thigh pockets so you can optimize the air
circulation. They have our Custom-ﬁt waist system™ with 3D mesh in the back, creating a
small distance between the pants and body that reduces a clammy feel.
We've optimized the waistline to prevent gaps in the front when attaching the pants to a bib
or vest. By having the front zip slightly facing the side, we’ve created a small overlap that
will provide a full seal. The bottom leg width that can easily accommodate a ski or
6610
Hawaiian Surf

LIMITED

3301
Olive Night

LIMITED

7718

LIMITED

snowboard boot in walk mode.

Caviar
Other features include integrated snow gaiters, articulated legs, two spacious cargo
pockets, a zippered back pocket, snap button tightening around ankles and Vectran rip-stop
reinforcements at the bottom leg to protect against steel edges or other sharp objects.
They are the only pants within the lofoten collection with hand warming pockets. The pants
have a regular ﬁt and are compatible with all our ski bibs and the snap-in powder skirt on
our jackets.
The pants have passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and have a solution-dyed backer.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Inseam length

87,5 cm (size L)

Weight

988 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Jacket M's
1002-20
New

New

New

The original waterproof durable ski/snowboard jacket developed for
big mountain freeride.
Setting the benchmark in 2004 for a new generation of skiers, the lofoten Gore-Tex Pro
Jacket has been a freeride classic with uncompromising freeride functionality. Made in a
70Dx70D recycled Gore-Tex Pro most breathable fabric, it is set for tough terrain and
demanding weather. It’s our most competent freeride jacket, manifesting our design
philosophy “loaded minimalism” offering all critical features needed.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with high napoleon pockets for maximum accessibility when
using a backpack and harness. At the front, you’ll ﬁnd a full dedicated mesh-lined front
ventilation running from the lower front and up to the hood opening. For easy and quick
access to a beacon and other essentials, the mesh has a velcro rescue entrance to save
time – a feature highly requested among our ambassadors.
Other critical features include a protective storm hood with one-hand adjustment,

6610

5630

9968

asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustment and integrated hand-gaiters, two-way armpit

Hawaiian surf

Arednalin

Multi

venting, Zip-off powder skirt with a snap-seal solution and water-resistant YKK® zippers for
extra protection. The jacket has passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and has a solution-dyed
backer.

2295

3301

5522

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Lemon Chrome

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer 70D recycled nylon

Weight

698 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Pants M's
1026-20
New

The original waterproof ski/snowboard pants developed for big

New

mountain freeride.
With the intention of being a game-changer to a new generation of skiers, these pants were
made uncompromisingly to fulﬁll the big mountain freeriders need for protection and
functionality. These freeride classics have a regular, practical ﬁt and are made in 200D
recycled Gore-Tex Pro most rugged fabric to ensure optimal durability and weather
protection.
The pants have several storing options; two thigh cargo pockets with easy access, a
zippered back pocket, and a small coin pocket. The ¾ length thigh ventilation with two-way
zippers secure great ventilation and they have extremely durable Vectran rip-stop
reinforcement on the lower leg to protect the pants from steel edges.
We've optimized the waistline to prevent gaps in the front when attaching the pants to a bib
or vest. By having the front zip slightly facing the side, we’ve created a small overlap that
6610

5646

2295

will provide a full seal. The bottom leg width that can easily accommodate a ski or

Hawaiian surf

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Indigo Night

snowboard boot in walk mode.
Other features include integrated snow gaiters, articulated legs, snap button tightening
around the ankles and reinforcements at the bottom leg to protect against steel edges. The
pants have a are compatible with all our ski bibs and the snap-in powder skirt on our
jackets.
The pants have passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and have solution-dyed fabric.

8822

3301

Castor Grey

Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Inseam length

93 cm (size L)

Weight

910 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Anorak M's
1034-20
Our most protective waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

Requested by our ambassadors, the lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Anorak is a highly functional
freeride anorak with a more spacious, relaxed ﬁt. It’s made in a very durable and protective
recycled 70D Gore-Tex Pro most breathable fabric with a long silhouette to provide
maximum protection.
The anorak has a very long two-way underarm zipper that runs from the bottom hem to the
elbow. This provides great ventilation, provides effortless dressing and makes it very easy
to add or remove layers underneath while you’re still protected.
The front has a long, water-resistant two-way zipper and a spacious kangaroo pocket which
is accessible from both sides. Due to the anorak design, we’ve added a specially designed
two-part snow skirt so you’ll still be able to seal the snow completely out.
Other practical features include a protective storm hood with one-hand adjustment,
9968

3301

5522

asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustment and integrated hand-gaiters, hand warming

Multi

Olive Night

Lemon Chrome

pockets and water-resistant YKK® zippers for extra protection. The jacket has passed the
Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and has a solution-dyed backer.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer 70D recycled nylon

Weight

764 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Jacket M's
1004-20
New

Our most versatile waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

This cleaner, versatile version of the iconic lofoten Gore-Tex Pro is made in a special 40D
Gore-Tex recycled fabric with a knitted interlock backer for extra comfort. This provides
excellent weather protection in a softer and breathable product.
It has the shortest cut of the lofoten Gore-Tex jackets and has a regular, slightly shorter and
boxier ﬁt. The spacious napoleon chest pockets will not interfere with backpacks and the
hand warming pockets will provide extra storage.
Critical freeride features include asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustments, internal chest
pocket, YKK® water-resistant zippers, two-way underarm ventilation, YKK® water-resistant
zippers and a zip-off powder skirt with a snap-seal solution.
Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer 40D recycled nylon

Weight

720 g

6609

5646

7718

Fit

Regular

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Caviar

Size

S-XXL

3301

5522

Olive Night

Lemon Chrome
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pants M's
1027-20
Our most versatile waterproof ski/snowboard pants.

New

Developed to achieve a lighter and softer freeride pant with a great weight to durability ratio,
these pants are made in a lightweight wind and waterproof recycled Gore-Tex 70Dx160D
with a TR2 backer.
They have key features such as Custom-ﬁt system™ waist adjustment, thigh ventilation
from the waist to the knee, thigh pockets for essential gear and reinforcement on the inside
of the lower leg. The pants have a technical ﬁt, slightly more narrow than the other lofoten
Gore-Tex Pants, but still customized for freeriding.
We've optimized the waistline to prevent gaps in the front when attaching the pants to a bib
or jacket. By having the front zip slightly facing the side, we’ve created a small overlap that
will provide a full seal. The bottom leg width that can easily accommodate a ski or
snowboard boot in walk mode.
5630

7718

2295

Other critical features include articulated legs, snap button tightening around the ankles,

Arednalin

Caviar

Indigo Night

and integrated snow gaiters. The pants are compatible with all our ski bibs and the snap-in
powder skirt on our jackets.

3301
Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Inseam length

87,5 cm (size L)

Weight

718 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Jacket M's
1001-18
New

A partly insulated and durable waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

Made for freeride skiing during cold winter days and for those who prefer a little extra
warmth, this fully featured jacket will not compromise on weather protection nor
functionality.
To ensure maximum performance, we have made it with two thicknesses of insulation;
warmer in the torso/shoulders and thinner in the sleeves and back. There is no insulation in
the hood or below the snowskirt but we have kept it in the collar for extra comfort. The
underarm ventilation offers great air ﬂow when climbing to reach those thrilling drops. The
snowskirt will keep the snow from creeping in and can easily be hidden away thanks to the
snap and fold button solution.
Other features include asymmetric cuffs, hand warming pockets, chest pocket, goggle wipe,
hand gaiters and an inside mesh pocket where you can store your gloves or warm your ice
goggles.
6610

5646

7718

Hawaiian surf

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Caviar

3301
Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 70D recycled nylon,

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

920 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Pants M's
1051-20
New

A partly insulated waterproof ski/snowboard pants.

New

The lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Pants are partly insulated and highly weather protective
pants made for freeride adventures on cold days. With these softer and warmer pants, you
are all set for new lines in maximum comfort without sacriﬁcing functionality and durability.
The design is a replica of the iconic lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Pants in a 2-layer construction and
has kept essential features such as spacious thigh pockets, reinforcement at the legs to
prevent damage from steel edges and the Custom-Fit waist system for optimal
customization.
The extremely durable 2-layer Gore-Tex face fabric is recycled and CO DWR treated and the
insulation is recycled Thermo40. To keep the weight down and functionality up, the front
insulation runs from the top of the thigh and all the way down to the boot and the back
insulation is mainly in the seat.
6610

5700

7718

Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 150D recycled polyester

Hawaiian surf

Rhubarb

Caviar

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Inseam length

92 cm (size L)

Weight

828 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL

2295
Indigo Night
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lofoten Gore-Tex thermo80 Jacket M's
1002-21
New

Our warmest and softest waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed

New

for big mountain freeride.
The main fabric is a 30D GORE-TEX® 2-layer rip-stop recycled nylon. This provides a light,
soft feel, while still offering full waterproofness. The jacket is reinforced with GORE-TEX®
2-layer 70D recycled nylon on exposed areas. It's insulated with 100% recycled Primaloft
Silver Insulation Bio, which is distributed according to body mapping: The main is 80g/m2,,
the shoulders are 100g/m2, and we've put 60g/m2, in the hood and forearm area.
The jacket is the ﬁrst choice for the coldest freeride adventures: it's as soft as an insulation
layer, and as durable and protective as a hard shell. It is crafted to deliver great warmth
combined with every essential function to perform in the rugged mountains. It's a replica of
the ﬁrst Primaloft lofoten, but with all recycled materials.
Deriving from the iconic lofoten concept, the design is kept clean and minimalistic with
solutions to enhance your freeride experience. It has a regular to relaxed ﬁt tailored for
6609

5646

2295

ski/snowboard activities with a y-shaped cut and articulated arms to ensure mobility. The

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Indigo Night

back is made a bit longer for extra protection, and the asymmetric cuffs will also prevent
unwanted exposure.
Other features: Helmet compatible storm hood with one-hand adjustment, two zippered
chest pockets, two zippered lower hand pockets, zippered sleeve pocket, underarm venting
with mesh. one zipped inner pocket that can ﬁt a wallet or cell phone, one inside mesh
pocket for larger items, a smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, one-hand hem
adjustment with a ﬂat front, detachable or “fold away” non-detachable snow skirt.

7806
Caviar/Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 2-layer 70D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

1010 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

S-XXL
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lofoten Primaloft80 Anorak M's
1013-20
New

Our most durable and ﬂexible insulated ski/snowboard jacket.

New

The lofoten Primaloft80 Anorak a ski-speciﬁc, insulated Anorak made for extensive use
down steep and rugged lines. Using the revolutionizing, recycled PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel
insulation, the jacket offers an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio. Aerogel is known as the
world’s lightest solid, and with the PrimaLoft Gold Crosscore technology, they’ve managed
to utilize its great insulation properties into outdoor gear.
The face fabric is a durable, lightweight rip-stop nylon Cordura ideal for rough surfaces and
is highly windproof and water repellant. For extra protection, we’ve also added
waterproof/breathable reinforcement on the shoulders, lower torso (not on women’s), and
cuffs. This creates a highly functional anorak that can take a hit as a standalone insulation
piece as well as a warm and protective layering piece.
There are two-way side zippers running from the bottom hem and all the way to the elbows,
which provide good ventilation and makes it easy to put the piece on and off. Because
6609

5646

3301

synthetics don’t get soggy like down used in wet and damp conditions or when the output is

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Olive Night

high, this piece is perfect for humid conditions where you need warmth. You have plenty of
room for your stuff; it has a kangaroo pocket, a chest pocket, two large napoleon pockets,
and a phone pocket.
Other features include PowerStretch cuffs, storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet with a one-hand
adjustment and elastic cuffs. As synthetics don’t get soggy, it’s perfect for humid
conditions. It has a kangaroo pocket, a chest pocket, two large napoleon pockets, and a
phone pocket. Other features include PowerStretch cuffs, storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet
with a one-hand adjustment and elastic cuffs.
Material

30D 100% nylon cordura

Material 2nd

2-layer, 60D recycled nylon

Insulation

Primaloft® gold with cross core technology

Weight

658 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lofoten hiloﬂex200 Hood M's
1017-20
New

A weather protective and wind-resistant ski/snowboard midlayer

New

developed for big mountain freeride.
The lofoten hiloﬂex200 saw the light of day on our search for the “holy grail” of midlayer
technologies. This premium double weave, high loft material offers dynamic warmth, good
ﬂexibility, and a perfect balance between heat and comfort. It’s not to warm when active but
always gives reliable comfort when cold.
The face of the material is super durable with wind-resistant properties, which makes it
suitable as an outer layer on drier days. The inside of the material is super soft and comfy,
always ensuring optimal comfort.
The hooded jacket has an integrated face mask that works as a balaclava and it can easily
be pulled up and used as a thin beanie underneath your helmet. Other features include two
hand warming pockets, a chest pocket with zipper and elastic cuffs with thumbholes.
6609

5646

7718

Material

92% recycled polyester, 8% elastane

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Rhubarb

Caviar

Material 2nd

84% recycled polyester, 8% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

518 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lofoten Thermal Pro Hood M's
1001-22
New

New

New

Our most versatile ski/snowboard midlayer.
This half-zip jacket is made for freeriding but also works for mountaineering, trekking, and
general outdoor. It’s made with different Polartec® fabrics to provide optimal thermal
performance and comfort.
We use the Polartec® Power Grid™ in the back, stomach area, underarm, and hood because
it offers excellent quick-drying and moisture-wicking properties. This patented grid design
structure is a way to reduce fabric weight while increasing warmth and compressibility.
Open-air channels surrounding each segment of the grid allow easy release of all excess
body heat as it builds during activity.
The shoulders, neck, and top sleeve are made in Polartec® Thermal Pro® because of its
superb warmth-to-weight ratio. This unique knit technique creates air pockets that trap air
and retain body heat, providing outstanding warmth to weight. Not only are they very
comfortable, but these fabrics offer excellent breathability, dry quickly, and are very

2295

6609

5646

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Rhubarb

pill-resistant.
Key features include a snug hood that ﬁts under the helmet, a two-way half front zip, a
hand-warming pocket, a chest pocket, and comfortable, stretchy cuffs with thumb holes.
Side front zip to avid zipper layering. Placement of pocket easy access when opening
jacket.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement and it’s
made to ﬁt underneath a bib.
Material

89% Recycled Polyester, 11% Elastane

Material 2nd

100% Recycled Polyester

Weight

360 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Jacket W's
1031-20
New

New

New

The original waterproof durable ski/snowboard jacket developed for
big mountain freeride.
Setting the benchmark in 2004 for a new generation of skiers, the lofoten Gore-Tex Pro
Jacket has been a freeride classic with uncompromising freeride functionality. Made in a
70Dx70D recycled Gore-Tex Pro most breathable fabric, it is set for tough terrain and
demanding weather. It’s our most competent freeride jacket, manifesting our design
philosophy “loaded minimalism” offering all critical features needed.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with high napoleon pockets for maximum accessibility when
using a backpack and harness. At the front, you’ll ﬁnd a full dedicated mesh-lined front
ventilation running from the lower front and up to the hood opening. For easy and quick
access to a beacon and other essentials, the mesh has a velcro rescue entrance to save
time – a feature highly requested among our ambassadors.
Other critical features include a protective storm hood with one-hand adjustment,

2368

5620

9968

asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustment and integrated hand-gaiters, two-way armpit

Aquarius

Orange Alert

Multi

venting, Zip-off powder skirt with a snap-seal solution and water-resistant YKK® zippers for
extra protection. The jacket has passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and has a solution-dyed
backer.

3301
Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Weight

606 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Pants W's
1032-20
New

The original waterproof ski/snowboard pants developed for big

New

mountain freeride.
With the intention of being a game-changer to a new generation of skiers, these pants were
made uncompromisingly to fulﬁll the big mountain freeriders need for protection and
functionality. These freeride classics have a regular, practical ﬁt and are made in 200D
recycled Gore-Tex Pro most rugged fabric to ensure optimal durability and weather
protection.
The pants have several storing options; two thigh cargo pockets with easy access, a
zippered back pocket, and a small coin pocket. The ¾ length thigh ventilation with two-way
zippers secure great ventilation and they have extremely durable Vectran rip-stop
reinforcement on the lower leg to protect the pants from steel edges.
We've optimized the waistline to prevent gaps in the front when attaching the pants to a bib
or vest. By having the front zip slightly facing the side, we’ve created a small overlap that
2368

5629

2295

will provide a full seal. The bottom leg width that can easily accommodate a ski or

Aquarius

Orange Alert/Blue Fog

Indigo Night

snowboard boot in walk mode.
Other features include integrated snow gaiters, articulated legs, snap button tightening
around the ankles and reinforcements at the bottom leg to protect against steel edges. The
pants have a are compatible with all our ski bibs and the snap-in powder skirt on our
jackets.
The pants have passed the Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and have solution-dyed fabric.

3301
Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® PRO most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Inseam length

80,5 cm (size M)

Weight

802 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Anorak W's
1049-20
New

Our most protective waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

Requested by our ambassadors, the lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Anorak is a highly functional
freeride anorak with a more spacious, relaxed ﬁt. It’s made in a very durable and protective
70D Gore-Tex Pro most breathable fabric with a long silhouette to provide maximum
protection.
The anorak has a very long two-way underarm zipper that runs from the bottom hem to the
elbow. This provides great ventilation, provides effortless dressing and makes it very easy
to add or remove layers underneath while you’re still protected.
The front has a long, water-resistant two-way zipper and a spacious kangaroo pocket which
is accessible from both sides. Due to the anorak design, we’ve added a specially designed
two-part snow skirt so you’ll still be able to seal the snow completely out.
Other practical features include a protective storm hood with one-hand adjustment,
2368

5620

3301

asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustment and integrated hand-gaiters, hand warming

Aquarius

Orange Alert

Olive Night

pockets and water-resistant YKK® zippers for extra protection. The jacket has passed the
Gore-Tex Storm+ Test and has a solution-dyed backer.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Weight

686 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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lofoten Gore-Tex Jacket W's
1039-20
New

Our most versatile waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

This cleaner, versatile version of the iconic lofoten Gore-Tex Pro is made in a special 40D
Gore-Tex recycled fabric with a knitted interlock backer for extra comfort. This provides
excellent weather protection in a softer and more breathable product.
It has the shortest cut of the lofoten Gore-Tex jackets and has a regular, slightly shorter and
boxier ﬁt. The spacious napoleon chest pockets will not interfere with backpacks and the
hand warming pockets will provide extra storage.
Critical freeride features include asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustments, internal chest
pocket, YKK® water-resistant zippers, two-way underarm ventilation, YKK® water-resistant
zippers and a zip-off powder skirt with a snap-seal solution.
Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Weight

642 g

2377

5628

2295

Fit

Regular

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Indigo Night

Size

XS-XL

3301
Olive Night
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lofoten Gore-Tex Pants W's
1044-20
Our most versatile waterproof ski/snowboard pants.

New

Developed to achieve a lighter and softer freeride pant with a great weight to durability ratio,
these pants are made in a lightweight wind and waterproof recycled Gore-Tex 70Dx160D
with a TR2 backer.
They have key features such as Custom-ﬁt system™ waist adjustment, thigh ventilation
from the waist to the knee, thigh pockets for essential gear and reinforcement on the inside
of the lower leg. The pants have a technical ﬁt, slightly more narrow than the other lofoten
Gore-Tex Pants, but still customized for freeriding.
We've optimized the waistline to prevent gaps in the front when attaching the pants to a bib
or jacket. By having the front zip slightly facing the side, we’ve created a small overlap that
will provide a full seal. The bottom leg width that can easily accommodate a ski or
snowboard boot in walk mode.
5620

7718

2295

Other critical features include articulated legs, snap button tightening around the ankles,

Orange Alert

Caviar

Indigo Night

and integrated snow gaiters. The pants are compatible with all our ski bibs and the snap-in
powder skirt on our jackets.
Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Inseam length

80,5 cm (size M)

Weight

624 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Jacket W’s
1007-18
New

A partly insulated and durable waterproof ski/snowboard jacket.

New

Based on the iconic look of the original Gore-Tex Pro jacket, the new lofoten Gore-Tex
insulated Jacket for women offers a fully protective and extremely durable freeride jacket in
recycled 2-layer shell fabric and recycled PrimaLoft insulation.
Made for freeride skiing during cold winter days and for those who prefer a little extra
warmth, this fully featured jacket will not compromise on weather protection nor
functionality.
To ensure maximum performance, we have made it with two thicknesses of insulation;
warmer in the torso/shoulders and thinner in the sleeves and back. There is no insulation in
the hood or below the snowskirt but we have kept in the collar for extra comfort.
The under arm ventilation offers great air ﬂow when climbing to reach those thrilling drops.
The snowskirt will keep the snow from creeping in and can easily be hidden away thanks to
2368

5620

7718

Aquarius

Orange Alert

Caviar

the snap and fold button solution.
Other features include asymmetric cuffs, hand warming pockets, chest pocket, goggle wipe,
hand gaiters and an inside mesh pocket where you can store your gloves or warm your icy
goggles.

3301
Olive Night

Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

800 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Pants W's
1052-20
A partly insulated waterproof ski/snowboard pants.

New

The lofoten Gore-Tex insulated Pants are partly insulated and highly weather protective
pants made for freeride adventures on cold days. With these softer and warmer pants, you
are all set for new lines in maximum comfort without sacriﬁcing functionality and durability.
The design is a replica of the iconic lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Pants in a 2-layer construction and
has kept essential features such as spacious thigh pockets, reinforcement at the legs to
prevent damage from steel edges and the Custom-Fit waist system for optimal
customization.
The extremely durable 2-layer Gore-Tex face fabric is recycled and CO DWR treated and the
insulation is recycled Thermo40. To keep the weight down and functionality up, the front
insulation runs from the top of the thigh and all the way down to the boot and the back
insulation is mainly in the seat.
5654

7718

2295

Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 150D recycled polyester

Peach Amber

Caviar

Indigo Night

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Inseam length

87 cm (size M)

Weight

736 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex thermo100 Jacket W's
1004-21
New

Our warmest and softest waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed

New

for big mountain freeride.
The main fabric is a 30D GORE-TEX® 2-layer rip-stop recycled nylon. This provides a light,
soft feel, while still offering full waterproofness. The jacket is reinforced with GORE-TEX®
2-layer 70D recycled nylon on exposed areas. It's insulated with 100% recycled Primaloft
Silver Insulation Bio, which is distributed according to body mapping: The main is 100g/m2,
the shoulders are 100g/m2, and we've put 60g/m2 in the hood and forearm area.
The jacket is the ﬁrst choice for the coldest freeride adventures: it's as soft as an insulation
layer, and as durable and protective as a hard shell. It is crafted to deliver great warmth
combined with every essential function to perform in the rugged mountains. It's a replica of
the ﬁrst Primaloft lofoten, but with all recycled materials.
Deriving from the iconic lofoten concept, the design is kept clean and minimalistic with
solutions to enhance your freeride experience. It has a regular to relaxed ﬁt tailored for
2377

5628

2295

ski/snowboard activities with a y-shaped cut and articulated arms to ensure mobility. The

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Indigo Night

back is made a bit longer for extra protection, and the asymmetric cuffs will also prevent
unwanted exposure.
Other features: Helmet compatible storm hood with one-hand adjustment, two zippered
chest pockets, two zippered lower hand pockets, zippered sleeve pocket, underarm venting
with mesh. one zipped inner pocket that can ﬁt a wallet or cell phone, one inside mesh
pocket for larger items, a smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, one-hand hem
adjustment with a ﬂat front, detachable or “fold away” non-detachable snow skirt.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

884 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Primaloft80 Anorak W's
1042-20
Our most durable and ﬂexible insulated ski/snowboard jacket.

New

The lofoten Primaloft80 Anorak a ski-speciﬁc, insulated Anorak made for extensive use
down steep and rugged lines. Using the revolutionizing, recycled PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel
insulation, the jacket offers an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio. Aerogel is known as the
world’s lightest solid, and with the PrimaLoft Gold Crosscore technology, they’ve managed
to utilize its great insulation properties into outdoor gear.
The face fabric is a durable, lightweight rip-stop nylon Cordura ideal for rough surfaces and
is highly windproof and water repellant. For extra protection, we’ve also added 2L Gore-Tex
reinforcement on the shoulders, lower torso (not on women’s), and cuffs. This creates a
highly functional anorak that can take a hit as a standalone insulation piece as well as a
warm and protective layering piece. There are two-way side zippers running from the
bottom hem and all the way to the elbows, which provide good ventilation and makes it
easy to put the piece on and off.
5629

7718

3301

Because synthetics don’t get soggy like down used in wet and damp conditions or when the

Orange Alert/Blue Fog

Caviar

Olive Night

output is high, this piece is perfect for humid conditions where you need warmth. You have
plenty of room for your stuff; it has a kangaroo pocket, a chest pocket, two large napoleon
pockets, and a phone pocket.
Other features include PowerStretch cuffs, storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet with a one-hand
adjustment and elastic cuffs. As synthetics don’t get soggy, it’s perfect for humid
conditions. It has a kangaroo pocket, a chest pocket, two large napoleon pockets, and a
phone pocket. Other features include PowerStretch cuffs, storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet
with a one-hand adjustment and elastic cuffs.
Material

30D 100% nylon cordura

Material 2nd

2-layer, 60D recycled nylon

Insulation

Primaloft® gold with cross core technology

Weight

584 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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lofoten hiloﬂex200 Hood W's
1043-20
New

A weather protective and wind-resistant ski/snowboard midlayer

New

developed for big mountain freeride.
The lofoten hiloﬂex200 saw the light of day on our search for the “holy grail” of midlayer
technologies. This premium double weave, high loft material offers dynamic warmth, good
ﬂexibility, and a perfect balance between heat and comfort.
It’s not to warm when active but always gives reliable comfort when cold. The face of the
material is super durable with wind-resistant properties, which makes it suitable as an outer
layer on drier days. The inside of the material is super soft and comfy, always ensuring
optimal comfort
The hooded jacket has an integrated face mask that works as a balaclava and it can easily
be pulled up and used as a thin beanie underneath your helmet. Other features include two
hand warming pockets, a chest pocket with zipper and elastic cuffs with thumbholes.
2377

5620

7718

Material

92% recycled polyester, 8% elastane

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Orange Alert

Caviar

Material 2nd

84% recycled polyester, 16% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

410 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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NEW
lofoten Thermal Pro Hood W's
1003-22
New

New

New

Our most versatile ski/snowboard midlayer.
This half-zip jacket is made for freeriding but also works for mountaineering, trekking, and
general outdoor. It’s made with different Polartec® fabrics to provide optimal thermal
performance and comfort.
We use the Polartec® Power Grid™ in the back, stomach area, underarm, and hood because
it offers excellent quick-drying and moisture-wicking properties. This patented grid design
structure is a way to reduce fabric weight while increasing warmth and compressibility.
Open-air channels surrounding each segment of the grid allow easy release of all excess
body heat as it builds during activity.
The shoulders, neck, and top sleeve are made in Polartec® Thermal Pro® because of its
superb warmth-to-weight ratio. This unique knit technique creates air pockets that trap air
and retain body heat, providing outstanding warmth to weight. Not only are they very
comfortable, but these fabrics offer excellent breathability, dry quickly, and are very

2295

2377

5628

Indigo Night

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

pill-resistant.
Key features include a snug hood that ﬁts under the helmet, a two-way half front zip, a
hand-warming pocket, a chest pocket, and comfortable, stretchy cuffs with thumb holes.
Side front zip to avid zipper layering. Placement of pocket easy access when opening
jacket.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement and it’s
made to ﬁt underneath a bib.
Material

89% Recycled Polyester, 11% Elastane

Material 2nd

100% Recycled Polyester

Weight

300 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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tamok
backcountry
The tamok collection is at the forefront of freeride
functionality, durability, and style. Inspired by the
original riders and the dark winters of the powder
heavy Tamok valley, this all-mountain line offers
high-performance products with powder protection at
the core.
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tamok Gore-Tex Pro Jacket M's
1201-19
New

Our most durable, waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed for

New

backcountry freeride.
Made for a life riding powder, the tamok Gore-Tex Pro Jacket is the go-to jacket for
everyone with the backcountry as their preferred territory. This longer cut jacket will provide
superior protection from rough weather, along with great ventilation for touring and hiking
missions.
It combines our minimalistic take on the original riders, the western cattlemen, with
uncompromising functionality and sustainability. With its relaxed ﬁt and feel, the jacket
offers great movement and comfort down the lines and into the after-hours.
It is made in a highly durable 3-layer 70D X 160D recycled Gore-Tex Pro fabric with
reinforced 200D Gore-Tex Pro fabric on shoulders and elbows.
Details include chest vents with mesh, a large napoleon pocket, hand gaiters, underarm
2308
Vintage Indigo

PRE ORDER ONLY

5700
Rhubarb

PRE ORDER ONLY

5627
Emperador

PRE ORDER ONLY

vents, a detachable powder skirt, asymmetric cuffs with Velcro adjustment, radio/keycard
pocket and a weather protecting, one hand adjustable hood that easily ﬁts a helmet.
The spacious lower hand pockets will not interfere with a backpack harness. With its
lofoten Gore-Tex Pro functionality combined with a distinct yet toned down look and natural
feel, it’s the top of the line choice for the backcountry adrenaline junkie.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Weight

788 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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tamok Gore-Tex Pro Bib M's
1205-19
Our most durable waterproof ski/snowboard bib pants.
Forest rides, slushy spring or powder pillows – the tamok Gore-Tex Pro Bib can deal with
any freeride condition. This highly functional Gore-Tex Pro bib is based on the classic
workwear overall, offering the optimal combination of style and protection.
Made in 200D recycled Gore-Tex Pro fabric, these will easily face rough weather and are not
afraid of some serious wear and tear. Mesh lined zipper vents on both sides will keep the
pow out and the air ﬂowing when heating up.
The left zip goes all the way up to the top to take the bib on or off. The Vectran-reinforced
lower leg is kept slightly wide to make room for ski and snowboard boots without having to
use a zip.
When done with the ride, you can narrow the leg with snap buttons. Other features include
two spacious thigh pockets, a key pocket, stretchy and adjustable suspenders, and a 4-way
2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

5625

PRE ORDER ONLY

stretch panel in the back for great movement and ventilation.

Camelﬂage
The full covering front is kept crisp and clean and is adorned by two pockets with plenty of
room for stash – one of them with two internal compartments. Zipped ﬂy on the men’s
pants.
These pants are guaranteed to keep you both dry and good looking on epic powder days as
well as slushy rides in the spring.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Inseam length

82 cm (size L)

Weight

806 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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tamok Gore-Tex thermo80 Jacket M's
1201-21
Our most durable and protective waterproof insulated ski/snowboard
jacket.
This heavy-duty jacket is made with a solid 2L 70Dx160D GORE-TEX fabric with a 100%
recycled polyester face textile. It is perfect for long, weather-exposed days out in the
backcountry, offering great waterproofness, breathability, and protection. We’ve added 2L
200D GORE-TEX reinforcement on the shoulders and elbows to provide extra protection on
exposed areas. It’s insulated with recycled polyester thermo80 ﬁlling, which is distributed
according to body mapping to pinpoint the right insulation in the right place: Main 80g/m2,
hood 60g/m2, arms 40g/m2. The jacket is designed to offer uncompromising powder
functionality in a warmer package. It’s the perfect choice for those who want a warmer and
softer product, but require premium durability and protection. It has a spacious pocket
solution with strategic placements for easy access with no interference with your
backpack.
With protection at the core, the jacket has an extended cut and is close to a replica of the 3L
2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

3897
Olive Drab

PRE ORDER ONLY

GORE-TEX PRO. It’s based on a regular trim but has a more relaxed ﬁt and feel to offer great
movement, easy layering, and comfort down the lines. It also has articulated arms with
asymmetric, covering cuffs. The conceptual design represents a distinct look in our ski
segment, offering stand-out pieces for backcountry riders with high expectations of style
and protection.
Other features: Helmet compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, chest pocket, two
zippered lower hand pockets with ﬂaps, zippered sleeve pocket, underarm venting with
mesh, one zipped inner pocket, one inside mesh pocket for larger items, a smooth ﬂeece
backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, smart cuff that can be sleek and minimum of bulk
when tightened, one-hand hem adjustment with a ﬂat front, detachable snow skirt.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 70D x 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

1236 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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tamok Gore-Tex thermo40 Pants M's
1202-21
Our warmest, most durable and waterproof ski/snowboard insulated
pants.
These heavy-duty pants are made with a solid 200D GORE-TEX fabric with a 100% recycled
polyester face textile. It is perfect for long, weather-exposed days out in the backcountry,
offering great warmth, waterproofness, breathability, and protection. They’re insulated with
recycled polyester thermo40 ﬁlling, which is distributed according to body mapping to
pinpoint the right insulation in the right place: The main insulation is a 40g/m2 insulation,
but we’ve put 60/m2 insulation on the knees and seat as these areas are more exposed.
It’s designed to offer uncompromising powder functionality in a warmer package, creating
the ultimate fully insulated, waterproof heavy-duty pant for ski and snowboard. It provides
all essential backcountry features, and to make ample storage with easier access, it has a
bellow function on the pockets. With our zip on/off powder skirt and snap-seal system, you
can easily attach the jacket to your Norrøna ski pants.
2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

The pants have a regular ﬁt and are replicas of the bib pant but with an ordinary waist
solution with our Custom-ﬁt waist system™. It has articulated knees for increased mobility.
Other features: Custom-ﬁt waist system™, bib compatible, two zippered hand pockets, thigh
pockets, side ventings with mesh that goes from waist to knee, reinforced lower leg. hem
with snap adjustments, non-detachable snow gaiters.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Inseam length

85 cm (size L)

Weight

956 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

S-XL
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tamok down750 Jacket M's
1203-19
Our warmest durable ski/snowboard down jacket.

New

The tamok down750 Jacket is probably going to be your best puffy powder pal for the
freeride season. This warm and rugged down jacket is made to withstand backcountry rides
through a tricky forest and still is light enough to be accompanied by an outer layer.
Inspired by the original western riders, it combines our Loaded Minimalism design
philosophy with great functionality. The durable, recycled 45D outer fabric has a natural and
cotton-like feel, and the shoulders have reinforced yokes with a suede look for that extra
protection and edge.
The 750down ﬁll is RDS 2.0 certiﬁed, and the jacket packs down easily into your daypack as
an essential part of your everyday on- or off-mountain rider kit. It’s completely
wind-resistant and will have no problem winning a quick draw with some light snowfall.
Practical features include hand warmer pockets with a soft lining, a neat napoleon pocket, a
5625
Camelﬂage

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

weather protective hood with room for a helmet and a packable pocket for easy storage in
the pack.
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

620 g

Down weight

200 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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tamok wool Shirt M's
1206-19
Our warmest, most durable shirt.

New

The tamok wool Shirt may be soft and cozy on the outside but has the performance of a
technical midlayer. With its durable and warm reprocessed wool fabric, it will make sure low
temperatures won’t stand in the way of good lines, and you can even button the collar fully
up for some extra protection.
It has a classic, yet minimalistic western vibe, with corduroy reinforcements on the elbow
and the circular pocket opening on the zipped chest pocket. To keep it comfy and durable,
we’ve kept the corduroy theme on the inside of the collar and cuffs as well.
Other features include two zippered hand pockets, lined shoulders for better movement and
snap button closing in the front. Let’s just call it wool with an attitude.

1201
Tawny Port

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

5627
Emperador

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

70% reprocessed wool, 30% nylon

UPF

50+

Weight

478 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

S-XL
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tamok Gore-Tex Pro Jacket W's
1217-19
New

Our most durable, waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed for

New

backcountry freeride.
Made for a life riding powder, the tamok Gore-Tex Pro Jacket is the go-to jacket for
everyone with the backcountry as their preferred territory. This longer cut jacket will provide
superior protection from rough weather, along with great ventilation for touring and hiking
missions.
It combines our minimalistic take on the original riders, the western cattlemen, with
uncompromising functionality and sustainability. With its relaxed ﬁt and feel, the jacket
offers great movement and comfort down the lines and into the after-hours.
It is made in a highly durable 3-layer 70Dx160D recycled Gore-Tex Pro fabric with reinforced
200D Gore-Tex Pro fabric on shoulders and elbows.
Details include chest vents with mesh, a large napoleon pocket, hand gaiters, underarm
2308
Vintage Indigo

PRE ORDER ONLY

5700
Rhubarb

PRE ORDER ONLY

9001
Pure Cashmere

PRE ORDER ONLY

vents, a detachable powder skirt, asymmetric cuffs with Velcro adjustment, radio/keycard
pocket and a weather protecting, one hand adjustable hood that easily ﬁts a helmet.
The spacious lower hand pockets will not interfere with a backpack harness. With its
lofoten Gore-Tex Pro functionality combined with a distinct yet toned down look and natural
feel, it’s the top of the line choice for the backcountry adrenaline junkie.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Weight

692 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-L
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tamok Gore-Tex Pro Bib W's
1222-19
Our most durable waterproof ski/snowboard bib pants.

New

Forest rides, slushy spring or powder pillows – the tamok Gore-Tex Pro Bib can deal with
any freeride condition. This highly functional Gore-Tex Pro bib is based on the classic
workwear overall, offering the optimal combination of style and protection.
Made in 200D recycled Gore-Tex Pro fabric, these will easily face rough weather and are not
afraid of some serious wear and tear. Mesh lined zipper vents on both sides will keep the
pow out and the air ﬂowing when heating up.
The left zip goes all the way up to the top to take the bib on or off. The Vectran-reinforced
lower leg is kept slightly wide to make room for ski and snowboard boots without having to
use a zip.
When done with the ride, you can narrow the leg with snap buttons. Other features include
two spacious thigh pockets, a key pocket, stretchy and adjustable suspenders, and a 4-way
1201
Tawny Port

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

8874

PRE ORDER ONLY

stretch panel in the back for great movement and ventilation.

Winter Twig
The full covering front is kept crisp and clean and is adorned by two pockets with plenty of
room for stash – one of them with two internal compartments. Zipped ﬂy on the men’s
pants.
These pants are guaranteed to keep you both dry and good looking on epic powder days as
well as slushy rides in the spring.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Inseam length

83 cm (size M)

Weight

658 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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tamok Gore-Tex thermo80 Jacket W's
1203-21
New

Our most durable and protective waterproof insulated ski/snowboard

New

jacket.
This heavy-duty jacket is made with a solid 2L 70Dx160D GORE-TEX fabric with a 100%
recycled polyester face textile. It is perfect for long, weather-exposed days out in the
backcountry, offering great waterproofness, breathability, and protection. We’ve added 2L
200D GORE-TEX reinforcement on the shoulders and elbows to provide extra protection on
exposed areas. It’s insulated with recycled polyester thermo80 ﬁlling, which is distributed
according to body mapping to pinpoint the right insulation in the right place: Main 80g/m2,
hood 60g/m2, arms 40g/m2.
The jacket is designed to offer uncompromising powder functionality in a warmer package.
It’s the perfect choice for those who want a warmer and softer product, but require
premium durability and protection. It has a spacious pocket solution with strategic
placements for easy access with no interference with your backpack. With protection at the
core, the jacket has an extended cut and is close to a replica of the 3L GORE-TEX PRO. It’s
9001
Pure Cashmere

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

based on a regular trim but has a more relaxed ﬁt and feel to offer great movement, easy
layering, and comfort down the lines. It also has articulated arms with asymmetric, covering
cuffs. The conceptual design represents a distinct look in our ski segment, offering
stand-out pieces for backcountry riders with high expectations of style and protection.
Other features: Helmet compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, chest pocket, two
zippered lower hand pockets with ﬂaps, zippered sleeve pocket, underarm venting with
mesh, one zipped inner pocket, one inside mesh pocket for larger items, a smooth ﬂeece
backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, smart cuff that can be sleek and minimum of bulk
when tightened, one-hand hem adjustment with a ﬂat front, detachable snow skirt.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 70D x 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

1032 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-L
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tamok Gore-Tex thermo60 Pants W's
1204-21
Our warmest, most durable and waterproof ski/snowboard insulated
pants.
Our warmest, most durable and waterproof ski/snowboard insulated pants.
These heavy-duty pants are made with a solid 200D GORE-TEX fabric with a 100% recycled
polyester face textile. It is perfect for long, weather-exposed days out in the backcountry,
offering great warmth, waterproofness, breathability, and protection. They’re insulated with
recycled polyester thermo40 ﬁlling, which is distributed according to body mapping to
pinpoint the right insulation in the right place: The main insulation is a 40g/m2 insulation,
but we’ve put 60/m2 insulation on the knees and seat as these areas are more exposed.
It’s designed to offer uncompromising powder functionality in a warmer package, creating
the ultimate fully insulated, waterproof heavy-duty pant for ski and snowboard. It provides
all essential backcountry features, and to make ample storage with easier access, it has a
bellow function on the pockets. With our zip on/off powder skirt and snap-seal system, you
2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

can easily attach the jacket to your Norrøna ski pants.

Indigo Night
The pants have a regular ﬁt and are replicas of the bib pant but with an ordinary waist
solution with our Custom-ﬁt waist system™. It has articulated knees for increased mobility.
Other features: Custom-ﬁt waist system™, bib compatible, two zippered hand pockets, thigh
pockets, side ventings with mesh that goes from waist to knee, reinforced lower leg. hem
with snap adjustments, non-detachable snow gaiters.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Inseam length

81 cm (size M)

Weight

872 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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tamok down750 Jacket W's
1221-19
Our warmest durable ski/snowboard down jacket.

New

The tamok down750 Jacket is probably going to be your best puffy powder pal for the
freeride season. This warm and rugged down jacket is made to withstand backcountry rides
through a tricky forest and still is light enough to be accompanied by an outer layer.
Inspired by the original western riders, it combines our Loaded Minimalism design
philosophy with great functionality. The durable, recycled 45D outer fabric has a natural and
cotton-like feel, and the shoulders have reinforced yokes with a suede look for that extra
protection and edge.
The 750down ﬁll is RDS 2.0 certiﬁed, and the jacket packs down easily into your daypack as
an essential part of your everyday on- or off-mountain rider kit. It’s completely
wind-resistant and will have no problem winning a quick draw with some light snowfall.
Practical features include hand warmer pockets with a soft lining, a neat napoleon pocket, a
1201
Tawny Port

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

9001
Pure Cashmere

PRE ORDER ONLY

weather protective hood with room for a helmet and a packable pocket for easy storage in
the pack.
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

522 g

Down weight

180 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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tamok wool Shirt W's
1219-19
Our warmest, most durable shirt.

New

The tamok wool Shirt may be soft and cozy on the outside but has the performance of a
technical midlayer. With its durable and warm reprocessed wool fabric, it will make sure low
temperatures won’t stand in the way of good lines, and you can even button the collar fully
up for some extra protection.
It has a classic, yet minimalistic western vibe, with corduroy reinforcements on the elbow
and the circular pocket opening on the zipped chest pocket.
To keep it comfy and durable, we’ve kept the corduroy theme on the inside of the collar and
cuffs as well.
Other features include two zippered hand pockets, lined shoulders for better movement and
snap button closing in the front. Let’s just call it wool with an attitude.
1201
Tawny Port

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

70% wool reprocessed, 30% nylon

UPF

50+

Weight

392 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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lyngen
ski touring
The lyngen collection is a freeride-driven ski touring
line, ﬁrst launched in 2009. Pushing the limits of
durable lightweight, packability, and the balance
between protection and breathability. Named after
Norway's greatest ski touring destination.
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lyngen Gore-Tex Jacket M's
2006-21
New

Our lightest, waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed for ski

New

touring.
The lightweight ski touring jacket perfectly blends two technologies: The main fabric is a
recycled 30D Gore-Tex© Active nylon fabric to provide maximum protection and
breathability during high intensity. It’s yet sturdy and durable, but with a considerable lower
weight than our other ski shell jackets. The second material is a recycled 30D rip-stop
GORE-TEX ® 3-layer C-knit recycled nylon, which is used on shoulders, sleeves and collar to
increase the range of movement and durability without compromising on protection.
The jacket is speciﬁcally designed for ski touring, and is made to push the limits of
lightweight durability. It offers the perfect combination of waterproofness, lightweight,
durability and breathability to jointly protect and ease your aerobic climb and ski time. The
jacket has all critical features, and a front venting solution similar to the lofoten one.
The jacket has a reﬁned technical ﬁt. It has a Y-shaped cut, so your mobility will never be
3908

5652

7911

reduced – perfect for alpine movement. The arms are articulated and it’s slightly longer in

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Arednalin/Blue Fog

Indigo Night/Hawaiian Surf

the back for extra protection.
Other features: storm hood with one-hand adjustment ﬁtted for helmet, asymmetric cuffs
with velcro adjustment, double zipper with ventilation option, chest ventilation with YKK
water resistant zipper and mesh, internal chest pocket, laminated stretch woven hand
gaiter™, reinforced shoulders, smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, two
vertical chest pockets with YKK water resistant zippers.

5549
Orange Popsicle/Lemon Chrome

Material

Gore-Tex© Active, 30D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Weight

402 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lyngen Gore-Tex Pro Pants M’s
2002-22
New

New

New

Our lightest waterproof ski/snowboard pants developed for ski touring.
These lightweight pants are designed for freeride-minded ski touring but are also suitable
for general skiing activities, all-year mountaineering, and hiking. The pants are made in
premium GORE-TEX® fabric, and we use this because it’s the world-leading quality for
durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability (RET 3-6), and total
windproofness.
The main fabric is a 3-layer 70D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a
100% recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection, and optimized
breathability. It has a solution-dyed rip-stop backer. The bottom leg is reinforced with a
lightweight 200D Vectran™ fabric to increase durability where the pants tend to rub against
boots or steel edges.
Key features include Custom-Fit Waist™ system for easy customization, side venting from
hip to below the knee with two-way zippers, two strategically placed thigh pockets, and a

2295

6610

3301

small key pocket. Zipper openings from the lower leg that run-up to the boot shaft enable

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf

Olive Night

easy adjustment of width to accommodate walk mode and ski mode.
Snap tightening under the knee enables tightening around the leg to prevent loose fabric

New

when using crampons and it has integrated lightweight adjustable snow gaiters. The pants
are compatible with the mountaineering bib.
The pants have a roomy regular ﬁt with articulated knees and seat for optimal touring
mobility.

5630
Arednalin

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Inseam length

87,3 cm (size L)

Weight

568 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lyngen Gore-Tex Active Jacket M's
2016-22
New

Our most breathable, lightweight waterproof ski/snowboard jacket
developed for ski touring.
This weather protective jacket is made for ski touring but works excellent for other mid to
high-intensity activities ranging from trekking to lightweight mountaineering. It’s made in
premium GORE-TEX® fabric, and we use this because it’s the world-leading quality for
durable waterproofness (28,000mm), breathability (RET 3-6), and total windproofness.
The jacket blends two GORE-TEX® technologies: The front and underarm area are in Active
SHAKEDRY ™, a technology that eliminates the face fabric, preventing the absorption of
water to maintain comfort during high-intensity activities. Wearers will not experience the
chilling effect that can result from a wetted-out face fabric, and the garment dries out fast.
The hood, shoulders, upper arms, and bottom hem are in 30D GORE-TEX® Active recycled
nylon fabric which is built for extreme breathability and is ideal for highly aerobic,
done-in-a-day activities. Together, they offer excellent water protection with marked leading

5648

breathability.

Arednalin/Peat
Key features include a helmet-compatible hood with one-hand cord adjustment, two chest
pockets, a small inside chest pocket, lightweight hand gaiters, and asymmetric cuffs with
Velcro® tightening. To provide optimal venting, it has a zipped front solution with a
full-length venting area running from the chest and down to the hem, which also enables
airﬂow while keeping your neck and face protected.
The jacket has a slim ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good alpine movement.
Material

Gore-Tex© Active, 30D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Active SHAKEDRY ™

Weight

308 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lyngen Gore-Tex Paclite Overpants M's
2010-22
New

New

Lightweight, packable, and waterproof ski touring over pants.
These protective over pants are made for ski touring and are the ultimate bring-along pant
when touring on days with uncertain weather and you don’t wish to wear waterproof pants
all the time. They are also suitable for general all-year mountaineering and hiking. The pants
are made in premium GORE-TEX® fabric, and we use this because it’s the world-leading
quality for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability (RET 3-6), and total
windproofness.
We use the GORE-TEX PACLITE® 4 PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight tiny rip-stop fabric with
a 20D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight while being durably
waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed dots on the backer
with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher friction and a less sticky
durable interior.
The bottom leg is reinforced with a lightweight 200D Vectran™ fabric to increase durability

7720

6610

Caviar/Castor Grey

Hawaiian surf

where the pants tend to rub against boots or steel edges.
Key features include full side 2-way zippers to make them easier to put on and off, snap
solution in the waist to keep the zippers all open while still keeping the pants in place, an
elastic band in the back, internal webbing adjustment in the front, zip-ﬂy and zippered
pockets. Velcro® adjustment under the knee enables tightening around the leg to prevent
loose fabric when using crampons. The bottom hem has an elastic cord for adjustment and
a snap closure to tighten it if needed. The pants are suspender compatible.
The pants have a technical ﬁt with articulated knees and seat for optimal touring mobility.
The lower legs are on the wider side, as they are made to be put on top of ski touring boots.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 20D recycled nylon

Inseam length

88 cm (size L)

Weight

392 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lyngen dri2 thermo60 Jacket M's
2005-21
Our most packable, waterproof insulation jacket.

New

This technical, fully taped insulation jacket is made in a 15D 2L dri2, recycled nylon. It offers
great protection, lightweight and great breathability – perfect for ski touring and other
high-intensity activities. It has a PFC/C0-treatment with a 20.000 water column. The pocket
is not waterproof. The 60g/m2 100% recycled polyester insulation is distributed in a t-shirt
shape to ensure great warming properties where it is most needed: body and half sleeve is
60g/m2, rest is 40g/m,.
This premium insulation jacket is the perfect hybrid between an insulated jacket and a
super lightweight waterproof and breathable shell jacket. It’s developed as an
uncompromising insulation jacket with high emphasis on weight, feel and thermal
properties. It’s what you bring for the adventures when the weather is rough or as a backup
combo jacket during ski touring and touring in the spring. To keep the weight down and
lower the packing volume, it has a minimalistic design and only the essential features.
5652

7718

7911

Technical ﬁt with articulated sleeves and great sleeve moveability. Fits on top as well as

Arednalin/Blue Fog

Caviar

Indigo Night/Hawaiian Surf

under a shell jacket and has a helmet compatible hood.
Two mid-mounted pockets that do not come in conﬂict with shoulder straps and hip belts,
YKK zippers, one zipped inner pocket that can ﬁt a wallet or cell phone, one inside mesh
pocket, smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, elasticated cuffs, one-hand hem
adjustment with a ﬂat front.
Material

15D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

432 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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lyngen down850 Hood M's
2004-20
Our best warmth to weight down jacket developed for ski touring.

New

Making sure you stay warm when ascending new peaks, the lyngen down850 Jacket is the
ultimate insulation garment when out ski touring. With a great warmth-to-weight ratio, this
down jacket is our lightest down with a hood and will keep the backpack’s weight down and
can easily be compressed into a packable pocket.
The jacket is made of lightweight, down-proof 10D recycled nylon and has RDS 2.0 850 FP
down ﬁll.
Practical features include a hood with one-hand adjustment with room for a helmet, an
outer chest pocket, hem tightening, and Powerstretch cuffs.
Material

10D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

382 g

5652

2295

6609

Down weight

175 g

Arednalin/Blue Fog

Indigo Night

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XXL

5332
Indigo Night/Lemon Chrome
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lyngen down850 Knickers M’s
2006-20
Our warmest and most packable knickers developed for ski touring.
This highly functional midlayer is made with RDS 2.0 850 down ﬁll and a lightweight
down-proof recycled 10D nylon face. With a full zip solution, these pants can easily be put
on and taken off without removing your ski boots, either on top or underneath your shell
pants. The pants are easy to compress down and can be packed into a tiny, separate bag.
The zippers on the side are coordinated so you will not use valuable time trying to match
them up and the Custom-ﬁt waist™ system makes them both comfortable and easily
adjustable.
The seat is insulated with Primaloft to ensure that the butt is kept warm even if you tear a
hole.
Material

10D recycled nylon

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

2295

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Indigo Night

Inseam length

47 cm (size L)

Weight

210 g

Down weight

60 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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lyngen hiloﬂex100 Jacket M's
2008-21
The ultimate, fully featured midlayer developed for ski-touring.

New

This premium recycled double weave, high loft material offers great stretch, protection and
a perfect balance between heat and comfort. It’s not too warm when active, but always
gives reliable comfort when cold. The face of the material is super durable with
wind-resistant and water-resistant properties, which makes it suitable as an outer layer on
drier days. The inside of the material is super soft and comfy, always ensuring optimal
comfort. The back is in a more breathable, open construction for moisture wicking and
comfort when wearing a backpack.
A lightweight yet durable and protective midlayer with key features for free ski
mountaineering or ski touring. It’s a versatile midlayer that can double as a softshell with
the primary function of keeping you protected and warm when needed and allow for
overheat and moisture to escape. Specially designed for ski touring, it has characteristic
front pockets with two entrances, both in front and the side, which ﬁts skins. These have a
waterproof lining towards the body, which prevents you from getting wet and cold due to
7720

6609

5554

Caviar/Castor Grey

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Orange Popsicle/Castor Grey

wet skins.
The jacket is especially designed for ski touring with a reﬁned technical ﬁt. It has a
Y-shaped cut, so your mobility will never be reduced – perfect for alpine movement. The
arms are articulated and it’s slightly longer in the back for extra protection. The hood is
made to ﬁt under a helmet.
Other features: snug hood with high collar, full front zip, one zippered chest pocket, two
voluminous stretch skin pockets, stretch cuffs with thumb grip, sleeve that can be pulled up
to the elbow, elasticated hem to reduce heat loss or keep windchill out.
Material

61% recycled nylon, 29% polyester, 10% elastane

Material 2nd

89% recycled polyester, 11% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

420 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lyngen ﬂex1 Pants M's
2004-21
Breathable and durable ski/snowboard soft shell pants developed for

New

ski touring.
These highly stretchable ski pants are made in a windproof recycled nylon/recycled
polyester/elastane mix which ensures great ﬂexibility and comfort. They are reinforced with
a recycled polyamide/polyester/elastane elastane mix on exposed areas to provide extra
durability where needed. To prevent wet snow from soaking up, the bottom hem is
reinforced with 200D recycled GORE-TEX. Together, these three materials create the perfect
balance between weight, comfort, durability and sustainability.
This is a softshell pant designed for high-intensity or spring season free ski
mountaineering. It has a clean design where comfort and mobility is key, combined with
achieving the right balance of air permeability and protection. It provides all essential
features, and has customized features such as elastic snow gaiter with webbing and
backer, so can be customized to different boots. It's also waterproof on the knees due to an
extra liner, so you can comfortably sit on your knees without risking any soaking.
6621

7720

7911

Blue Fog

Caviar/Castor Grey

Indigo Night/Hawaiian Surf

The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees to ensure great mobility.
Other features: Other features: Custom-ﬁt waist system™, zip ﬂy with snap button waist
closure, two hand pockets, stretchable narrow thigh pocket, side vent with internal mesh,
lumbar pocket for phone, reinforced water and snow shedding instep/bottom leg.
Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Material 2nd

50% recycled polyamide, 43% polyester, 7% elastane

Inseam length

85 cm (size L)

Weight

602 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lyngen cotton Pants M's
2012-22
New

New

A durable windproof cotton-rich ski/snowboard pant developed for ski
touring.
These cotton pants are developed for ski touring, but also work perfectly for mountain skis
and touring. The main fabric is a premium recycled cotton mix quality, and we use this
because it offers great breathability, windproofness, and durability on both cold and warm
dry days.
The 75% organic cotton/ 25% recycled polyester mix offers the natural properties of cotton
but has added extra strength, durability, and faster drying due to the polyester. The pants
are reinforced on the bottom leg with a 200D waterproof 2-layer recycled nylon face fabric
for extra durability and to prevent a soggy bottom hem.
Key features include a Custom-ﬁt waist system™, a silicon strip to prevent gaps and friction,
mesh lines ventilation from hip to knee, zippered hand and back pocket and a waterproof
membrane on the inside of the knees to provide extra windproofness and stay comfortable

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

while sitting down on the snow.
Snap tightening under the knee enables tightening around the leg to prevent loose fabric
when using crampons. The bottom has a zip with a gusset to ﬁt both walk and ski mode,
and it has an adjustable snow gaiter with webbing. The pants are compatible with our
snap-in system and are also a perfect combo with the lyngen Gore-Tex paclite pants.
The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees and seat for optimal touring mobility.
Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Material 2nd

Face 200D 100% Recycled Nylon

Inseam length

86,5 (size L)

Weight

728 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
lyngen Alpha100 Zip Hood M's
2011-22
New

New

New

Our most breathable insulation jacket.
This lightweight midlayer is made for ski touring but is also great for general outdoor,
especially mid to high-intensity activities due to its excellent breathing and insulation
properties.
The face fabric is a lightweight double weave recycled nylon aero100 fabric, because it
provides a very good combination of low weight, breathability, and wind protection, plus a
little bit of stretch for better movement. It's a durable 20D ripstop quality with PFC-free DWR
treatment for additional water resistance.
The jacket is lined with premium Polartec® Alpha® insulation, the world-leading breathable
insulation engineered to provide consistent warmth, while continuously releasing excess
body heat, and allowing greater breathability during activity. It insulates the user when
highly aerobic as well as when less active.

2295

6609

5630

For optimal performance, we’ve used two Polartec® Alpha® qualities: The body is lined

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin

with Polartec® Alpha® 90 (90 grams/m2) while the shoulder area, which has a more
demanding muscle group, is in a thicker Polartec® Alpha® 120 (120 grams/m2) quality.
This is also more resistant to compression from backpack straps.
Features include hand pockets and a chest pocket with zipper closure, helmet-compatible
hood with one-hand adjustment and a stiffer brim for better wind protection, an inner
placket to prevent cold spots, and an elastic bottom hem.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement, with
slight ease to give it a bit more jacket-like function.
Material

20D 100% Recycled Nylon

Lining

78% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

Weight

380 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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lyngen Alpha90 Vest M’s
2036-18
New

Our most breathable insulation vest.

New

This dynamic and highly breathable vest is developed for ski touring but is the all-time go-to
garment when you are in need of some breathable extra insulation that adds minimal
weight and volume.
The vest is perfect for the uphill climb to a long-desired peak or underneath your favorite
shell jacket when the cold is creeping in on you.
The face fabric is a woven recycled polyester because it provides a very good combination
of weight, breathability, and wind protection. It's a durable 20D ripstop quality with PFC-free
DWR treatment for additional water resistance.
The vest is lined with premium Polartec® Alpha® 90g/m2 insulation, the world-leading
breathable insulation engineered to provide consistent warmth, while continuously
releasing excess body heat, and allowing greater breathability during activity. It insulates
6610

5630

2295

Hawaiian surf

Arednalin

Indigo Night

the user when highly aerobic as well as when less active.
Other features include elastic hem adjustments, an adjustable hood with room for a helmet
and handy pockets to hide away your phone, an extra carabineer, or a snack bar.
It’s a ski touring favorite, but also an employee go-to all year.
Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

78% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

220 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XL
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lyngen Alpha90 Jacket M’s
2011-18
Our lightest and most breathable midlayer.

New

The super lightweight lyngen Alpha90 Raw Jacket is our lightest, most breathable midlayer
speciﬁcally designed for high intensity activities such as ski touring.
The jacket has great moisture transportation and dries quickly thanks to the combination of
two extremely light weight midlayer fabrics with world class warmth-to-weight ratio:
Alpha90 direct from Polartec and very open fabric with grid structure from Pontetorto.
This makes for an extremely open and eﬃcient construction, and the jacket can be worn as
a baselayer. Features include a small chest pocket, integrated hand gaiter cuffs and a
higher neck for extra protection.

5630
Arednalin

Material

79% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

Material 2nd

94% recycled polyester, 6% elastane

Weight

180 g

2314

6609

Fit

Technical

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Size

S-XL
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lyngen Gore-Tex Jacket W's
2014-21
New

Our lightest, waterproof ski/snowboard jacket developed for ski

New

touring.
The lightweight ski touring jacket perfectly blends two technologies: The main fabric is a
recycled 30D Gore-Tex© Active nylon fabric to provide maximum protection and
breathability during high intensity. It’s yet sturdy and durable, but with a considerable lower
weight than our other ski shell jackets. The second material is a recycled 30D rip-stop
GORE-TEX ® 3-layer C-knit recycled nylon, which is used on shoulders, sleeves and collar to
increase the range of movement and durability without compromising on protection.
The jacket is speciﬁcally designed for ski touring, and is made to push the limits of
lightweight durability. It offers the perfect combination of waterproofness, lightweight,
durability and breathability to jointly protect and ease your aerobic climb and ski time. The
jacket has all critical features, and a front venting solution similar to the lofoten one.
The jacket has a reﬁned technical ﬁt. It has a Y-shaped cut, so your mobility will never be
2377

3313

5702

reduced – perfect for alpine movement. The arms are articulated and it’s slightly longer in

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Olive Night/Orange Alert

True Red/Rhubarb

the back for extra protection.
Other features: storm hood with one-hand adjustment ﬁtted for helmet, asymmetric cuffs
with velcro adjustment, double zipper with ventilation option, chest ventilation with YKK
water resistant zipper and mesh, internal chest pocket, laminated stretch woven hand
gaiter™, reinforced shoulders, smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, two
vertical chest pockets with YKK water resistant zippers.
Material

Gore-Tex© Active, 30D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Weight

360 g

Fit
Size

XS-L
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NEW
lyngen Gore-Tex Pro Pants W's
2048-22
New

New

New

Our lightest waterproof ski/snowboard pants developed for ski touring.
These lightweight pants are designed for freeride-minded ski touring but are also suitable
for general skiing activities, all-year mountaineering, and hiking. The pants are made in
premium GORE-TEX® fabric, and we use this because it’s the world-leading quality for
durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability (RET 3-6), and total
windproofness.
The main fabric is a 3-layer 70D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a
100% recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection, and optimized
breathability. It has a solution-dyed rip-stop backer. The bottom leg is reinforced with a
lightweight 200D Vectran™ fabric to increase durability where the pants tend to rub against
boots or steel edges.
Key features include Custom-Fit Waist™ system for easy customization, side venting from
hip to below the knee with two-way zippers, two strategically placed thigh pockets, and a

2295

2368

5620

small key pocket. Zipper openings from the lower leg that run-up to the boot shaft enable

Indigo Night

Aquarius

Orange Alert

easy adjustment of width to accommodate walk mode and ski mode.
Snap tightening under the knee enables tightening around the leg to prevent loose fabric
when using crampons and it has integrated lightweight adjustable snow gaiters. The pants
are compatible with the mountaineering bib.
The pants have a roomy regular ﬁt with articulated knees and seat for optimal touring
mobility.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Inseam length

84 cm (size M)

Weight

512 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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NEW
lyngen Gore-Tex Paclite Overpants W's
2014-22
New

Lightweight, packable, and waterproof ski touring over pants.
These protective over pants are made for ski touring and are the ultimate bring-along pant
when touring on days with uncertain weather and you don’t wish to wear waterproof pants
all the time. They are also suitable for general all-year mountaineering and hiking. The pants
are made in premium GORE-TEX® fabric, and we use this because it’s the world-leading
quality for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability (RET 3-6), and total
windproofness.
We use the GORE-TEX PACLITE® 4 PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight tiny rip-stop fabric with
a 20D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight while being durably
waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed dots on the backer
with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher friction and a less sticky
durable interior.
The bottom leg is reinforced with a lightweight 200D Vectran™ fabric to increase durability

7720

where the pants tend to rub against boots or steel edges.

Caviar/Castor Grey
Key features include full side 2-way zippers to make them easier to put on and off, snap
solution in the waist to keep the zippers all open while still keeping the pants in place, an
elastic band in the back, internal webbing adjustment in the front, zip-ﬂy and zippered
pockets. Velcro® adjustment under the knee enables tightening around the leg to prevent
loose fabric when using crampons. The bottom hem has an elastic cord for adjustment and
a snap closure to tighten it if needed. The pants are suspender compatible.
The pants have a technical ﬁt with articulated knees and seat for optimal touring mobility.
The lower legs are on the wider side, as they are made to be put on top of ski touring boots.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 20D recycled nylon

Inseam length

84 cm (size M)

Weight

376 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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lyngen dri2 thermo60 Jacket W's
2013-21
Our most packable, waterproof insulation jacket.

New

This technical, fully taped insulation jacket is made in a 15D 2L dri2, recycled nylon. It offers
great protection, lightweight and great breathability – perfect for ski touring and other
high-intensity activities. It has a PFC/C0-treatment with a 20.000 water column. The pocket
is not waterproof. The 60g/m2 100% recycled polyester insulation is distributed in a t-shirt
shape to ensure great warming properties where it is most needed: body and half sleeve is
60g/m2, rest is 40g/m,.
This premium insulation jacket is the perfect hybrid between an insulated jacket and a
super lightweight waterproof and breathable shell jacket. It’s developed as an
uncompromising insulation jacket with high emphasis on weight, feel and thermal
properties. It’s what you bring for the adventures when the weather is rough or as a backup
combo jacket during ski touring and touring in the spring. To keep the weight down and
lower the packing volume, it has a minimalistic design and only the essential features.
2377

7718

5702

Technical ﬁt with articulated sleeves and great sleeve moveability. Fits on top as well as

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Caviar

True Red/Rhubarb

under a shell jacket and has a helmet compatible hood.
Two mid-mounted pockets that do not come in conﬂict with shoulder straps and hip belts,
YKK zippers, one zipped inner pocket that can ﬁt a wallet or cell phone, one inside mesh
pocket, smooth ﬂeece backer next-to-skin for soft comfort, elasticated cuffs, one-hand hem
adjustment with a ﬂat front.
Material

15D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

380 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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lyngen down850 Hood W's
2005-20
New

New

New

Our best warmth to weight down jacket developed for ski touring.
Making sure you stay warm when ascending new peaks, the lyngen down850 Jacket is the
ultimate insulation garment when out ski touring. With a great warmth-to-weight ratio, this
down jacket is our lightest down with a hood and will keep the backpack’s weight down and
can easily be compressed into a packable pocket.
The jacket is made of lightweight, down-proof 10D recycled nylon and has RDS 2.0 850 FP
down ﬁll.
Practical features include a hood with one-hand adjustment with room for a helmet, an
outer chest pocket, hem tightening, and Powerstretch cuffs.
Material

10D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

338 g

2377

3313

5702

Down weight

158 g

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Olive Night/Orange Alert

Tre Red/Rhubarb

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL

2295
Indigo Night
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lyngen down850 Knickers W’s
2007-20
Our warmest and most packable knickers developed for ski touring.
This highly functional midlayer is made with RDS 2.0 850 down ﬁll and a lightweight
down-proof recycled 10D nylon face. With a full zip solution, these pants can easily be put
on and taken off without removing your ski boots, either on top or underneath your shell
pants. The pants are easy to compress down and can be packed into a tiny, separate bag.
The zippers on the side are coordinated so you will not use valuable time trying to match
them up and the Custom-ﬁt waist™ system makes them both comfortable and easily
adjustable.
The seat is insulated with Primaloft to ensure that the butt is kept warm even if you tear a
hole.
Material

10D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

2295

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Indigo Night

Inseam length

51 cm (size M)

Weight

200 g

Down weight

50 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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lyngen ﬂex1 Pants W's
2018-21
Breathable and durable ski/snowboard soft shell pants developed for

New

ski touring.
These highly stretchable ski pants are made in a windproof recycled nylon/recycled
polyester/elastane mix which ensures great ﬂexibility and comfort. They are reinforced with
a recycled polyamide/polyester/elastane elastane mix on exposed areas to provide extra
durability where needed. To prevent wet snow from soaking up, the bottom hem is
reinforced with 200D recycled GORE-TEX. Together, these three materials create the perfect
balance between weight, comfort, durability and sustainability.
This is a softshell pant designed for high-intensity or spring season free ski
mountaineering. It has a clean design where comfort and mobility is key, combined with
achieving the right balance of air permeability and protection. It provides all essential
features, and has customized features such as elastic snow gaiter with webbing and
backer, so can be customized to different boots. It's also waterproof on the knees due to an
extra liner, so you can comfortably sit on your knees without risking any soaking.
2295

5702

Indigo Night

True Red/Rhubarb

The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees to ensure great mobility.
Other features: Other features: Custom-ﬁt waist system™, zip ﬂy with snap button waist
closure, two hand pockets, stretchable narrow thigh pocket, side vent with internal mesh,
lumbar pocket for phone, reinforced water and snow shedding instep/bottom leg.
Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Material 2nd

50% recycled nylon, 43% polyester, 7% elastane

Inseam length

82 cm (size M)

Weight

556 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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NEW
lyngen equaliser stretch Tights W's
2017-22
New

New

Windproof, stretchy tights developed for ski touring.
These technical tights are made for ski touring but also work perfectly for mountaineering,
climbing, and trekking activities where you use larger boots. They're made to offer the
next-to-skin comfort and movement of tights, and the functionality of ski pants.
The main fabric is a brushed, quick-drying, recycled nylon/elastane mix, and we use this
because it offers excellent movement, breathability, and moisture-wicking properties. The
thickness of the fabric is great for all-season use and makes it a good choice on dry
spring-like days as well as dry cold days with high-intensity activities.
The pants are reinforced on the bottom leg with a 200D waterproof 2L fabric for extra
durability and to prevent a soggy bottom hem.
Key features include a high, comfortable waist with a little coin pocket and lace for
tightening, big stretch pockets on the thighs, and an adjustable bottom leg with a gusset to

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

accommodate walk mode and ski mode. They also have integrated stretch snow gaiter
The ﬁt is tight with articulated knees for optimal touring mobility, and it has a ﬂattering
bootcut silhouette.
Material

84% recycled nylon, 16% elastane

Material 2nd

64% recycled nylon, 20% recycled polyester, 16% elastane

Inseam length

81 cm (size M)

Weight

478 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-L
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NEW
lyngen Alpha100 Zip Hood W's
2047-22
New

New

New

Our most breathable insulation jacket.
This lightweight midlayer is made for ski touring but is also great for general outdoor,
especially mid to high-intensity activities due to its excellent breathing and insulation
properties.
The face fabric is a lightweight double weave recycled nylon aero100 fabric, because it
provides a very good combination of low weight, breathability, and wind protection, plus a
little bit of stretch for better movement. It's a durable 20D ripstop quality with PFC-free DWR
treatment for additional water resistance.
The jacket is lined with premium Polartec® Alpha® insulation, the world-leading breathable
insulation engineered to provide consistent warmth, while continuously releasing excess
body heat, and allowing greater breathability during activity. It insulates the user when
highly aerobic as well as when less active.

2295

2377

5620

For optimal performance, we’ve used two Polartec® Alpha® qualities: The body is lined

Indigo Night

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Orange Alert

with Polartec® Alpha® 90 (90 grams/m2) while the shoulder area, which has a more
demanding muscle group, is in a thicker Polartec® Alpha® 120 (120 grams/m2) quality.
This is also more resistant to compression from backpack straps.
Features include hand pockets and a chest pocket with zipper closure, helmet-compatible
hood with one-hand adjustment and a stiffer brim for better wind protection, an inner
placket to prevent cold spots, and an elastic bottom hem.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement, with
slight ease to give it a bit more jacket-like function.
Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

78% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

Inseam length
Weight

290 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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lyngen Alpha90 Vest W’s
2041-18
New

Our most breathable insulation vest.

New

This dynamic and highly breathable vest is developed for ski touring but is the all-time go-to
garment when you are in need of some breathable extra insulation that adds minimal
weight and volume.
The vest is perfect for the uphill climb to a long-desired peak or underneath your favorite
shell jacket when the cold is creeping in on you.
The face fabric is a woven recycled polyester because it provides a very good combination
of weight, breathability, and wind protection. It's a durable 20D ripstop quality with PFC-free
DWR treatment for additional water resistance.
The vest is lined with premium Polartec® Alpha® 90g/m2 insulation, the world-leading
breathable insulation engineered to provide consistent warmth, while continuously
releasing excess body heat, and allowing greater breathability during activity. It insulates
2368

5620

2295

Aquarius

Orange Alert

Indigo Night

the user when highly aerobic as well as when less active.
Other features include elastic hem adjustments, an adjustable hood with room for a helmet
and handy pockets to hide away your phone, an extra carabineer, or a snack bar.
It’s a ski touring favorite, but also an employee go-to all year.
Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

78% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

200 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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lyngen Alpha90 Jacket W’s
2047-18
New

Our lightest and most breathable midlayer.

New

The lyngen Alpha90 Raw Jacket for women is our lightest midlayer and is speciﬁcally
designed for high intensity activities such as ski touring.
The jacket has great moisture transportation and dries quickly thanks to the combination of
two extremely light weight midlayer fabrics with world class warmth-to-weight ratio:
Alpha90 direct from Polartec and very open fabric with grid structure from Pontetorto.
This makes for an extremely open and eﬃcient construction, and the jacket can be worn as
an baselayer. Features include a small chest pocket, integrated hand gaiter cuffs and a
higher neck for extra protection.
Material

78% recycled polyester, 22% polyester

Material 2nd

94% recycled polyester, 6% elastane

Weight

140 g

2377

5654

2314

Fit

Technical

Aquarius/Hawaiian Surf

Peach Amber

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

Size

XS-L
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We divide our mountaineering
category into three concepts;
trollveggen, falketind, and lyngen.
Developed to master big walls, long
climbs, and various conditions, each
garment is created to push the limits
of protection, durability, and mobility.

Norrøna Fall/Winter 22/23
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trollveggen
alpine climbing
Descending from Europe's ﬁrst Gore-Tex jacket in
1977, the trollveggen Gore-Tex jacket and bib
revolutionized clothing for alpine climbing.
Developed for ﬁrst accents and demanding
expeditions, it's continually reﬁned and still a
pinnacle of mountaineering performance. Named
after the wall where it was ﬁrst tested.

74
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Jacket M's
1603-19
Our most durable waterproof mountaineering jacket.
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro is our pinnacle of mountaineering performance made with
extremely durable 70D recycled nylon Gore-Tex Pro fabric. This iconic jacket is historic,
dating back to Europe’s ﬁrst Gore-Tex® jacket in 1977. Today, it’s still a legend within
mountaineering due to continuous user-driven product development. With the new
generation, we’ve redesigned the construction, decreasing the number of parts and seams
to provide a more ergonomic ﬁt and allow more eﬃcient movement.
This also increases durability due to fewer exposed connection areas. As a bonus, it looks
cleaner while still offering everything you need for any alpine pursuit. It’s made in a new
recycled Gore-Tex 70D wave fabric and we’ve added additional length in the back for extra
protection.
The jacket has long underarm two-way zippers to provide good ventilation. The storm ﬁtted
hood ﬁts a climbing helmet and the two napoleon chest pockets are kept high to avoid
2295

5639

Indigo Night

Arednalin/Orange popsicle

interference when using a harness.
The two hand pockets offer extra storage and a hand-warming option when belaying, and
also conceals an adjustment cord which can tighten the waistline to trap air if needed.
Despite the longer ﬁt and extra pockets, we’ve managed to match the weight of the previous
generation. It has reﬂective details and we’ve strategically placed color blocks on the dark
jacket to ensure visibility and contrast on critical body parts.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Weight

650 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Bib M's
1604-19
Our most durable waterproof mountaineering bib pants.
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Bibs are our most durable mountaineering pants and the ﬁrst
choice of alpine adventurers who climb under harsh conditions. Made to offer big mountain
perfection, these high-rise bib pants have never rested on their laurels but continuously
been perfected to meet the needs of alpine explorers.
Engineered to withstand wind, water and abrasion, we’ve used very durable and recycled
70D X160D Gore-Tex fabric. The Vectran reinforcement on the lower leg will reduce wear
and tear from crampons, and thanks to the detachable gaiters and zipped lower leg gusset
you can easily customize the pants to ﬁt your needs for both summer climbs and
lightweight rando boots.
We’ve improved the ergonomic leg and seat construction, creating an ergonomic S-shape to
improve movement and decrease excess fabric. By moving the seams to the front, we’ve
managed to build a joint-like cap function to the knee area increasing both comfort and
7718

mobility. The drop seat function does not only facilitate effortless toilet visits, but also

Caviar

provides great ventilation thanks to the two-way zippers.
Other key features include a stretchy back, adjustable suspenders, a thigh pocket and front
bib pockets which conceals an adjustment cord which can tighten the waistline if needed.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Inseam length

85 cm (size L)

Weight

648 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Light Jacket M's
1605-22
Our lightest, durable waterproof mountaineering jacket.

New

This lightweight mountaineering jacket is made for demanding alpine climbing but works
perfectly for all-season mountaineering adventures including trekking and ski touring. We
use A GORE-TEX® PRO fabric, which is the world leading membrane for highly durable
waterproofness (28,000mm), good breathability (RET lower than 13) and total
windproofness.
This jacket is made in a 3L 40D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a
100% recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection and optimized
breathability. It is reinforced with 3L 70D GORE-TEX® PRO (RET 6) fabric with 100%
recycled nylon face to ensure maximum protection on the top hood, shoulders, and elbow
panel.
Main features include a storm hood ﬁtted for a climbing helmet with one-hand adjustment,
asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustments, two-way under-arm ventilation, strategically
3337

7758

6609

placed napoleon pockets to avoid interference with harness and backpack, and a two-way

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

Caviar/Cool Black

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

front zip for ﬂexible ventilation.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement while
climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures extra protection.

5541
Orange Popsicle/Arednalin

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon

Weight

490 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Light Pants M's
1606-22
Our lightest, durable waterproof mountaineering pants.
These lightweight mountaineering pants are made for demanding alpine climbing, but
works perfectly for all season mountaineering adventures, both with or without skis and
crampons. We use A GORE-TEX® PRO fabric, which is the world leading membrane for
highly durable waterproofness (28,000mm), good breathability (RET lower than 13) and
total windproofness.
The main fabric is a 3L 70D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a 100%
recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection and optimized
breathability. On the upper part, which is less exposed, we use a 3L 40D GORE-TEX® PRO
most breathable (RET 6) 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon that is thinner and gives less bulk.
Main features include a functional ⅘ side two-way zipper for good venting options,
Custom-ﬁt waist system™, two zippered thigh pocket, adjustable ankle width, a bootlace
hook, Vectran reinforcement on lower leg, and eyelets if you want to fasten a cord around
7758

the boot to make sure it stay in place. The pants are suspender and bib compatible. The

Caviar/Cool Black

pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees and an ergonomic S-shape to improve
mobility during vertical movement and decrease excess. The bottom legs can be expanded
to ﬁt ski touring boots.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Inseam length

87 cm (size L)

Weight

476 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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trollveggen down850 Jacket M’s
1603-17
Our warmest mountaineering down jacket.

New

The trollveggen down850 Jacket is our lightest version of our warmest and most durable
down jacket for men. Made for adventurous and demanding mountaineers, the jacket offers
excellent warmth and durability when challenging both the cold and steep mountains.
With its new and more ﬁtted design, we have improved both the moving range and the
volume size. It has practical hand warming pockets, an insulating hood with one hand
adjustment option and a little inside pocket.
It's ﬁlled with high-quality RDS certiﬁed 850 down and has a lightweight yet strong and
durable Pertex Quantum face fabric.
Material

30D 100% recycled polyester

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

760 g

6614

2295

5541

Down weight

260 g

North Atlantic

Indigo Night

Orange Popsicle/Arednalin

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen Primaloft100 Zip Hood M's
1620-19
Our warmest and most durable synthetic insulated mountaineering

New

jacket.
Introducing the revolutionizing, recycled PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel insulation, the jacket offers
an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio. Aerogel is known as the world’s lightest solid, and
with the PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel, they’ve managed to utilize its great insulation properties
into outdoor gear.
To ensure maximum performance, we’ve mapped out different key areas of the upper body
and used this to place extra insulation where it’s needed. The outer fabric is a durable,
lightweight rip-stop nylon Cordura ideal for rough surfaces and is highly windproof and
water repellant.
This creates a jacket that can take a hit as a standalone outer-layer as well as a warm and
protective midlayer. Practical features include a wind hood which ﬁts a climbing helmet,
hand warming pockets with extra insulation thanks to the quilted front, inner pocket and
6614

2295

5630

North Atlantic

Indigo Night

Arednalin

longer cut back to prevent gaps.
This down-like product is the go-to midlayer for any mountaineer with no room for
compromises.
Material

30D 100% nylon cordura

Insulation

Primaloft® gold with cross core technology

Weight

528 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
trollveggen superlight down850 Hood M's
1619-22
New

New

New

Our lightest and most packable down jacket with a hood.
This premium down jacket is made for mountaineering but is suitable for a wide range of
outdoor activities. You can use it both as a mid-layer and outer layer, making it a 4-season
garment. It’s made with a premium aeroDownproof face fabric to provide weather
protection, lightweight and soft touch, and ﬁlled ﬁrst-class down which offers excellent
insulation at a low weight.
The main fabric is a high-tech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and is durable for its weight. To achieve
an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS-certiﬁed 850
goose down.
Key features include two hand pockets, a hood ﬁtted for a beanie, a high and protective
collar, elastic bottom hem and cuffs, and an exterior hang loop.

2295

7760

6627

The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. The

Indigo Night

Cool Black

North Atlantic/Sulphur Spring

Y-shaped ﬁt ensures good mobility. To ensure an even and lasting distribution of down, it’s
tightly quilted.

New

5630
Arednalin

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

246 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen superlight down850 Jacket M's
1606-21
Our lightest down jacket.

New

The main fabric is a hightech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and lightweight, and is durable for its
weight. To achieve an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality,
RDS-certiﬁed 850 goose down.
This jacket came to life as we wanted to create the ultimate down sweater made to give
max warmth and packability-to-weigh in a minimalistic and adaptable package. You can use
it both as a midlayer and outer layer, making it a 4-season garment. Features are kept
minimalistic and clean to follow the design expression.
The jacket has a slim ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. The Y-shaped ﬁt
ensures good mobility. To ensure an even and lasting distribution of down, it’s tightly
quilted.
3335

2295

7760

Key features include two hand warming pockets, packable pocket, minimalistic cuff closure,

Sulphur Spring

Indigo Night

Cool Black

elastic bottom hem.

5630
Arednalin

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

200 g

Down weight

70 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
trollveggen superlight down850 Vest M's
1620-22
New

New

New

Our lightest and most packable down vest.
This premium down vest is made for mountaineering but is suitable for a wide range of
outdoor activities. You can use it both as a mid-layer and outer layer, making it a 4-season
garment. It’s made with a premium aeroDownproof face fabric to provide weather
protection, lightweight and soft touch, and ﬁlled ﬁrst-class down which offers excellent
insulation at a low weight.
The main fabric is a high-tech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and is durable for its weight. To achieve
an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS-certiﬁed 850
goose down.
Key features include two hand pockets, a high and protective collar, elastic bottom hem and
an exterior hang loop.

2295

7760

6627

The vest has a technical ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. To ensure an

Indigo Night

Cool Black

North Atlantic/Sulphur Spring

even and lasting distribution of down, it’s tightly quilted.

New

5630
Arednalin

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

136 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen hiloﬂex200 Jacket M's
1601-20
Our most wind-resistant mountaineering midlayer.

New

The trollveggen hiloﬂex200 is an exceptional midlayer perfect for mountaineering
endeavors. This premium double weave, high loft fabric offers dynamic warmth, good
ﬂexibility, and a perfect balance between heat and comfort. It’s not to warm when active but
always gives reliable comfort when cold.
The face of the material is super durable with wind-resistant properties, which makes it
suitable as an outer layer on drier days. The inside of the material is super soft and comfy,
always ensuring optimal comfort
The jacket has stretch panels under the arms to ensure great breathability and provide
mobility when challenging steep walls. Other features include two hand warming pockets,
two chest pockets with zipper, a protective collar and elastic cuffs with thumbholes.
Material

92% recycled polyester, 8% elastane

6630

7718

6610

UPF

50+

North Atlantic/Indigo Night

Caviar

Hawaiian Surf

Weight

490 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL

New

5540
Orange Popsicle
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trollveggen ﬂex1 Pants M's
1608-22
Our most advanced, fully featured softshell pants for mountaineering.

New

These stretchy mountaineering pants are made for demanding alpine climbing but work
perfectly for all-season mountaineering adventures, ranging from trekking to ski touring
with lightweight touring boots. The main fabric is a 199 gr/m2 ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we
use this because it offers great movement, durability, windproofness, high breathability, and
effective moisture transportation. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use.
The pants consist of two ﬂex1 qualities; a 90D 4-way stretch double weave ﬂex1 fabric in
recycled nylon. From the thighs to the bottom plus the seat, we’ve used a highly durable
4-way stretch ﬂex1 fabric in recycled nylon for extra protection. Both materials have been
treated with PFC-free DWR.
Main features include a Custom-ﬁt waist system with velcro adjustment, two zippered hand
warming pockets, two tight pockets with bellows (one with mobile pocket), a 3/4 side zip
that provides ventilation from the knee and up, and a gusset from knee and down. The
6630

7778

7779

bottom hem has a bootlace hook and eyelets if you want to fasten a cord around the boot

North Atlantic/Indigo Night

Cool Black/Caviar

Cool Black/Orange Popsicle

to make sure it stays in place. under the boot, if wanted. They are compatible with
suspenders, and mountaineering bib.
The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees to improve mobility during vertical
movement. They can be worn over hiking boots and light ski touring boots.
Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Inseam length

87 cm (size L)

Weight

614 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen Thermal Pro Jacket M’s
3030-16
Our warmest durable mountaineering midlayer.

New

With a retro design and great durability, this warm and comfy ﬂeece jacket will stand the
ravages of time and grow to be a favorite.
Thanks to Polartec® Thermal Pro fabric, the pill-resistant ﬂeece has superb
warmth-to-weight ratio and ensures high insulation. It also keeps the weight to a minimum
and is strong and ﬂexible to maximize mobility in steep and diﬃcult terrain.
Other practical features include two hand warming pockets, a neat chest pocket, integrated
hand gaiters, and a warm and weather protective collar. It’s the perfect choice for cold
alpine adventures and performs perfectly on other outdoor endeavors when the
temperature lowers.
Material

100% recycled polyester

Weight

500 g

6630

8850

2314

Fit

Regular

North Atlantic/Indigo Night

Phantom

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

Size

S-XXL

6610

5630

Hawaiian Surf

Arednalin
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NEW
trollveggen Thermal Pro Vest M's
1627-22
New

New

New

Our warmest, most durable mountaineering vest.
This ﬂexible vest is developed for mountaineering activities and is a great choice for
general outdoor endeavors when the temperature lowers. It’s made in premium Polartec®
Thermal Pro® because of its superb warmth-to-weight ratio.
Polartec® Thermal Pro® offers unique knit techniques to create air pockets that trap air
and retain body heat, providing outstanding warmth without weight. Not only are they very
comfortable, but these fabrics offer excellent breathability, dry quickly, and are very durable
and pill-resistant.
Key features include two hand warming pockets, a chest pocket, and a warm and weather
protective collar.
The vest has a regular ﬁt with a slightly longer back for extra protection.

8850

2314

6630

Material

100% recycled polyester

Phantom

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

North Atlantic/Indigo Night

Weight

418 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL

New

5630
Arednalin
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trollveggen Powerstretch Pro Zip Hood M's
1623-19
Our warmest and most durable stretchy midlayer.

New

The trollveggen Powerstretch Pro Zip Hoodie is a ﬂexible and comfy insulation layer made
for alpine adventures where both the altitude and temperature tend to switch between high
and low.
The unique mix of polyester/wool blend and Powerstretch Pro provides the product with
great properties; the polyester/wool under the arms and in the back has a great thermal
regulation, odor reduction and will keep you warm even when wet.
The highly durable Powerstretch Pro material will withstand a great deal of wear and tear
and provides quick-drying properties. It has a snug and ergonomic ﬁt to maximize mobility
in steep and diﬃcult terrain.
Other key features include cuff with horizontal thumb hole for comfy ﬁt, 4 pockets; two on
the side and two on the chest, a protective hood that can ﬁt underneath a helmet and easily
6630

7718

2295

North Atlantic/Indigo Night

Caviar

Indigo Night

5630
Arednalin

is used together with a harness.
Material

57% recycled polyester, 33% nylon, 10% elastane

Material 2nd

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

524 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen warmwool2 stretch Tights M's
1624-19
Our warmest stretchy midlayer pants.
The trollveggen warmwool2 stretch Tights are highly functional tights ideal for alpine
adventures where both the altitude and temperature tend to switch between high and low.
The unique polyester/wool mix provides great thermal regulation, impeccable comfort, and
natural odor reduction. The full-length zippers make them super easy to take on and off and
are color coordinated to prevent loss of valuable time trying to match them up.
The tights have an athletic ﬁt, following the joints and the movements of climbing to ensure
maximum mobility. Due to the durable material mix, they can be worn as a solo layer on
warmer days and we can highly recommend them as a downtime snug pant for lazy days.
The tights also have a thigh pocket with zipper and a ﬂexible waistband. Men’s have a ﬂy
with zipper.
7718

Material

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

Caviar

UPF

50+

Inseam length

86 cm (size L)

Weight

374 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Light Jacket W's
1625-22
Our lightest, durable waterproof mountaineering jacket.

New

This lightweight mountaineering jacket is made for demanding alpine climbing but works
perfectly for all-season mountaineering adventures including trekking and ski touring. We
use A GORE-TEX® PRO fabric, which is the world leading membrane for highly durable
waterproofness (28,000mm), good breathability (RET lower than 13) and total
windproofness.
This jacket is made in a 3L 40D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a
100% recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection and optimized
breathability. It is reinforced with 3L 70D GORE-TEX® PRO (RET 6) fabric with 100%
recycled nylon face to ensure maximum protection on the top hood, shoulders, and elbow
panel.
Main features include a storm hood ﬁtted for a climbing helmet with one-hand adjustment,
asymmetric cuffs with Velcro® adjustments, two-way under-arm ventilation, strategically
3337

2314

6620

placed napoleon pockets to avoid interference with harness and backpack, and a two-way

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Aquarius

front zip for ﬂexible ventilation.
The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement while
climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures extra protection.
Material
Material 2nd
Weight
Fit
Size

5557
Honeysuckle/Virtual Pink

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon
Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D X 160D recycled nylon
422 g
Technical
XS-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Light Pants W's
1628-22
Our lightest, durable waterproof mountaineering pants.
These lightweight mountaineering pants are made for demanding alpine climbing, but
works perfectly for all season mountaineering adventures, both with or without skis and
crampons. We use A GORE-TEX® PRO fabric, which is the world leading membrane for
highly durable waterproofness (28,000mm), good breathability (RET lower than 13) and
total windproofness.
The main fabric is a 3L 70D GORE-TEX® PRO most breathable fabric (RET 6) with a 100%
recycled nylon face to ensure durable, reliable weather protection and optimized
breathability. On the upper part, which is less exposed, we use a 3L 40D GORE-TEX® PRO
most breathable (RET 6) 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon that is thinner and gives less bulk.
Main features include a functional ⅘ side two-way zipper for good venting options,
Custom-ﬁt waist system™, two zippered thigh pocket, adjustable ankle width, a bootlace
hook, Vectran reinforcement on lower leg, and eyelets if you want to fasten a cord around
2314

the boot to make sure it stay in place. The pants are suspender and bib compatible. The

Indigo Night/Indigo Night

pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees and an ergonomic S-shape to improve
mobility during vertical movement and decrease excess. The bottom legs can be expanded
to ﬁt ski touring boots.
Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Inseam length

84 cm (size M)

Weight

469 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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trollveggen down850 Jacket W’s
1605-17
New

Our warmest mountaineering down jacket.

New

The trollveggen down850 Jacket is our lightest version of our warmest and most durable
down jacket for women. Made for adventurous and demanding mountaineers, the jacket
offers excellent warmth and durability when challenging both the cold and steep
mountains.
With its new and more ﬁtted design, we have improved both the moving range and the
volume size. It has practical hand warming pockets, an insulating hood with one hand
adjustment option and a little inside pocket.
It's ﬁlled with high-quality RDS certiﬁed 850 down and has a lightweight yet strong and
durable Pertex Quantum face fabric.
Material

30D 100% recycled polyester

Down

Down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

2295

6615

5544

Weight

680 g

Indigo Night

Tourmaline

Honeysuckle/Indigo Night

Down weight

225 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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trollveggen Primaloft100 Zip Hood W's
1630-19
Our warmest and most durable synthetic insulated mountaineering

New

jacket.
Introducing the revolutionizing, recycled PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel insulation, the jacket offers
an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio. Aerogel is known as the world’s lightest solid, and
with the PrimaLoft Gold Aerogel, they’ve managed to utilize its great insulation properties
into outdoor gear.
To ensure maximum performance, we’ve mapped out different key areas of the upper body
and used this to place extra insulation where it’s needed. The outer fabric is a durable,
lightweight rip-stop nylon Cordura ideal for rough surfaces and is highly windproof and
water repellant.
This creates a jacket that can take a hit as a standalone outer-layer as well as a warm and
protective midlayer. Practical features include a wind hood which ﬁts a climbing helmet,
hand warming pockets with extra insulation thanks to the quilted front, inner pocket and
6614

7718

5545

North Atlantic

Caviar

Honeysuckle

longer cut back to prevent gaps.
This down-like product is the go-to midlayer for any mountaineer with no room for
compromises.
Material

30D 100% nylon cordura,

Insulation

Primaloft® with cross core technology

Weight

482 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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NEW
trollveggen superlight down850 Hood W's
1621-22
New

New

New

Our lightest and most packable down jacket with a hood.
This premium down jacket is made for mountaineering but is suitable for a wide range of
outdoor activities. You can use it both as a mid-layer and outer layer, making it a 4-season
garment. It’s made with a premium aeroDownproof face fabric to provide weather
protection, lightweight and soft touch, and ﬁlled ﬁrst-class down which offers excellent
insulation at a low weight.
The main fabric is a high-tech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and is durable for its weight. To achieve
an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS-certiﬁed 850
goose down.
Key features include two hand pockets, a hood ﬁtted for a beanie, a high and protective
collar, elastic bottom hem and cuffs, and an exterior hang loop.

2295

6614

6610

The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. The

Indigo Night

North Atlantic

Hawaiian surf

Y-shaped ﬁt ensures good mobility. To ensure an even and lasting distribution of down, it’s
tightly quilted.

New

1105
True Red

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

220 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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trollveggen superlight down850 Jacket W's
1607-21
New

Our lightest down jacket.

New

The main fabric is a hightech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and lightweight, and is durable for its
weight. To achieve an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality,
RDS-certiﬁed 850 goose down.
This jacket came to life as we wanted to create the ultimate down sweater made to give
max warmth and packability-to-weigh in a minimalistic and adaptable package. You can use
it both as a midlayer and outer layer, making it a 4-season garment. Features are kept
minimalistic and clean to follow the design expression.
The jacket has a slim ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. The Y-shaped ﬁt
ensures good mobility. To ensure an even and lasting distribution of down, it’s tightly
quilted.
6610

3335

2295

Key features include two hand warming pockets, packable pocket, minimalistic cuff closure,

Hawaiian surf

Sulphur Spring

Indigo Night

elastic bottom hem.

1105
True Red

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

164 g

Down weight

60 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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NEW
trollveggen superlight down850 Vest W's
1622-22
New

New

New

Our lightest and most packable down vest.
This premium down vest is made for mountaineering but is suitable for a wide range of
outdoor activities. You can use it both as a mid-layer and outer layer, making it a 4-season
garment. It’s made with a premium aeroDownproof face fabric to provide weather
protection, lightweight and soft touch, and ﬁlled ﬁrst-class down which offers excellent
insulation at a low weight.
The main fabric is a high-tech, windproof, and extremely light 100% recycled 7D nylon
material made in Japan. It offers great packability and is durable for its weight. To achieve
an excellent warmth-to-weight ratio, the jacket is ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS-certiﬁed 850
goose down.
Key features include two hand pockets, a high and protective collar, elastic bottom hem and
an exterior hang loop.

2295

6614

6610

The vest has a technical ﬁt with a longer cut in the back for extra protection. To ensure an

Indigo Night

North Atlantic

Hawaiian surf

even and lasting distribution of down, it’s tightly quilted.

New

1105
True Red

Material

7D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

7D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Goose down 850 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

116 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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trollveggen Thermal Pro Jacket W’s
3032-16
Our warmest durable mountaineering midlayer.

New

With a retro design and great durability, it will stand the ravages of time and grow to be a
favorite.
Thanks to Polartec® Thermal Pro fabric, the pill-resistant ﬂeece has superb
warmth-to-weight ratio and ensures high insulation. It also keeps the weight to a minimum
and is strong and ﬂexible to maximize mobility in steep and diﬃcult terrain.
Other practical features include two hand warming pockets, a neat chest pocket, integrated
hand gaiters, and a warm and weather protective collar. It’s the perfect choice for cold
alpine adventures and performs perfectly on other outdoor endeavors when the
temperature lowers.
Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

6615

8850

2295

Weight

400 g

Tourmaline

Phantom

Indigo Night

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL

5700

5544

Rhubarb

Honeysuckle/Indigo Night
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NEW
trollveggen Thermal Pro Vest W's
1626-22
New

New

New

Our warmest, most durable mountaineering vest.
This ﬂexible vest is developed for mountaineering activities and is a great choice for
general outdoor endeavors when the temperature lowers. It’s made in premium Polartec®
Thermal Pro® because of its superb warmth-to-weight ratio.
Polartec® Thermal Pro® offers unique knit techniques to create air pockets that trap air
and retain body heat, providing outstanding warmth without weight. Not only are they very
comfortable, but these fabrics offer excellent breathability, dry quickly, and are very durable
and pill-resistant.
Key features include two hand warming pockets, a chest pocket, and a warm and weather
protective collar.
The vest has a regular ﬁt with a slightly longer back for extra protection.

2295

6615

5700

Material

100% recycled polyester

Indigo Night

Tourmaline

Rhubarb

Weight

316 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL

New

5544
Honeysuckle/Indigo Night
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trollveggen Powerstretch Pro Zip Hood W's
1627-19
Our warmest and most durable stretchy midlayer.

New

The trollveggen Powerstretch Pro Zip Hoodie is a ﬂexible and comfy insulation layer made
for alpine adventures where both the altitude and temperature tend to switch between high
and low.
The unique mix of polyester/wool blend and Powerstretch Pro provides the product with
great properties; the polyester/wool under the arms and in the back has a great thermal
regulation, odor reduction and will keep you warm even when wet.
The highly durable Powerstretch Pro material will withstand a great deal of wear and tear
and provides quick-drying properties. It has a snug and ergonomic ﬁt to maximize mobility
in steep and diﬃcult terrain.
Other key features include cuff with horizontal thumb hole for comfy ﬁt, 4 pockets; two on
the side and two on the chest, a protective hood that can ﬁt underneath a helmet and easily
6614

7718

6610

North Atlantic

Caviar

Hawaiian surf

5544
Honeysuckle/Indigo Night

is used together with a harness..
Material

57% recycled polyester, 33% nylon, 10% elastane

Material 2nd

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

412 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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trollveggen warmwool2 stretch Tights W's
1629-19
Our warmest stretchy midlayer pants.
The trollveggen warmwool2 stretch Tights are highly functional tights ideal for alpine
adventures where both the altitude and temperature tend to switch between high and low.
The unique polyester/wool mix provides great thermal regulation, impeccable comfort and
natural odor reduction. The full-length zippers make them super easy to take on and off, and
are color coordinated to prevent loss of valuable time trying to match them up.
The tights have an athletic ﬁt, following the joints and the movements of climbing to ensure
maximum mobility. Due to the durable material mix, they can be worn as a solo layer on
warmer days and we can highly recommend them as a downtime snug pant for lazy days
The tights also have a thigh pocket with zipper and ﬂexible waistband. Men’s have a ﬂy with
zipper.
7718

Material

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

Caviar

UPF

50+

Inseam length

79 cm (size M)

Weight

310 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-L
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falketind
mountaineering
The collection pushes the limits of lightweight
without compromising on mountaineering durability.
Launched with Gore-Tex' ﬁrst paclite fabrics in 1998,
it has developed into our most versatile collection for
all seasons and any weather. Named after Norway's
most beautiful peak and the ﬁrst Norwegian alpine
ascent in 1820.
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falketind Gore-Tex Jacket M's
1802-21
Our most versatile waterproof jacket.

New

This bestselling Gore-Tex Jacket is one of our lightest versatile shell jackets made for all
seasons and any weather, initially designed for lightweight mountaineering. The wind and
waterproof jacket is durable enough for winter use and light enough for the summertime.
The light, recycled GORE-TEX® fabric with a smooth backer, makes it great for a weekend
up in the mountains as well as expeditions to your local trails.
The 30D 3-layer recycled, mini ripstop Gore-Tex fabric has a light, yet durable face material
for its weight, and a smooth backer. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a slight Y-shape
silhouette for the men to increase mobility, and secure a dynamic look and functionality.
The jacket has a regular ﬁt with a silhouette designed to increase mobility, and ensure a
dynamic look and functionality.
Critical features include long underarm vents, articulated sleeves, mid-mounted pockets,
3304

7718

2295

storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet, and asymmetric cuffs for better weather protection. This is

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Caviar

Indigo Night

an excellent choice for the outdoor enthusiast in search of a very versatile and lightweight
all-season jacket.

6609

3337

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

5639

PRE ORDER ONLY

Arednalin/Orange Popsicle

Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Weight

410 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Gore-Tex Pants M's
1875-20
Our most versatile waterproof pants.
They're light enough to be used in the summer use and durable enough for winter
adventures. These pants are developed for all kinds of mountaineering activities, wide
enough to ﬁt randonee boots and tight enough to be used with crampons.
Made of a special developed recycled 40D Gore-Tex fabric they hit the sweet spot between
all-year versatility and great protection. The slightly brushed and comfortable backer has a
smooth and even ﬁnish which feels comfortable next to skin.
The Custom-ﬁt waist system™ ensures good adjustment while the side zips can be zipped
up to get the air ﬂowing in. Other features include an inside gaiter hook, reinforced inside
leg and a practical thigh pocket.
Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Inseam length

85,5 cm (size L)

7718

Weight

472 g

Caviar

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Gore-Tex Paclite Jacket M's
1812-22
Our lightest, most packable waterproof shell jacket.
This lightweight shell jacket is made for all-year mountaineering, but works great for
general outdoor activities all year, from trekking to ski touring. It’s very packable and
therefore easy to always bring along. We use a GORE-TEX® fabric, which is the
world-leading membrane for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability
(RET 3-6), and total windproofness.
This jacket is made in GORE-TEX PACLITE® PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight (75/g m2) tiny
rip-stop fabric with a 20D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight
while being waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed dots on
the backer with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher friction and a
less sticky durable interior.
Main features include a helmet-compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, cuffs with
Velcro® adjustments, an elastic bottom hem, a zippered chest pocket, and zippered front
2295

6609

3337

chest ventilation. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures extra protection. No seams on
the shoulders to prevent chaﬁng when wearing a backpack.

5639
Arednalin/Orange Popsicle

Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 20D recycled nylon

Weight

258 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Gore-Tex Paclite Pants M's
1811-22
Our lightest, most packable waterproof shell pants.
These lightweight shell pants are made for all-year mountaineering, but work great for
general outdoor activities all year, from trekking to ski touring. We use A GORE-TEX® fabric,
which is the world-leading membrane for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized
breathability (RET 3-6), and total windproofness.
These pants are made in a GORE-TEX PACLITE® PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight tiny
rip-stop fabric with a 30D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight
while being durably waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed
dots on the backer with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher
friction and a less sticky durable interior. The bottom leg is made in a 30D 3L GORE-TEX
30D to increase durability where the pants tend to rub against your boots.
Main features include a Custom-ﬁt waist system™, a zippered thigh pocket with a mesh
pocket, ¾ side zippers for ﬂexible ventilation and effective dressing, a bootlace hook,
7718

Velcro® adjustment on the ankles, and eyelets if you want to fasten a cord around the boot

Caviar

to make sure it stays in place. The pants have a technical ﬁt with articulated knees to
improve mobility.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 30D recycled nylon

Inseam length

87 cm (size L)

Weight

310 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind down750 Hood M's
1833-20
Our most versatile down jacket.

New

The falketind down750 Hood Jacket is made for all-season use. The jacket is lightweight
and can be compressed into its own pocket which makes it a perfect bring-along insulating
piece. The face fabric is recycled 20D nylon with PFC free water repellency, and the down is
traceable and RDS certiﬁed.
This jacket works perfectly as an outer layer on cold summer days as well as midlayer
during the winter. To prevent heat-loss in moist conditions, the sides, neck and lower arms
have synthetic insulating.
The down is distributed in a t-shirt shape to ensure great warming properties where it is
most needed. The shoulder piece is made of a combination of down and synthetic material
to ensure durability in this exposed area. The shoulders and sleeves are reinforced in a 45D
recycled nylon for long-lasting durability.
3908

7718

2295

Other features include hand warming pockets, chest pocket, adjustable hood, and elastic

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Caviar

Indigo Night

cuffs.

6609

5541

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Orange Popsicle/Arednalin

Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Material 2nd

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

444 g

Down weight

100 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XXL
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falketind down750 Vest M's
1835-20
Our most versatile down vest.
The falketind down750 Vest is a down vest made for all-season use. It is very light weighted
and can be compressed into its own pocket which makes it a perfect bring-along insulation
piece no matter what activity.
To prevent moisture without losing insulating properties, the neck, sides, and bottom back
are made of synthetic insulating fabric. The shoulder piece is made of a combination of
down and synthetic material to ensure durability and provide warmth.
Other features include hand warming pockets, chest pocket, and elastic cuffs. Other
features include hand warming pockets and a chest pocket.
The fabric is 20D recycled nylon with PFC free water repellency and the down follows the
Responsible Down Standard (RDS).
7718

2295

6609

Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Caviar

Indigo Night

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Material 2nd

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

278 g

Down weight

55 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XL
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falketind thermo60 Hood M's
1804-22
Our warmest, most versatile lightweight synthetic insulation jacket.

New

This lightweight insulation jacket is made for all-year mountaineering but works perfectly
for general outdoor activities ranging from trekking to ski touring. We use our
aeroDownproof face fabric to provide windproofness, lightweight and soft touch, and our
thermo60 synthetic insulation which offers great warmth-to-weight values, good packability
and will provide insulation even when wet.
The thermo60 insulation used is a 60g/m2 100% recycled polyester insulation which gives
great thermal insulation to help the body to maintain its temperature, hence minimizing
energy loss. The main face fabric is a windproof 20D recycled nylon ripstop fabric, and the
shoulders, arms, and hood are reinforced with a durable and structured 30D lightweight
rip-stop nylon Cordura for extra protection and durability. Both have PFC-free DWR
treatment for additional water resistance.
Main features include a helmet-compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, a chest pocket
3304

7718

6616

with zipper, two hand pockets, and elastic cuffs. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Caviar

North Atlantic/Caviar

and articulated arms for good movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures
extra protection. It's made to ﬁt over and under the falketind Gore-Tex Jacket and is slightly
short in length.

6609

5639

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Arednalin/Orange Popsicle

Material

30D 57% recycled nylon, 43% nylon Cordura

Material 2nd

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

398 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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falketind thermo40 Shorts M's
1810-21
Our most versatile and ﬂexible insulation shorts.
Providing windproofness and water-resistance, the main fabric is a lightweight recycled 20D
nylon. It’s also highly packable, and durable for its weight, making it perfect for a
bring-along insulation shorts. The main insulation is a recycled thermo40 with a thermo60
in the seat. The thermo40 insulation provides great insulation even when it is damp, has a
high warmth-to-weight ratio and is the most packable insulation product in our range.
The shorts is the sibling to our falketind thermo60 Hood, providing the perfect balance
between insulation, light weight and packability for your lower body. It’s an all-season,
windproof insulation garment which works great as an outer layer or underneath a shell
pant. With a full zip solution, these pants can easily be put on and taken off without
removing your shoes/pants, and the zippers on the side are coordinated so you will not use
valuable time trying to match them up. It compresses into a packable pocket on the thigh,
which makes it super easy to bring along.
7721

6609

The shorts have a technical ﬁt yet ﬁt over pants or shorts. It has an above knee cap length

Caviar/Drizzle

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

and a quilted front around the hip ﬂexors to lock the insulation in place in this area and
achieve natural folds.
Other features: elasticated waistband, front ﬂy with zip snap button closure, one zippered
thigh pockets.
Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Inseam length

30 cm (size L)

Weight

218 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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falketind warm2 Octa Hood M's
1815-22
A highly breathable wind-resistant versatile midlayer.

New

This innovative midlayer is made for all-year mountaineering but works perfectly for general
outdoor activities ranging from trekking to ski touring. We use a unique bonded fabric
quality as the main material; the Octa liner provides great lightweight insulation and very
effective moisture transportation, and the warm2 face fabric ensures good warmth,
durability, and wind resistance while still allowing good moisture wicking.
The warm2 face is a 100% recycled ﬁne-knitted recycled polyester which is super soft,
wind-resistant and PFC-free DWR treated for extra protection. The liner is a lightweight
multichannel Octa construction which is very open and will allow a continuous release of
body heat to keep you comfortable during your activities. To optimize the airﬂow, the fabric
on the back and under the arms is a stretchy recycled polyester fabric that provides
excellent moisture transportation and breathability.
Main features include a beanie-compatible hood, elastic piping around the face, a chest
3304

2295

6616

pocket, two hand pockets, and cuffs with thumbholes.The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Indigo Night

North Atlantic/Caviar

Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back
ensures extra protection. No seams on the shoulders to prevent chaﬁng when wearing a
backpack.

5637
Arednalin/Indigo Night

Material

100% recycled polyester

Backer

57% recycled polyester, 43% polyester

Material 2nd

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

352 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Octa Jacket M's
1806-20
The unique falketind Octa Jacket is an all-year insulation piece offering
low weight, great breathability, dynamic functionality and comfortable
protection.
With its sleek design and impeccable functionality, it can be worn alone or in combination
with an outer layer both spring, summer, and fall or during high-intensity activities in the
winter.
The unique Octa lining provides great insulation even when wet and it’s very quick drying
thanks to its construction and its multichannel ﬁbers; It is very open, allowing a
continuously release of body heat to keep you comfortable during your activities.
The recycled Pertex face fabric offers comfort stretch, great wind resistance, and water
repellency. Side panels and cuffs made in ﬂexible warm1 stretch ensure a good and athletic
ﬁt and prevent bulkiness.
2295

5630

3337

Indigo Night

Arednalin

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

Other features include a warm and weather protective collar, two spacious mid-mounted
pockets for easy access and one-handed elastic adjustment in the hem. It's a very dynamic
jacket for all-activity use and especially suitable for mid to high-intensity pursuits like trail
running both winter and summer.
Material

Pertex® 51% recycled nylon, 49% nylon

Lining

52% recycled polyester, 48% polyester

Weight

264 g

Size

S-XXL
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falketind warmwool2 stretch Zip Hood M's
1820-20
Our most versatile stretchy mountaineering midlayer.

New

The jacket is highly stretchable, and the main fabric is a recycled polyester and wool mix
with excellent thermal properties and good breathability. It offers great moisture transport
when you decide to increase your pace and dries up fast when hung up thanks to the
polyester.
The highly durable piece is suitable for everything from everyday strolling at your favorite
outdoor destination to hardcore active use. We’ve given the fabric a resin surface treatment
for extra pill resistance and enhanced durability. It has a comfy ﬁt and clean look that will
work at whatever, whenever.
Practical features include a functional hood, two mid-mounted pockets that won’t interfere
with shoulder straps and hip belt, a chest pocket, comfy cuffs, a one-hand adjustable elastic
hem and a clean, snug collar. If you’re only investing in one hooded midlayer for now, we
suggest you go for this one.
3304

2295

6609

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

3337

5639

Sulphur Spring/North Atlantic

Arednalin/Orange Popsicle

Material

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

560 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Alpha120 Zip Hood M's
1815-20
Our most breathable and quick-drying midlayer.

New

This zip hood is a durable midlayer with great warmth-to-weight properties. It is perfect for
the high-intensity adventures as the Polartec® Alpha120 fabric provides excellent warmth
and moisture transport.
To make sure your motion range is optimized, as well as decreasing the fabric mass in
strategic places, we have added Polartec® Power Grid fabric under the arms and down the
sides.
This fabric has great stretch, breathability, and moisture-wicking. It has an athletic and slim
ﬁt and has integrated hand gaiters, hand warming pockets, and an insulating hood.
Material

63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester

Material 2nd

49% recycled polyester, 48% polyester 3% elastane

Weight

280 g

3304

7718

2295

Fit

Technical

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Caviar

Indigo Night

Size

S-XXL

6616

6609

North Atlantic/Caviar

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night
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falketind warm1 Jacket M’s
1802-17
Our most versatile classic midlayer.

New

With its classic look and feel, the falketind warm1 Jacket is the number one choice for
everyone who is looking for a versatile and sustainable ﬂeece layer. With soft and
pill-resistant fabric, the jacket will provide you with great comfort during all seasons. The
collar is high to keep your neck warm. The ﬂeece is made of recycled Polartec® fabric
which is both durable and has a great warmth-to-weight ratio.
Other features include integrated wrist gaiters, side panels in Power Stretch® for a better ﬁt
and practical pockets which are placed to not interfere with a harness.

3304

7718

2295

Olive Night/Olive Drab

Caviar

Indigo Night

6616
North Atlantic/Caviar

Material

100% recycled polyester

Material 2nd

49% recycled polyester, 48% polyester, 3% elastane

Weight

370 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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falketind equaliser merino round Neck M's
1820-22
A versatile, quick-drying, lightweight baselayer shirt in wool/synthetic
mix.
The merino equaliser combines the best of two worlds, and is developed to suit your
outdoor activity perfectly, regardless of the weather conditions, season or intensity level.
The shirt has a classic design with a round neck and a regular yet athletic ﬁt. It works just
as good underneath you mid and outer layer, as a top for active summer days.
It’s made in a RWS merino wool/recycled Polyester mix, combining the thermal and odor
regulating properties of wool with synthetics’ great moisture transportation and durability.

2295

6609

6645

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

North Atlantic/Snowdrop

5553
Orange Popsicle/Indigo Night

Material

47% merino wool, 33% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

Weight

164 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind equaliser merino T-Shirt M's
1821-22
A versatile, quick-drying, lightweight baselayer T-shirt in wool/synthetic
mix.
The merino equalizer T-shirts combines the best of two worlds and is developed to suit your
outdoor activity perfectly, regardless of the weather conditions, season or intensity level.
The T-shirt has a classic design with a round neck and a regular yet athletic ﬁt. It works just
as good underneath you mid and outer layer, as a top for active summer days.
It’s made in an RWS merino wool/recycled Polyester mix, combining the thermal and odor
regulating properties of wool with synthetics’ great moisture transportation and durability.

2295

6609

6645

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

North Atlantic/Snowdrop

5553
Orange Popsicle/Indigo Night

Material

47% merino wool, 33% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

Weight

130 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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falketind ﬂex1 heavy duty Pants M's
1863-20
Our most durable mountaineering hiking pants.
The hard-wearing falketind heavy duty Pants are inspired by the original fjørå ﬂex1 and will
probably become your go-to favorites for general outdoor pursuits.
They’re made with recycled, ﬂexible polyester ﬂex™1 fabric reinforcement in the knees, seat,
and front leg. This ensures a great range of movement, in addition, to keep you sealed when
the wind increases or during light showers.
They have a full-length two-way zipper running from the waist and down so you can
customize the pants to suit your needs; The top half form the hip to the knee is an open
construction lined with mesh while the bottom is lined with fabric like a classic gusset. This
also enables a wider ﬁt from the knee down or an all-over wider ﬁt with ventilation on top.
You can also tighten the lower leg with our Velcro adjustment if you’re more into a slim ﬁt.
Other features include a custom ﬁt waist system, two hand pockets, a hidden gaiter hook,
and a practical thigh pocket
7756

7911

6614

Caviar/Zip Grey

Indigo Night/Hawaiian surf

North Atlantic

The design is clean, versatile and is suitable for a wide variety of outdoor activities.
Material

100% recycled nylon

Material 2nd

91% recycled nylon, 9% elastane

Inseam length

86 cm (size L)

Weight

526 g

Fit

Slim

Size

S-XXL
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falketind ﬂex1 Pants M's
1810-20
Our lightest and most breathable mountaineering hiking pants.
The bestselling falketind ﬂex1 Pants are our most versatile soft shell pants developed for
light mountaineering and general outdoor activities – all year.
With their ﬂexible ﬁt and functional fabric, they have become a favorite amongst both
customers, employees, and ambassadors who seek comfy and lightweight durability. The
pants are soft and stretchable with a surface providing wind-resistance and great water
repellency to make sure fresh breeze and light pouring won't be an issue. Combined with
excellent breathability, they are perfect all-season pants for the outdoor enthusiast who
likes to break a sweat every once in a while.
It’s made in a recycled ﬂex1 fabric and laminated and stitched pockets. The new, ﬂexible
lower leg solution has a zipper closed gusset to increase the areas of use. It can be
adjusted to ﬁt closely with low-cut hiking shoes or widened to ﬁt a buckled randonee boot.
6614

7718

2295

Other features include a Custom-Fit waist System, mesh lined ventilation from the hips to

North Atlantic

Caviar

Indigo Night

the knee, two hand pockets, a back pocket, and a thigh pocket – all with zippers. They also
have a hidden gaiter hook on the inside of the lower leg hem. The pants can easily be worn
with a base layer under in wintertime.
Material

69% recycled nylon 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Inseam length

81 cm (size L)

Weight

426 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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falketind Gore-Tex Jacket W's
1804-21
New

Our most versatile waterproof jacket.

New

This bestselling Gore-Tex Jacket is one of our lightest versatile shell jackets made for all
seasons and any weather, initially designed for lightweight mountaineering. The wind and
waterproof jacket is durable enough for winter use and light enough for the summertime.
The light, recycled GORE-TEX® fabric with a smooth backer, makes it great for a weekend
up in the mountains as well as expeditions to your local trails.
The 30D 3-layer recycled, mini ripstop Gore-Tex fabric has a light, yet durable face material
for its weight, and a smooth backer. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a slight Y-shape
silhouette for the men to increase mobility, and secure a dynamic look and functionality.
The jacket has a regular ﬁt with a silhouette designed to increase mobility, and ensure a
dynamic look and functionality.
Critical features include long underarm vents, articulated sleeves, mid-mounted pockets,
3908

5620

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Orange Alert

PRE ORDER ONLY

7718

storm hood ﬁtted for a helmet, and asymmetric cuffs for better weather protection. This is

Caviar

an excellent choice for the outdoor enthusiast in search of a very versatile and lightweight
all-season jacket.

2295

2369

Indigo Night

Aquarius/North Atlantic

PRE ORDER ONLY

1132
Jester Red/True Red

Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 30D recycled nylon

Weight

372 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Gore-Tex Pants W's
1876-20
Our most versatile waterproof pants.
They're light enough to be used in the summer use and durable enough for winter
adventures. These pants are developed for all kinds of mountaineering activities, wide
enough to ﬁt randonee boots and tight enough to be used with crampons.
Made of a special developed recycled 40D Gore-Tex fabric they hit the sweet spot between
all-year versatility and great protection. The slightly brushed and comfortable backer has a
smooth and even ﬁnish which feels comfortable next to skin.
The Custom-ﬁt waist system™ ensures good adjustment while the side zips can be zipped
up to get the air ﬂowing in. Other features include an inside gaiter hook, reinforced inside
leg and a practical thigh pocket.
Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 40D recycled nylon

Inseam length

83,5 cm (size M)

7718

Weight

428 g

Caviar

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Gore-Tex Paclite Jacket W's
1814-22
Our lightest, most packable waterproof shell jacket.
This lightweight shell jacket is made for all-year mountaineering, but works great for
general outdoor activities all year, from trekking to ski touring. It’s very packable and
therefore easy to always bring along. We use a GORE-TEX® fabric, which is the
world-leading membrane for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized breathability
(RET 3-6), and total windproofness.
This jacket is made in GORE-TEX PACLITE® PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight (75/g m2) tiny
rip-stop fabric with a 20D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight
while being waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed dots on
the backer with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher friction and a
less sticky durable interior.
Main features include a helmet-compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, cuffs with
Velcro® adjustments, an elastic bottom hem, a zippered chest pocket, and zippered front
2295

2369

1132

chest ventilation. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut and articulated arms for good

Indigo Night

Aquarius/North Atlantic

Jester Red/True Red

movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures extra protection. No seams on
the shoulders to prevent chaﬁng when wearing a backpack.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 20D recycled nylon

Weight

222 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Gore-Tex Paclite Pants W's
1813-22
Our lightest, most packable waterproof shell pants.
These lightweight shell pants are made for all-year mountaineering, but work great for
general outdoor activities all year, from trekking to ski touring. We use A GORE-TEX® fabric,
which is the world-leading membrane for durable waterproofness (28,000mm), optimized
breathability (RET 3-6), and total windproofness.
These pants are made in a GORE-TEX PACLITE® PLUS fabric – a soft, lightweight tiny
rip-stop fabric with a 30D recycled nylon face. It’s extremely packable, thin, and lightweight
while being durably waterproof, windproof, and offers excellent breathability. It has printed
dots on the backer with a 3D function to keep distance to the body and create higher
friction and a less sticky durable interior. The bottom leg is made in a 30D 3L GORE-TEX
30D to increase durability where the pants tend to rub against your boots.
Main features include a Custom-ﬁt waist system™, a zippered thigh pocket with a mesh
pocket, ¾ side zippers for ﬂexible ventilation and effective dressing, a bootlace hook,
7718

Velcro® adjustment on the ankles, and eyelets if you want to fasten a cord around the boot

Caviar

to make sure it stays in place. The pants have a technical ﬁt with articulated knees to
improve mobility.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 30D recycled nylon

Inseam length

82.5 cm (size M)

Weight

292 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind down750 Hood W's
1870-20
Our most versatile down jacket.

New

The falketind down750 Hood Jacket is made for all-season use. The jacket is lightweight
and can be compressed into its own pocket which makes it a perfect bring-along insulating
piece. The face fabric is recycled 20D nylon with PFC free water repellency, and the down is
traceable and RDS certiﬁed.
This jacket works perfectly as an outer layer on cold summer days as well as midlayer
during the winter. To prevent heat-loss in moist conditions, the sides, neck and lower arms
have synthetic insulating.
The down is distributed in a t-shirt shape to ensure great warming properties where it is
most needed. The shoulder piece is made of a combination of down and synthetic material
to ensure durability in this exposed area. The shoulders and sleeves are reinforced in a 45D
recycled nylon for long-lasting durability.
5651

7718

2295

Other features include hand warming pockets, chest pocket, adjustable hood, and elastic

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Caviar

Indigo Night

cuffs.

1105
True Red

Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Material 2nd

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

382 g

Down weight

85 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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falketind down750 Vest W's
1872-20
Our most versatile down vest.
The falketind down750 Vest is a down vest made for all-season use. It is very light weighted
and can be compressed into its own pocket which makes it a perfect bring-along insulation
piece no matter what activity.
To prevent moisture without losing insulating properties, the neck, sides, and bottom back
are made of synthetic insulating fabric. The shoulder piece is made of a combination of
down and synthetic material to ensure durability and provide warmth.
Other features include hand warming pockets, chest pocket, and elastic cuffs. Other
features include hand warming pockets and a chest pocket.
The fabric is 20D recycled nylon with PFC free water repellency and the down follows the
Responsible Down Standard (RDS).
7718

2295

1105

Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Caviar

Indigo Night

True Red

Material 2nd

45D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

244 g

Down weight

44 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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falketind thermo60 Hood W's
1857-22
Our warmest, most versatile lightweight synthetic insulation jacket.

New

This lightweight insulation jacket is made for all-year mountaineering but works perfectly
for general outdoor activities ranging from trekking to ski touring. We use our
aeroDownproof face fabric to provide windproofness, lightweight and soft touch, and our
thermo60 synthetic insulation which offers great warmth-to-weight values, good packability
and will provide insulation even when wet.
The thermo60 insulation used is a 60g/m2 100% recycled polyester insulation which gives
great thermal insulation to help the body to maintain its temperature, hence minimizing
energy loss. The main face fabric is a windproof 20D recycled nylon ripstop fabric, and the
shoulders, arms, and hood are reinforced with a durable and structured 30D lightweight
rip-stop nylon Cordura for extra protection and durability. Both have PFC-free DWR
treatment for additional water resistance.
Main features include a helmet-compatible hood with one-hand adjustment, a chest pocket
3908

2295

6613

with zipper, two hand pockets, and elastic cuffs. The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a Y-cut

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Indigo Night

North Atlantic/Tourmaline

and articulated arms for good movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back ensures
extra protection. It's made to ﬁt over and under the falketind Gore-Tex Jacket and is slightly
short in length.

1105
True Red

Material

30D 57% recycled nylon, 43% nylon Cordura

Material 2nd

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

354 g

Size

XS-L
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falketind thermo40 shorts W's
1811-21
Our most versatile and ﬂexible insulation shorts.
Providing windproofness and water-resistance, the main fabric is a lightweight recycled 20D
nylon. It’s also highly packable, and durable for its weight, making it perfect for a
bring-along insulation shorts. The main insulation is a recycled thermo40 with a thermo60
in the seat. The thermo40 insulation provides great insulation even when it is damp, has a
high warmth-to-weight ratio and is the most packable insulation product in our range.
The shorts is the sibling to our falketind thermo60 Hood, providing the perfect balance
between insulation, light weight and packability for your lower body. It’s an all-season,
windproof insulation garment which works great as an outer layer or underneath a shell
pant. With a full zip solution, these pants can easily be put on and taken off without
removing your shoes/pants, and the zippers on the side are coordinated so you will not use
valuable time trying to match them up. It compresses into a packable pocket on the thigh,
which makes it super easy to bring along.
2295

1105

The shorts have a technical ﬁt yet ﬁt over pants or shorts. It has an above knee cap length

Indigo Night

True Red

and a quilted front around the hip ﬂexors to lock the insulation in place in this area and
achieve natural folds.
Other features: elasticated waistband, front ﬂy with zip snap button closure, one zippered
thigh pockets.
Material

20D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Inseam length

28 cm (size M)

Weight

198 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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falketind warm2 Octa Hood W's
1816-22
New

A highly breathable wind-resistant versatile midlayer.

New

This innovative midlayer is made for all-year mountaineering but works perfectly for general
outdoor activities ranging from trekking to ski touring. We use a unique bonded fabric
quality as the main material; the Octa liner provides great lightweight insulation and very
effective moisture transportation, and the warm2 face fabric ensures good warmth,
durability, and wind resistance while still allowing good moisture wicking.
The warm2 face is a 100% recycled ﬁne-knitted recycled polyester which is super soft,
wind-resistant and PFC-free DWR treated for extra protection. The liner is a lightweight
multichannel Octa construction which is very open and will allow a continuous release of
body heat to keep you comfortable during your activities. To optimize the airﬂow, the fabric
on the back and under the arms is a stretchy recycled polyester fabric that provides
excellent moisture transportation and breathability.
Main features include a beanie-compatible hood, elastic piping around the face, a chest
5651

7718

2295

pocket, two hand pockets, and cuffs with thumbholes.The jacket has a technical ﬁt with a

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Caviar

Indigo Night

Y-cut and articulated arms for good movement while climbing. A longer cut in the back
ensures extra protection. No seams on the shoulders to prevent chaﬁng when wearing a
backpack.

6613
North Atlantic/Tourmaline

Material

100% recycled polyester

Backer

57% recycled polyester, 43% polyester

Material 2nd

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

282 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Octa Jacket W's
1858-20
The unique falketind Octa Jacket is an all-year insulation piece offering
low weight, great breathability, dynamic functionality and comfortable
protection.
With its sleek design and impeccable functionality, it can be worn alone or in combination
with an outer layer both spring, summer, and fall or during high-intensity activities in the
winter.
The unique Octa lining provides great insulation even when wet and it’s very quick drying
thanks to its construction and its multichannel ﬁbers; It is very open, allowing a
continuously release of body heat to keep you comfortable during your activities.
The recycled Pertex face fabric offers comfort stretch, great wind resistance, and water
repellency. Side panels and cuffs made in ﬂexible warm1 stretch ensure a good and athletic
ﬁt and prevent bulkiness.
2295

2368

1177

Indigo Night

Aquarius

Campanula/Arcadia

Other features include a warm and weather protective collar, two spacious mid-mounted
pockets for easy access and one-handed elastic adjustment in the hem. It's a very dynamic
jacket for all-activity use and especially suitable for mid to high-intensity pursuits like trail
running both winter and summer.

5545
Honeysuckle

Material

Pertex® 51% recycled nylon, 49% nylon

Lining

52% recycled polyester, 48% polyester

Weight

224 g

Size

XS-XL
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falketind warmwool2 stretch Zip Hood W's
1824-20
New

Our most versatile stretchy mountaineering midlayer.

New

The jacket is highly stretchable, and the main fabric is a recycled polyester and wool mix
with excellent thermal properties and good breathability. It offers great moisture transport
when you decide to increase your pace and dries up fast when hung up thanks to the
polyester.
The highly durable piece is suitable for everything from everyday strolling at your favorite
outdoor destination to hardcore active use. We’ve given the fabric a resin surface treatment
for extra pill resistance and enhanced durability. It has a comfy ﬁt and clean look that will
work at whatever, whenever.
Practical features include a functional hood, two mid-mounted pockets that won’t interfere
with shoulder straps and hip belt, a chest pocket, comfy cuffs, a one-hand adjustable elastic
hem, and a clean, snug collar. If you’re only investing in one hooded midlayer for now, we
suggest you go for this one.
3908

5620

2295

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Orange Alert

Indigo Night

1125

2371

Jester Red

Aquarius/Tourmaline

Material

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

UPF

50+

Weight

444 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Alpha120 Zip Hood W's
1873-20
Our most breathable and quick-drying midlayer.

New

This zip hood is a durable midlayer with great warmth-to-weight properties. It is perfect for
the high-intensity adventures as the Polartec® Alpha120 fabric provides excellent warmth
and moisture transport.
To make sure your motion range is optimized, as well as decreasing the fabric mass in
strategic places, we have added Polartec® Power Grid fabric under the arms and down the
sides.
This fabric has great stretch, breathability, and moisture-wicking. It has an athletic and slim
ﬁt and has integrated hand gaiters, hand warming pockets, and an insulating hood.
Material

63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester

Material 2nd

49% recycled polyester, 48% polyester, 3% polyester

Weight

244 g

5651

7718

2295

Fit

Technical

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Caviar

Indigo Night

Size

XS-XL

New

6613

1125

North Atlantic/Tourmaline

Jester Red
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falketind warm1 Jacket W’s
1846-17
Our most versatile classic midlayer.

New

With its classic look and feel, the falketind warm1 Jacket is the number one choice for
everyone who is looking for a versatile and sustainable ﬂeece layer.
With a soft and pill-resistant fabric, the jacket will provide you with great comfort during all
seasons. The collar is high to keep your neck warm. The ﬂeece is made of recycled
Polartec® fabric which is both durable and has a great warmth-to-weight ratio.
Other features include integrated wrist gaiters, side panels in Power Stretch® for a better ﬁt
and practical pockets which are placed to not interfere with a harness.

5651

7718

2295

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

Caviar

Indigo Night

1105
True Red

Material

100% recycled polyester

Material 2nd

49% recycled polyester, 48% polyester, 3% elastane

Weight

284 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind equaliser merino round Neck W's
1822-22
New

A versatile, quick-drying, lightweight baselayer shirt in wool/synthetic

New

mix.
The merino equaliser combines the best of two worlds, and is developed to suit your
outdoor activity perfectly, regardless of the weather conditions, season or intensity level.
The shirt has a classic design with a round neck and a regular yet athletic ﬁt. It works just
as good underneath you mid and outer layer, as a top for active summer days.
It’s made in a RWS merino wool/recycled Polyester mix, combining the thermal and odor
regulating properties of wool with synthetics’ great moisture transportation and durability.

3908

5649

2295

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Peach Amber/Orange Alert

Indigo Night

1113
True Red/Jester Red

Material

47% merino wool, 33% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

Weight

128 g

Size

XS-XL
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falketind equaliser merino T-Shirt W's
1823-22
New

A versatile, quick-drying, lightweight baselayer T-shirt in wool/synthetic

New

mix.
The merino equalizer T-shirts combines the best of two worlds and is developed to suit your
outdoor activity perfectly, regardless of the weather conditions, season or intensity level.
The T-shirt has a classic design with a round neck and a regular yet athletic ﬁt. It works just
as good underneath you mid and outer layer, as a top for active summer days.
It’s made in an RWS merino wool/recycled Polyester mix, combining the thermal and odor
regulating properties of wool with synthetics’ great moisture transportation and durability.

3908

5649

2295

Olive Drab/Olive Night

Peach Amber/Orange Alert

Indigo Night

1113
True Red/Jester Red

Material

47% merino wool, 33% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

Weight

96 g

Size

XS-L
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falketind ﬂex1 heavy duty Pants W's
1864-20
Our most durable mountaineering hiking pants
The hard-wearing falketind heavy duty Pants are inspired by the original fjørå ﬂex1 and will
probably become your go-to favorites for general outdoor pursuits.
They’re made with recycled, ﬂexible polyester ﬂex™1 fabric reinforcement in the knees, seat,
and front leg. This ensures a great range of movement, in addition, to keep you sealed when
the wind increases or during light showers.
They have a full-length two-way zipper running from the waist and down so you can
customize the pants to suit your needs; The top half form the hip to the knee is an open
construction lined with mesh while the bottom is lined with fabric like a classic gusset. This
also enables a wider ﬁt from the knee down or an all-over wider ﬁt with ventilation on top.
You can also tighten the lower leg with our Velcro adjustment if you’re more into a slim ﬁt.
Other features include a custom ﬁt waist system, two hand pockets, a hidden gaiter hook,
7718
Caviar

and a practical thigh pocket
2295

6614

Indigo Night

North Atlantic

The design is clean, versatile and is suitable for a wide variety of outdoor activities.
Material

100% recycled nylon

Material 2nd

91% recycled nylon, 9% elastane

Inseam length

82 cm (size M)

Weight

482 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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falketind ﬂex1 Pants W's
1861-20
Our lightest and most breathable mountaineering hiking pants.
The bestselling falketind ﬂex1 Pants are our most versatile soft shell pants developed for
light mountaineering and general outdoor activities – all year.
With their ﬂexible ﬁt and functional fabric, they have become a favorite amongst both
customers, employees, and ambassadors who seek comfy and lightweight durability. The
pants are soft and stretchable with a surface providing wind-resistance and great water
repellency to make sure fresh breeze and light pouring won't be an issue. Combined with
excellent breathability, they are perfect all-season pants for the outdoor enthusiast who
likes to break a sweat every once in a while.
It’s made in a recycled ﬂex1 fabric and laminated and stitched pockets. The new, ﬂexible
lower leg solution has a zipper closed gusset to increase the areas of use. It can be
adjusted to ﬁt closely with low-cut hiking shoes or widened to ﬁt a buckled randonee boot.
7718

2295

6615

Other features include a Custom-Fit waist System, mesh lined ventilation from the hips to

Caviar

Indigo Night

Tourmaline

the knee, two hand pockets, a back pocket, and a thigh pocket – all with zippers. They also
have a hidden gaiter hook on the inside of the lower leg hem. The pants can easily be worn
with a base layer under in wintertime.

8885
Sandstone

Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Inseam length

84 cm (size M)

Weight

412 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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falketind rugged slim Pants W's
1802-22
Our most durable, breathable slim legged softshell pants for
mountaineering.
These slim-ﬁt softshell pants are made for all-year mountaineering but are also suitable for
general outdoor activities such as trekking and climbing. The main fabric is a 199 gr/m2
ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we use this because it offers great movement, durability,
windproofness, and high breathability. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use.
The main material is a 90D recycled double weaved ﬂex1 fabric, our stretchiest double
weave quality. It is treated with PFC-free DWR to provide extra wind and water resistance.
The thighs, knees, and seat are reinforced with a 160D recycled ﬂex fabric to provide extra
protection on exposed areas, and also make the pants perfect for changing conditions.
Main features include a Custom-ﬁt waist system™, a zipped ﬂy with snap closure, two hand
pockets with zippers, one thigh pocket, and bottom leg zippers with an internal gusset for
adaptability to a different outdoor boot – including hiking boots. They have a ﬂattering, slim
7718

2295

6615

Caviar

Indigo Night

Tourmaline

ﬁt with articulated knees for good mobility both when trekking, cleaving, and climbing.
Material

64% recycled nylon, 20% recycled polyester, 16% elastane

Material 2nd

91% recycled nylon, 9% elastane

Inseam length

76,5 cm (size M)

Weight

426 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-XL
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falketind ﬂex1 slim Pants W's
1812-20
A slim legged version of our lightest most breathable mountaineering
hiking pants.
They’re inspired by an all-time favorite amongst many women, the classic running tights,
but made in durable softshell fabric and loaded with outdoor functionality.
The double weaved ﬂex1 fabric is soft and stretchable with a surface providing
wind-resistance and great water repellency to make sure fresh breeze and light pouring
won't be an issue. Combined with excellent breathability, they are perfect all-season pants
for women who don't mind breaking a sweat every now and then.
Other features include a Custom-Fit waist System, two hand pockets with zippers, two back
pockets, and a slit on the lower leg to make room for mid-high hiking boots. Despite the
tight ﬁt, they can be worn with a base layer under in wintertime.
Material

64% recycled nylon, 20% recycled polyester, 16% elastane

7718

2295

6615

Inseam length

76,5 cm (size M)

Caviar

Indigo Night

Tourmaline

Weight

340 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-XL
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Our hiking collections each assist
your quest to boldly encounter
nature; svalbard supports general
hiking and trekking demands, and
bitihorn backs up fast trekking
protection in addition to falketind for
all weather and conditions.
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svalbard
hiking and trekking
Svalbard blends timeless design with technical
quality and is characterized by its durability and
natural materials. Its traditional styles honor outdoor
adventurers of the past and future. Named after the
beautiful Arctic islands at the edge of the North Pole.
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svalbard Cotton Jacket M's
2401-19
Our most breathable and versatile outdoor/hiking jacket.
This classic outdoor jacket is made for hiking and trekking but is also suitable for general
outdoor activities. It’s versatile, weather protective, and has a clean design that will slip
seamlessly into the city scene.
It’s made in an organic cotton/recycled polyester mix and offers great wind protection, good
breathability, and impeccable comfort. It has a classic retro design with spacious hand
warming pockets, a zippered Napoleon pocket, and two horizontal chest pockets under the
front ﬂaps.
Other functional details are velcro wrist adjustment and a weather protective storm hood
with a practical one-hand adjustment. The jacket has a regular ﬁt with a hip-length cut and
articulated arms to ensure great mobility.
It is perfect for mountain hikes with a contemporary design that will slide right into the
2295

3897

5516

Indigo Night

Olive Drab

Rooibos Tea/Slate Grey

New

8881
Slate Grey/Golden Palm

urban scene.
Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Weight

580 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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svalbard Cotton Anorak M’s
2463-19
Our most breathable and versatile outdoor/hiking anorak.
This classic anorak is a wind-resistant and breathable anorak made in durable organic
cotton/recycled polyester mix. With its timeless design and technical details, it's one of our
most versatile pieces for dry-weather adventures.
The premium organic cotton/recycled polyester mix offers great wind protection, good
breathability, and impeccable comfort.
Key features include hand warming pockets, velcro wrist adjustment, and a weather
protective storm hood, a spacious kangaroo pocket in front, and a side zipper that makes
the anorak easy to put on and take off and can also be used for ventilation.
The regular-sized anorak is perfect for the mountains with a contemporary design that will
slide right into the urban scene.
2295

3897

Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Indigo Night

Olive Drab

Weight

580 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

S-XXL
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svalbard Flannel Shirt M’s
2404-19
A durable and soft ﬂannel outdoor/hiking shirt.
Combining an outdoor classic with durable functionality, the svalbard Flannel Shirt is a
timeless must in every outdoor wardrobe.
This versatile shirt is a highly durable and classic-looking ﬂannel shirt. This timeless
outdoor piece serves a smart look mixed with great function and neat details. It’s made in
an organic cotton/wool blend for excellent comfort – on, off, or on the way to the mountain.
The shoulders and elbows have reinforcement for extra durability, and you can store your
stuff in one of the three chest pockets where one has a zip closure. It has a button-down
snap closure, articulated arms to ensure a good ﬁt and movement, an asymmetric longer
back for extra protection, and a classic collar.
Material

72% organic cotton 28% wool

Material 2nd

68% organic cotton, 27% recycled polyester, 5% elastane

3901

5516

2003

UPF

50+

Olive Drab/Slate Grey

Rooibos Tea/Slate Grey

Heritage Blue/Indigo Night

Weight

360 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL

5502
Golden Palm
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svalbard ﬂex1 Pants M's
2411-20
Our most versatile, all-seasons outdoor pants.
Made in a durable ﬂex1 double weave, recycled soft-shell fabric, these pants are highly
breathable and weather resistant – and comes with an excellent range of motion and
comfort. These pants have a regular size ﬁt. Features include multiple zippered pockets,
bootlace hook, Custom- Fit Waist system™ and ankle width adjustment.
This is the pair you always bring along if you know that you are going to be outside but
unsure whether you will be hiking, lying in a ﬁeld or camping with your friends.

7718

2295

8876

Caviar

Indigo Night

Slate Grey/Rooibos Tea

Material

50% recycled nylon 43% polyester, 7% elastane

Inseam length

83,5 cm (size M)

Weight

646 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XXL
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svalbard cotton Jacket W’s
2432-19
Our most breathable and versatile outdoor/hiking jacket.
This classic outdoor jacket is made for hiking and trekking but is also suitable for general
outdoor activities. It’s versatile, weather protective, and has a clean design that will slip
seamlessly into the city scene.
It’s made in an organic cotton/recycled polyester mix and offers great wind protection, good
breathability, and impeccable comfort. It has a classic retro design with spacious hand
warming pockets, a zippered Napoleon pocket, and two horizontal chest pockets under the
front ﬂaps.
Other functional details are velcro wrist adjustment and a weather protective storm hood
with a practical one-hand adjustment. The jacket has a regular ﬁt with a hip-length cut and
articulated arms to ensure great mobility.
It is perfect for mountain hikes with a contemporary design that will slide right into the
2295

2004

9005

Indigo Night

Heritage Blue/Coronet Blue

Ecru/Sandstone

5508
Golden Palm/Ecru

urban scene.
Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Weight

530 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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svalbard cotton Anorak W’s
2464-19
Our most breathable and versatile outdoor/hiking anorak.
This classic anorak is a wind-resistant and breathable anorak made in durable organic
cotton/recycled polyester mix. With its timeless design and technical details, it's one of our
most versatile pieces for dry-weather adventures.
The premium organic cotton/recycled polyester mix offers great wind protection, good
breathability, and impeccable comfort.
Key features include hand warming pockets, velcro wrist adjustment, and a weather
protective storm hood, a spacious kangaroo pocket in front, and a side zipper that makes
the anorak easy to put on and take off and can also be used for ventilation.
The regular-sized anorak is perfect for the mountains with a contemporary design that will
slide right into the urban scene.
2004

9005

5502

Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Heritage Blue/Coronet Blue

Ecru/Sandstone

Golden Palm

Weight

540 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-XL
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svalbard ﬂex1 Pants W's
2417-20
Our most versatile, all-seasons outdoor pants.
Made in a durable ﬂex1 double weave, recycled soft-shell fabric, these pants are highly
breathable and weather resistant – and comes with an excellent range of motion and
comfort. These pants have a regular size ﬁt. Features include multiple zippered pockets,
bootlace hook, Custom- Fit Waist system™ and ankle width adjustment.
This is the pair you always bring along if you know that you are going to be outside but
unsure whether you will be hiking, lying in a ﬁeld or camping with your friends.

7718

2208

Caviar

Coronet Blue

Material

50% recycled nylon, 43% polyester, 7% elastane

Inseam length

80 cm (size M)

Weight

582 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna
outdoor
Timeless outdoor products for all activities. Created
to complement any of our collections, these reinnovated classics offer long-lasting versatility with a
"Norrønaﬁed" design. While all other product lines are
developed for speciﬁc activities, these products
make up the perfect all-purpose outdoor base.
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Norrøna Gore-Tex down750 Parka Unisex
5204-20
Our warmest and most durable waterproof parka engineered to
withstand the absolute coldest conditions on the planet.
The heavy-duty norrøna Gore-Tex down750 Parka offers uncompromising functionality to
provide superior protection from extreme cold and severe weather. Made in 70D recycled
nylon Gore-Tex fabric with 200D recycled nylon reinforcement and high-quality 750 down,
this jacket will deal with any condition. It’s designed for sub -30°C surroundings and is
equipped with all the features needed on an expedition. There are nine pockets in total; six
outer, and three inners. There are zippered napoleons that are easy to handle with mittens,
two hand warming pockets on the side with snow-proof envelope closure, two lower
pockets with ﬂap and zipper, and an arm pocket with a velcro patch on the outside. The
double front plackets ensure complete wind and waterproofness. Inside, there is zipped
mesh, large mesh, and a mobile pocket.
The certiﬁed down ﬁll is box constructed and the shell is taped. While it’s primarily
down-insulated, it has secondary synthetic insulation in strategic places such as shoulders
7718

3301

and lower back and seat. This provides eﬃcient insulation in areas where the loft often gets

Caviar

Olive Night

compressed, increasing its warming properties. It has an inner snow/wind skirt to secure
the heated air stays inside the jacket. The waist is adjustable and you can easily access the
cord through the lower pockets. To ensure great mobility and comfort, we’ve added
practical side zippers. Other features include a reﬂective panel all over the chest and back
for good visibility, Velcro adjustable cuffs optimized for a perfect seal function and storm
hood with ﬂexible brim.
The style is unisex and is based on men's sizing.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer 70D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 200D recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with PRD 2.0

Weight

2000 g

Down weight

463,5 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna warm2 halfzip Unisex
5226-20
A classic and warm midlayer.

New

With versatility at its core, the classic norrøna warm2 half-zip is a timeless ﬂeece offering
warmth and comfort on any adventure.
Made from high-quality recycled polyester and with a classic retro design, the premium
norrøna warm2 ﬂeece is a timeless piece that will slide into any outﬁt choice, regardless of
your activity. It offers great comfort, quick-drying properties and good insulation combined
with great breathability. It has a piped neckline running along the zipper for a clean look and
ﬁnish.
The spacious kangaroo pocket, hand warming pockets and a chest pocket give room for
small essentials. Other features include a high collar which provides extra comfort and
protection and soft, elastic cuffs with thumb holes.
Material

100% recycled polyester

6621

2295

9940

UPF

50+

Blue Fog

Indigo Night

Snowdrop

Weight

476 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-XL

5705
Rhubarb Melange
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Norrøna Crew Neck Unisex
5227-21
New

A classic and durable crew neck sweater

New

With its clean look and comfy fabric, this premium crew neck is the perfect everyday
midlayer classic – regardless of your plans.
It is a classic crew neck with Norrøna graphics on the chest, made in premium, 100 %
recycled polyester knitted ﬂeece – perfect for any outdoor expedition or the downtime in
between. The articulated elbows ensure comfort and mobility, and it has ribbed cuffs and a
ribbed hem. With its classic design, this premium midlayer will slide into any outﬁt choice,
regardless of your activity.
The sweater has a regular ﬁt based on men’s size.
Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

322 g

7718

6615

2295

Fit

Regular

Caviar

Tourmaline

Indigo Night

Size

XS-XL

3301
Olive Night
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Norrøna down750 Hood M's
5257-21
Our warmest down jacket for an active lifestyle.

New

This windproof, premium down jacket has a 30D recycled polyester mini-ripstop main face
fabric, and is reinforcement on the sleeves, shoulders and hood with a more durable 45D
recycled nylon. Together they It’s ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS certiﬁed 750down, RDS
certiﬁed, which provides great warmth. It has a 20D recycled nylon liner with a smooth
ﬁnish. Where you can compress the down, we’ve also added synthetic insulation to ensure
warmth.
This super snug down jacket is a highly thermal product designed for cold days. It has a
classical design expression with no compromise functionality, with a box construction to
provide warmth and prevent cold spots. It can be packed down into its own pocket.
Based on our classic mountaineering down jacket, this versatile piece offers a more
protective design and timeless, toned-down look. It has a regular ﬁt with articulated sleeves
and great arm mobility.
2308

7718

Vintage Indigo

Caviar

Other features: helmet compatible hood, two way front zip, one zipped chest pocket, two
lower hand pockets, zipped inner pocket, one of the pocket acts as a stowaway pocket,
elastic cord adjustable bottom hem, elasticated sleek internal cuffs.
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Material 2nd

30D 100% recycled polyester

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS 2.0

Weight

976 g

Down weight

400 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
Norrøna warmwool3 Hood M's
5213-22
New

New

Our most wool rich versatile outdoor/hiking midlayer.
This classic mid-layer is made for all kinds of outdoor activities but is also suitable for
everyday wear due to its clean look and comfy feel. It's made in a heavier weight
wool/recycled synthetic mix because it offers excellent warmth and durability.
The premium warmwool3 fabric weighs between 300 and 400 grams/m2 and emphasizes
the wool’s natural thermal properties and the durability, low weight, and moisture-wicking
performances of synthetics. The unique construction traps warm air without stopping
moisture transport, and when used alone, it’s open enough to allow air to circulate, making
you feel comfortable in both mild and cold conditions.
Key features include a chest pocket with zipper closure, elastic cuffs with thumb holes,
zippered hand-warming pockets, inside hang loop, elasticated hem, and a hood ﬁtted for
beanie.

2295

2301

The jacket has a regular ﬁt with articulated arms for optimal movement and an asymmetric

Indigo Night

Drizzle

longer back cut for extra protection.
Material

63% recycled wool, 24% recycled Nylon, 13% recycled PES

UPF

50+

Weight

688 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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Norrøna warm3 Jacket M's
5207-20
Our warmest outdoor/hiking midlayer.

New

The classic pile jacket offers excellent warmth and is designed for everyday use. It’s made
in a high loft, recycled polyester perfect for any kind of outdoor expedition, and has a super
soft feel.
It is piped around all hems for a clean look and ﬁnish, and has comfy elastic piping around
the cuffs. The outside of the collar and the external pocket has a woven, recycled face for
extra wind resistance and soft, ﬂeece lining on the inside.
Other practical features include thumbholes and zippered hand warming pockets.

6621

3301

2295

Blue Fog

Olive Night

Indigo Night

5630
Arednalin

Material

79% recycled polyester, 21% polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

438 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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Norrøna warm2 Hood M's
5250-21
New

A classic and durable midlayer.

New

With comfortable versatility at its core, the classic Norrøna warm2 Hood is a timeless
hoodie offering warmth and comfort on any adventure.
The warm2 Hood is a clean, comfortable hoodie perfect for everyday expeditions. Made
from high-quality recycled polyester knitted ﬂeece, with a minimalist design, this premium
norrøna hoodie will slide into any outﬁt choice, regardless of your activity.
Practical features including a snug hood zipped kangaroo pocket for your carry-on
essentials and banded cuffs.

7718

5630

2295

Caviar

Arednalin

Indigo Night

New

3301

2301

Olive Night

Drizzle

Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

438 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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Norrøna warm2 Jacket M's
5227-20
A classic and warm midlayer.
With versatility at its core, the classic norrøna warm2 Jacket is a timeless ﬂeece jacket
offering warmth and comfort on any adventure.
Made from high-quality recycled polyester and with a classic retro design, the premium
norrøna warm2 Jacket is a timeless piece that will slide into any outﬁt choice, regardless of
your activity. It offers great comfort, quick-drying properties and good insulation combined
with great breathability.
The two spacious hand warming pockets and a chest pocket with zipper give room for
small essentials. Other features include a high collar which provides extra comfort and
protection and soft, elastic cuffs with thumb holes.
Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

6661

3301

2295

Weight

458 g

Hawaiian Surf Melange

Olive Night

Indigo Night

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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Norrøna trekking Pants M's
5210-21
A classic windproof cotton outdoor/hiking pants
These pants are versatile and functional trekking pants perfect for everyday and
extraordinary adventures.
The Norrøna trekking Pants are made in a comfy organic cotton/recycled polyester blend –
perfect for outdoor endeavors and downtime in between. The classic and regular ﬁt makes
it suitable for a variety of activities, and the minimalistic Norrøna look lets it slide perfectly
into your daily outﬁt as well. They are light, breathable, and durable, and articulated knee
construction for optimal mobility.
Functional features include spacious pockets, two roomy hand warming pockets, two back
pockets, belt loops, and bottom leg hem with boot hooks and strap adjustments for easy
customization. They have a zipped front ﬂy with snap waist closure.
Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

3301

2295

Inseam length

88 cm (size L)

Olive Night

Indigo Night

Weight

446 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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Norrøna training Pants M's
5233-21
Our most versatile training pants for colder conditions.
The main fabric is a light, durable, and stretchy 50D recycled double weave fabric with good
breathability. To provide enhanced durability and extra protection during colder conditions,
we've added a windproof and highly water repellent recycled stretch knitted fabric. This
laminated fabric is running from the waist and down and will keep the weather out.
These super comfy, semi-ﬁtted jogger pants are made for all kinds of outdoor activites.
They are super versatile and will be just as good for more intense activity as a chill-out
piece. It's a hybrid between cross country pants, running pants, and general outdoor pants,
making it the complete all-purpose training pants.
These pants have a technical, quite slim ﬁt and follow the timeless, clean design expression
in our Norrøna collection's casual aesthetic. Articulated knees for easy movement and less
bulk at the back of the knee. Gusseted crotch and an extra layer for extra protection in the
crotch.
7703

2007

Caviar/Dark Grey Melange

Indigo Night/Indigo Night Melange

Other features: pull on solution with no front zip, elasticated waist with cord adjustment,
zipped front pockets, zipped back pocket, zipped lower legs for easy entry/exit, elasticated
cuff hem, reﬂex prints, low bulky seams.
Material

43% recycled nylon, 43% nylon, 14% elastane

Material 2nd

100% recycled polyester

Inseam length

87 cm

Weight

350 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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NEW
Norrøna warmwool3 Hood W's
5214-22
New

New

Our most wool rich versatile outdoor/hiking midlayer.
This classic mid-layer is made for all kinds of outdoor activities but is also suitable for
everyday wear due to its clean look and comfy feel. It's made in a heavier weight
wool/recycled synthetic mix because it offers excellent warmth and durability.
The premium warmwool3 fabric weighs between 300 and 400 grams/m2 and emphasizes
the wool’s natural thermal properties and the durability, low weight, and moisture-wicking
performances of synthetics. The unique construction traps warm air without stopping
moisture transport, and when used alone, it’s open enough to allow air to circulate, making
you feel comfortable in both mild and cold conditions.
Key features include a chest pocket with zipper closure, elastic cuffs with thumb holes,
zippered hand-warming pockets, inside hang loop, elasticated hem, and a hood ﬁtted for
beanie.

2295

2301

The jacket has a regular ﬁt with articulated arms for optimal movement and an asymmetric

Indigo Night

Drizzle

longer back cut for extra protection.
Material

63% recycled wool, 24% recycled Nylon, 13% recycled PES

UPF

50+

Weight

588 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna warm3 Jacket W's
5210-20
New

Our warmest outdoor/hiking midlayer.

New

The classic pile jacket offers excellent warmth and is designed for everyday use. It’s made
in a high loft, recycled polyester perfect for any kind of outdoor expedition, and has a super
soft feel.
It is piped around all hems for a clean look and ﬁnish, and has comfy elastic piping around
the cuffs. The outside of the collar and the external pocket has a woven, recycled face for
extra wind resistance and soft, ﬂeece lining on the inside.
Other practical features include thumbholes and zippered hand warming pockets.

6621

5620

2295

Blue Fog

Orange Alert

Indigo Night

9940
Snowdrop

Material

79% recycled polyester, 21% polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

394 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna warm2 Hood W's
5251-21
New

A classic and durable midlayer.

New

With comfortable versatility at its core, the classic Norrøna warm2 Hood is a timeless
hoodie offering warmth and comfort on any adventure.
The warm2 Hood is a clean, comfortable hoodie perfect for everyday expeditions. Made
from high-quality recycled polyester knitted ﬂeece, with a minimalist design, this premium
norrøna hoodie will slide into any outﬁt choice, regardless of your activity.
Practical features including a snug hood zipped kangaroo pocket for your carry-on
essentials and banded cuffs.

7718

5630

2295

Caviar

Arednalin

Indigo Night

6619

9940

Tourmaline Melange

Snowdrop

Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

Weight

318 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna warm2 Jacket W's
5228-20
A classic and warm midlayer.
With versatility at its core, the classic norrøna warm2 Jacket is a timeless ﬂeece jacket
offering warmth and comfort on any adventure.
Made from high-quality recycled polyester and with a classic retro design, the premium
norrøna warm2 Jacket is a timeless piece that will slide into any outﬁt choice, regardless of
your activity. It offers great comfort, quick-drying properties and good insulation combined
with great breathability.
The two spacious hand warming pockets and a chest pocket with zipper give room for
small essentials. Other features include a high collar which provides extra comfort and
protection and soft, elastic cuffs with thumb holes.
Material

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

2295

3301

5705

Weight

368 g

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Rhubarb Melange

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna winter Tights W's
5243-21
Our warmest tights for women.
The tights are made in a functional mix consisting of recycled polyester, wool and elastane,
which provides great thermal regulation, impeccable comfort and natural odor reduction.
They are signiﬁcantly thicker than our classic Norrøna tights, and the perfect choice on
colder days.
These clean and versatile tights are made for the colder seasons and for an array of high
intense activities. They have a soft thermal interior with all way stretch and a durable face.
A Wind-resistant front for protection during the coldest days.
They have a classic tights ﬁt with a high waist for great comfort and ﬁt. Following the
Norrøna collection’s timeless design expression, they are clean and minimalistic with a
casual aesthetic. They have articulated knees for easy movement and to prevent bulking at
the back of the knee.
7718

2295

Other features: elasticated comfortable high waist with interior pocket, two side pockets,

Caviar

Indigo Night

reﬂex details, one zippered security pocket at back waist with membrane to protect phone
from sweat, zipped lower legs for easy entry/exit, low proﬁle chafe free seams for comfort
and durability, seamless front.
Material

76% recycled polyester, 18% wool, 6% elastane

UPF

50+

Inseam length

73 cm (size M)

Weight

358 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna wind Tights W's
5242-21
A windproof, partly water resistant tights for colder conditions.
The main fabric is a light, durable, and highly breathable recycled nylon with a high degree
of stretch and recovery. To provide enhanced durability and extra protection, we've added a
windproof and highly water repellent recycled stretch knitted fabric. This laminated fabric is
running from the waist and down and will keep the weather out. Soft thermal interior with all
way stretch and a durable face.
These versatile tights are made to offer excellent wind protection for an array of high
intense activities, with extra protection against wind windchill and drizzle in the front.
They have a classic tights ﬁt with a high waist for great comfort and ﬁt. Following the
Norrøna collection’s timeless design expression, they are clean and minimalistic with a
casual aesthetic. They have articulated knees for easy movement and to prevent bulking at
the back of the knee. Gusseted crotch.
7703

2007

Other features: interior pocket in the back with a waterproof liner, one thigh pocket, reﬂex

Caviar/Dark Grey Melange

Indigo Night/Indigo Night Melange

details, one zippered security pocket, zipped lower legs for easy entry/exit, low proﬁle chafe
free seams for comfort and durability, clean seamless front.
Material

65% recycled nylon, 35% elastane

Material 2nd

100% recycled polyester

UPF

50+

Inseam length

72 cm (size M)

Weight

294 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna Tights W's
5221-21
High waisted tights with great comfort and functionality.
Made for running, climbing, hiking, yoga, and everything in-between, the Norrøna Tights
are premium stretch tights with a clean look. They have an ergonomic ﬁt, ﬂattering design,
and a high waist for extra comfort. The functional fabric is a quick-drying recycled
nylon/elastane mix which provides good stretch, breathability, and moisture-wicking
properties.
Features include a phone pocket in the rear lining and reﬂective details for extra visibility.

7718

2295

3301

Caviar

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material

65% recycled nylon, 35% elastane

UPF

50+

Inseam length

66 cm (size M)

Weight

210 g

Fit

Slim

Size

XS-L
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Norrøna’s collections for mountain
biking anticipate every weather
condition. Rain and rough terrain
demand functional clothing that will
keep you warm and dry without
sacriﬁcing range of motion.
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fjørå
singletrack mountain biking
Launched in 2009 as the world's ﬁrst dedicated
single track mountain bike collection. With a freeride
inspired design, bold colors, and innovative features,
the collection changed how to dress for mountain
biking. Named after the little village on the West
coast, where sheep have crafted fantastic trails from
the summit to sea.
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fjørå dri1 Jacket M’s
2207-18
Our lightest waterproof mountain biking jacket

New

This lightweight jacket is the ultimate weather protective outer layer developed for biking
activities. It is made in dri1, which is a waterproof and breathable fabric.,
dri™1 is constructed with face fabric laminated to a printed membrane on the backside.
Without needing a liner, it is a soft, ultra-lightweight, low-volume protective material using a
hydrophilic system of moisture transportation rather than hydrophilic holes.
Key features include reﬂective details for improved visibility, under arm vents, neck
tightening, chest pocket with an opening for headphones, glued zippers and a longer back
to prevent gaps. It compresses easily into a little package ready to be pulled out when rain
and wind decide to pay a visit.
Material

2,5 layer 100% recycled nylon with pu membrane

Weight

200 g

5510

3879

5522

Fit

Technical

Rooibos Tea

Foliage

Lemon Chrome

Size

S-XL
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fjørå dri1 Pants M’s
2208-18
Our lightest waterproof most packable mountain biking pants
These lightweight pants are speciﬁcally designed for cycling, but is suitable for general
outdoor activities.Made in waterproof dri1 materials, they are ultra light, breathable and
waterproof and will take on any challenge offered by the elements.
dri™1 is constructed with face fabric laminated to a printed membrane on the backside.
Without needing a liner, it is a soft, ultra-lightweight, low-volume protective material using a
hydrophilic system of moisture transportation rather than hydrophilic holes.
The pants have a technical, slim ﬁt but can still be used over tights or a base layer on colder
days. The Custom-Fit Waist™ system and stretchy areas on knees and seat provide great
comfort and ﬁt. Other features include thigh pocket, silicon grip in the waist, outer thigh
venting and lower leg width adjustment with zipper and velcro. The legs have a slim ﬁt to
prevent fabric from getting stuck in your bike.
7718

Material

2,5 layer. 100% recycled nylon with PU membrane

Caviar

Material 2nd

2,5 layer. 100% recycled polyester with PU membrane

Inseam length

81 cm (size L)

Weight

260 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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fjørå equaliser long sleeve Zip Top M's
2214-21
New

New

A midweight mountain bike long sleeve with excellent thermal and
moisture-wicking properties.
It's made to keep you dry and perfectly tempered down the trails. The 100% recycled
polyester offers excellent moisture control and will keep you comfortable even during
high-intensity. The fabric is highly durable and has excellent pilling and snagging
performance. It is entirely in line with the clean and technical fjørå design expression and
has a functional ﬁt that still allows good movement.
Practical features include a long ⅓ front zip, gusseted armpits for minimized chaﬁng,
protective collar, sleek seams, back pockets, and an integrated bottom hem goggle wipe.

7718

5511

Caviar

Rooibos Tea/Indigo Night

Material

100% recycled polyester

Weight

166 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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fjørå equaliser lightweight Long sleeve M’s
2222-18
New

New

Our lightest most quick-drying mountain biking shirt
This highly breathable shirt is developed for technical mountain biking, but is suitable for
general outdoor activities wight mid to high-intensity.
With a great moisture management system, the lightweight shirt transports sweat rapidly
and makes it a comfortable choice for warmer days when you are in need of some long
sleeve protection.

7782

5511

Caviar/Castor Grey

Rooibos Tea/Indigo Night

Material

90% recycled polyester, 10% polyester

Weight

140 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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fjørå Gore-Tex inﬁnium Pants M’s
2204-18
Our most windproof mountain biking pants
These durable pants are the winter version of the fjørå ﬂex1, developed for singletrack
mountain biking.
These pants have a very durable Inﬁnium® fabric in the front, knees and seat to provide
warmth and wind protection when winter strikes. The rest of the pants are made of
our ﬂexible and comfortable ﬂex1 fabric.
Key features include lightweight silicon grip in the waistband, mesh venting, leg zippers and
ankle tightening for a close ﬁt, Custom-Fit Waist™ system, crotch construction ﬁtted for
biking, two hand pockets, a thigh pocket and reﬂective details. With these pants in your
wardrobe, mountain biking is deﬁnitely a year-around activity.
Material

Gore-Tex® Inﬁnium 3-layer, 70D 85% nylon, 15% elastane

Material 2nd

62% recycled nylon, 32% nylon, 6% elastane

7718

Inseam length

87 cm (size L)

Caviar

Weight

420 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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fjørå ﬂex1 Pants M’s
2202-20
Our lightest and most breathable mountain biking pants.
These iconic pants were initially designed for mountain biking but soon grew to be a
favorite for a variety of outdoor activities due to its great functionality. Due to the durable
and ﬂexible ﬂex™1 fabric with reinforcement on the knees and seat, they have a great range
of movement and will keep you sealed while biking or when the wind increases.
The main fabric is a 150 gr/m2 ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we use this because it offers great
movement, durability, windproofness, high breathability, and effective moisture
transportation. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use and offers great water
repellency.
Key features include two hand pockets, a thigh pocket and silicon grip in the waistband to
keep the pants in place. With a higher waist, you don’t have to worry about gaps and
buttcracks. Other features include mesh-lined full-length side venting with a two-way zipper,
and Velcro ankle tightening if you wish a slimmer ﬁt to prevent interference with the bike.
7718

2292

Caviar

Indigo Night/Rooibos Tea

The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees to improve mobility during vertical
movement.
Material

62% recycled nylon, 32% nylon, 6% elastane

Material 2nd

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester

Inseam length

84 cm (size L)

Weight

386 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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fjørå ﬂex1 Shorts M’s
2203-20
Our lightest and most breathable mountain biking pants.

New

These iconic shorts are designed for mountain biking but can be suitable for a variety of
outdoor activities due to their great functionality. Due to the durable and ﬂexible ﬂex™1
fabric with reinforcement on the knees and seat, they have a great range of movement and
will keep you sealed while biking or when the wind increases.
The main fabric is a 150 gr/m2 ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we use this because it offers great
movement, durability, windproofness, high breathability, and effective moisture
transportation. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use and offers great water
repellency.
Key features include two hand pockets, a thigh pocket, and a silicon grip in the waistband to
keep the pants in place. With a higher waist, you don’t have to worry about gaps and
buttcracks. With the thigh-to-knee mesh-lined side venting with a two-way zipper, you can
customize both the airﬂow and ventilation.
5511

7718

Rooibos Tea/Indigo Night

Caviar

They have a regular ﬁt and the articulated knee construction ﬁts knee pads.
Material

62% recycled nylon, 32% nylon, 6% elastane

Material 2nd

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester

Inseam length

39 cm (size L)

Weight

274 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XXL
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fjørå equaliser lightweight Long sleeve W’s
2228-18
New

New

Our lightest most quick-drying mountain biking shirt
This highly breathable shirt is developed for technical mountain biking, but is suitable for
general outdoor activities wight mid to high-intensity.
With a great moisture management system, the lightweight shirt transports sweat rapidly
and makes it a comfortable choice for warmer days when you are in need of some long
sleeve protection.

7782

6011

Caviar/Castor Grey

Mykonos Blue/Aquarius

Material

90% recycled polyester, 10% polyester

Weight

100 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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fjørå ﬂex1 Pants W’s
2204-20
Our lightest and most breathable mountain biking pants.

New

These iconic pants were initially designed for mountain biking but soon grew to be a
favorite for a variety of outdoor activities due to its great functionality. Due to the durable
and ﬂexible ﬂex™1 fabric with reinforcement on the knees and seat, they have a great range
of movement and will keep you sealed while biking or when the wind increases.
The main fabric is a 150 gr/m2 ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we use this because it offers great
movement, durability, windproofness, high breathability, and effective moisture
transportation. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use and offers great water
repellency.
Key features include two hand pockets, a thigh pocket and silicon grip in the waistband to
keep the pants in place. With a higher waist, you don’t have to worry about gaps and
buttcracks. Other features include mesh-lined full-length side venting with a two-way zipper,
and Velcro ankle tightening if you wish a slimmer ﬁt to prevent interference with the bike.
6000

7720

Mykonos Blue

Caviar/Castor Grey

The pants have a regular ﬁt with articulated knees to improve mobility during vertical
movement.

Material

62% recycled nylon, 32% nylon, 6% elastane

Material 2nd

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester

Inseam length

78 cm (size M)

Weight

348 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-XL
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fjørå ﬂex1 Shorts W’s
2205-20
New

New

Our lightest and most breathable mountain biking pants.
These iconic shorts are designed for mountain biking but can be suitable for a variety of
outdoor activities due to their great functionality. Due to the durable and ﬂexible ﬂex™1
fabric with reinforcement on the knees and seat, they have a great range of movement and
will keep you sealed while biking or when the wind increases.
The main fabric is a 150 gr/m2 ﬂex1 softshell fabric, and we use this because it offers great
movement, durability, windproofness, high breathability, and effective moisture
transportation. The thickness of the fabric is great for all-year use and offers great water
repellency.
Key features include two hand pockets, a thigh pocket, and a silicon grip in the waistband to
keep the pants in place. With a higher waist, you don’t have to worry about gaps and
buttcracks. With the thigh-to-knee mesh-lined side venting with a two-way zipper, you can
customize both the airﬂow and ventilation.

2295

6000

Indigo Night

Mykonos Blue

They have a regular ﬁt and the articulated knee construction ﬁts knee pads.
Material

2% recycled nylon, 32% nylon, 6% elastane

Material 2nd

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester

Inseam length

38.5 cm (size M)

Weight

254 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Hang up the heavy technical gear
and do your own thing in comfort
and style with everyday basics and
activewear. Built with functional
twists and solutions, 100% organic
cotton, and recycled designs.
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/29
everyday casual
/29 consists of T-shirts, accessories, and other cool
stuff made especially for comfort and style before,
during, and after your favorite activities. On the 29th
of April 1929, the outdoorsman Jørgen Jørgensen
started producing outdoor equipment, so when we
named our essential basics, it seemed natural to play
off the number 29.
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NEW
/29 cotton tamok moon T-Shirt M's
3413-22
New

High quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton with ski/snowboard
print.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle, and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the down time between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has ski/snowboard moon graphics on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability and a rib collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is pre-washed
to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

7718
Caviar

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
/29 cotton duotone T-shirt M's
3414-22
New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the downtime between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a small Norrona duotone logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability, and a ribbed collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

7718

6610

Caviar

Hawaiian surf

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
/29 cotton shutter viking T-Shirt M's
3415-22
New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the downtime between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a Norrøna shutter logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability, and a ribbed collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

7718

5630

Caviar

Arednalin

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
/29 cotton vikinghead embroidery T-shirt M's
3416-22
New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle, and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the down time between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a small Norrona embroidery logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability and a rib collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is pre-washed
to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

8870

9000

Grey Melange

Pure White

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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/29 cotton bolder T-Shirt M's
3403-22
The /29 cotton norrøna bolder T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton

New

and features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality
T-shirt is pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize
shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

9000

2295

8870

Pure White

Indigo Night

Grey Melange

Material

100% organic cotton

Weight

154 g

Size

S-XL
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/29 cotton norrøna viking T-Shirt M's
3422-21
The /29 cotton norrøna viking T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton

New

and features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality
T-shirt is pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize
shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

6610

2295

2313

Hawaiian surf

Indigo Night

Drizzle Melange

9000
Pure White

Material

100% organic cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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/29 cotton square viking T-Shirt M's
3423-21
The /29 cotton square viking T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton

New

and features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality
T-shirt is pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize
shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

6610

2295

2313

Hawaiian surf

Indigo Night

Drizzle Melange

5630
Arednalin

Material

100% organic cotton

Weight

160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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/29 cotton viking T-Shirt M's
3417-21
New

The /29 cotton viking T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton and

New

features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality T-shirt is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

7780

6610

2009

Caviar/Snowdrop

Hawaiian surf

Indigo Night/Sky Captain

8882

9000

5630

Grey Melange/Caviar

Pure White

Arednalin

Material
Weight

100% organic cotton
160 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
/29 cotton tamok moon T-Shirt W's
3412-22
New

High quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton with ski/snowboard
print.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle, and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the down time between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has ski/snowboard moon graphics on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability and a rib collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is pre-washed
to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

7718
Caviar

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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NEW
/29 cotton duotone T-shirt W's
3410-22
New

New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the downtime between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a small Norrona duotone logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability, and a ribbed collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

8870

9000

5620

Grey Melange

Pure White

Orange Alert

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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NEW
/29 cotton shutter T-shirt W's
3409-22
New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the downtime between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a Norrøna shutter logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability, and a ribbed collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

7718

6615

Caviar

Tourmaline

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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NEW
/29 cotton vikinghead embroidery T-shirt W's
3411-22
New

New

High-quality T-shirt made in 100% organic cotton.
This premium Norrøna T-shirt is great for an active lifestyle, and is suitable for general
outdoor activities as well as the down time between your adventures.
The T-shirt is made in a soft and durable 100% GOTS certiﬁed organic cotton with the
perfect amount of stretch. It has a small Norrona embroidery logo on the chest.
Features include ﬂexible hem and sleeve seams for comfort and dressing, reinforced neck
and shoulder seam for extra durability and a rib collar. It has a regular ﬁt and is pre-washed
to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.

9009

6615

White

Tourmaline

Material

100% Organic Cotton

Weight

118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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/29 cotton norrøna viking T-Shirt W's
3424-21
New

The /29 cotton norrøna viking T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton

New

and features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality
T-shirt is pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize
shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

9000

5620

2295

Pure White

Orange Alert

Indigo Night

6615
Tourmaline

Material

100% organic cotton

Weight

118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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/29 cotton viking T-Shirt W's
3421-21
New

The /29 cotton viking T-Shirt is made of 100% organic cotton and

New

features Norrøna logo graphics on the chest. The high-quality T-shirt is
pre-washed to ensure comfort, softness, and minimize shrinkage.
It is tested and proven during extreme challenges like packing the car, getting coffee for the
road, and getting to that next starting point for new, great outdoor adventures.

7718

5620

2009

Caviar

Orange Alert

Indigo Night/Sky Captain

8012

9009

Drizzle Melange/Caviar

White

Material
Weight

100% organic cotton
118 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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Premium baselayer made in
ultraﬁne, 18,5 merino wool knitted
and sewn in Europe.
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Norrøna pureUll Zip Neck M's
5270-21
Premium, 100% merino wool baselayer zip neck.
This lightweight wool zip neck is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium
100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

6609

8704

Key features include a high, snug collar and a half zip front. The ﬁt is technical and it has

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Castor Grey/Caviar Melange

articulated arms for good mobility.

5643
Arednalin/Snowdrop

Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

260 g

Size

S-XXL
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Norrøna pureUll Long sleeve M's
5262-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer long sleeve.
This lightweight wool shirt is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for everyday
use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium 100%
merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

6609

8704

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Castor Grey/Caviar Melange

5643
Arednalin/Snowdrop

The ﬁt is technical and it has articulated arms for good mobility.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

260 g

Size

S-XXL
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Norrøna pureUll T-shirt M's
5261-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer T-shirt.
This lightweight wool T-shirt is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium
100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

6609

8704

Indigo Night

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

Castor Grey/Caviar Melange

5643
Arednalin/Snowdrop

The ﬁt is technical.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

200 g

Size

S-XXL
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Norrøna pureUll Longs M's
5263-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer longs.
These lightweight wool longs are perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of their clean design. They’re made in our own pureUll wool, a
premium 100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and
breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
7718

2295

Caviar

Indigo Night

The ﬁt is technical with articulated legs and they have a wider, elastic waistband.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

210 g

Size

S-XXL
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Norrøna pureUll Boxer M's
5264-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer boxer.
These lightweight wool boxers are perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of their clean design. They’re made in our own pureUll wool, a
premium 100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort, and
breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
7718

2295

Caviar

Indigo Night

The ﬁt is technical and they have a wider, elastic waistband.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

100 g

Size

S-XXL
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Norrøna pureUll Zip Neck W's
5271-21
Premium, 100% merino wool baselayer zip neck.
This lightweight wool zip neck is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium
100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

2374

9942

Key features include a high, snug collar and a half zip front. The ﬁt is technical and it has

Indigo Night

Aquarius/Indigo Night

Snowdrop/Castor Grey

articulated arms for good mobility.

5558
Honeysuckle/Snowdrop

Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

200 g

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna pureUll Long sleeve W's
5266-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer long sleeve.
This lightweight wool shirt is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for everyday
use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium 100%
merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

2374

9942

Indigo Night

Aquarius/Indigo Night

Snowdrop/Castor Grey

5558
Honeysuckle/Snowdrop

The ﬁt is technical and it has articulated arms for good mobility.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

200 g

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna pureUll T-shirt W's
5265-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer T-shirt.
This lightweight wool T-shirt is perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of its clean design. It is made in our own pureUll wool, a premium
100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
2295

2374

9942

Indigo Night

Aquarius/Indigo Night

Snowdrop/Castor Grey

5558
Honeysuckle/Snowdrop

The ﬁt is technical.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

165 g

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna pureUll Longs W's
5267-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer longs.
These lightweight wool longs are perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of their clean design. They’re made in our own pureUll wool, a
premium 100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort and
breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
7718

2295

Caviar

Indigo Night

The ﬁt is technical with articulated legs and they have a wider, elastic waistband.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

180 g

Size

XS-XL
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Norrøna pureUll Boxer W's
5268-21
Premium 100% merino wool baselayer boxer.
These lightweight wool boxers are perfect for all outdoor activities, and also suitable for
everyday use because of their clean design. They’re made in our own pureUll wool, a
premium 100% merino quality that provides great thermal properties, comfort, and
breathability.
The pureUll is an all-natural material made in 100% ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron that offers
the perfect balance between performance and non-itching next-to-skin softness. It's a
medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit which is highly durable for its kind in terms
of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging.
The natural properties of the wool offer great beneﬁts: It is temperature-regulating, retains
body heat while transporting moisture away effectively keeping you warm, even when wet,
and is also natural odor-resistant. The wool is RWS certiﬁed, and it’s sewn and knitted in
Europe.
7718

2295

Caviar

Indigo Night

The ﬁt is technical and they have a wider, elastic waistband.
Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

80 g

Size

XS-XL
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High-quality packs made of 100%
recycled materials developed to
accompany all our favorite activities
perfectly.
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norrøna 120L Trolley Bag
5253-21
A durable and highly weather resistant trolley bag in recycled material.
The main fabric is a super durable ECONYL® 450D with a 2000 mm PU coating. The bottom
is made in a heavy-duty 900D ECONYL® with a 2000 mm PU coating - the most durable
quality of our ECONYL® range. The ECONYL® regenerated nylon is a product contributing
to closing the loop. Made from waste, it's inﬁnitely recyclable and can unleash inﬁnite
possibilities for makers, creators, and consumers. The bag has 85mm wheels, which roll
easily.
This clean and featured trolly bag offers excellent protection and comfortable
transportation and storage for your stuff. It has a minimalistic and characteristic Norrøna
design with aluminum hooks and tone-in-tone logos. Instead of the regular telescope
handle, we've placed two diagonally handles on the top, which ensure comfortable rolling
and prevent the bag from hitting the back of your legs. This also enables easier storage, as
you can roll it all the way down since there's no hardware in the back.
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

It can also be carried as a backpack with its adjustable, padded shoulder straps. These can
easily be hidden away when not in use in an "invisible" slit in the front. The front RC zipper is
close to full length and provides easy access to all your belongings.
The bag has one big main compartment, with a mesh pocket on each side. It also has a
front pocket with a little mesh compartment with a key hook, and on the top, there's a small
pocket for business cards or ID papers of some sort.
The back and side are soft padded, and it has a plastic bottom – with a handle for lifting –
to achieve extra support and make sure it keeps its shape. The sliders on the zippers are
kissing sliders so that you can add a little padlock for extra security. On the top, front, and
sides, several handles make it easier to lift and move it around. The T-shaped zipper pullers
provide a better grip, perfect if you're wearing gloves or mittens.
Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

900D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

2440 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna 90L Duffel Bag
5260-21
A durable and highly weather resistant 90L duffel bag in recycled
material.
The main fabric of his minimalistic duffel bag is a super durable 450D ECONYL® with a
2000 mm PU coating. The bottom is made in a heavy-duty 900D ECONYL® with a 2000 mm
PU coating - the most durable quality of our ECONYL® range. The ECONYL® regenerated
nylon is a product contributing to closing the loop. Made from waste, it's inﬁnitely recyclable
and can unleash inﬁnite possibilities for makers, creators, and consumers.
This clean duffel bag offers excellent protection and comfortable carrying and storage for
your stuff. It has a minimalistic and characteristic Norrøna design with aluminum hooks
and tone-in-tone logos.
It can easily be carried as a backpack with its adjustable, padded shoulder straps and chest
strap, but it also has two front handles, plus a top handle. You can also create a smart
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

single-strap solution by binding the two shoulder straps together using the chest strap. The
T-shaped zipper pullers provide a better grip, perfect if you're wearing gloves or mittens.
The durable RC WR zipper runs almost all the way across, giving a big opening with easy
access to the single compartment. The sliders on the zippers are kissing sliders so that you
can add a little padlock for extra security. It can be compressed by using the end hooks on
each side.
Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

900D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

684 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna 70L Duffel Bag
5259-21
A durable and highly weather resistant 70L duffel bag in recycled
material.
The main fabric of his minimalistic duffel bag is a super durable 450D ECONYL® with a
2000 mm PU coating. The bottom is made in a heavy-duty 900D ECONYL® with a 2000 mm
PU coating - the most durable quality of our ECONYL® range. The ECONYL® regenerated
nylon is a product contributing to closing the loop. Made from waste, it's inﬁnitely recyclable
and can unleash inﬁnite possibilities for makers, creators, and consumers.
This clean duffel bag offers excellent protection and comfortable carrying and storage for
your stuff. It has a minimalistic and characteristic Norrøna design with aluminum hooks
and tone-in-tone logos.
It can easily be carried as a backpack with its adjustable, padded shoulder straps and chest
strap, but it also has two front handles, plus a top handle. You can also create a smart
single-strap solution by binding the two shoulder straps together using the chest strap. The
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

T-shaped zipper pullers provide a better grip, perfect if you're wearing gloves or mittens.

Indigo Night
The durable RC WR zipper runs almost all the way across, giving a big opening with easy
access to the single compartment. The sliders on the zippers are kissing sliders so that you
can add a little padlock for extra security. It can be compressed by using the end hooks on
each side.
Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

900D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

634 g

Size

S-XL
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norrøna 50L Duﬄe Bag
5252-21
A durable and highly weather resistant 50L duffel bag in recycled
material.
The main fabric of his minimalistic duffel bag is a super durable 450D ECONYL® with a
2000 mm PU coating. The bottom is made in a heavy-duty 900D ECONYL® with a 2000 mm
PU coating - the most durable quality of our ECONYL® range. The ECONYL® regenerated
nylon is a product contributing to closing the loop. Made from waste, it's inﬁnitely recyclable
and can unleash inﬁnite possibilities for makers, creators, and consumers.
This clean duffel bag offers excellent protection and comfortable carrying and storage for
your stuff. It has a minimalistic and characteristic Norrøna design with aluminum hooks
and tone-in-tone logos.
It can easily be carried as a backpack with its adjustable, padded shoulder straps and chest
strap, but it also has two front handles, plus a top handle. You can also create a smart
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

single-strap solution by binding the two shoulder straps together using the chest strap. The
T-shaped zipper pullers provide a better grip, perfect if you're wearing gloves or mittens.
The durable RC WR zipper runs almost all the way across, giving a big opening with easy
access to the single compartment. The sliders on the zippers are kissing sliders so that you
can add a little padlock for extra security. It can be compressed by using the end hooks on
each side.
Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

900D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

566 g

Size

S-XL
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NEW
Norrøna Medium Kit Bag
5240-22
New

Durable, weather protective kit bag made for toiletry or other bring

New

along essentials in recycled material.
The kit bag is made for small essentials during any kind of adventure, from mountain
pursuits to city weekend getaways. The main fabric is highly durable ECONYL® material
which offers premium quality and closed-loop regeneration processes.
The 450D recycled nylon has a PU coating of 2000 mm and consists of 100% regenerated
nylon yarn derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and
other nylon waste (among others coming from Norway). The bag has a water-resistant YKK
zipper.
Key features include a snap button compression, a handle to either carry, hang up or attach
to other luggage, and two zippered pockets inside - one mesh and one full fabric.

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

900D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

120 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
Norrøna Travel Wallet
5241-22
New

A durable, weather-protective travel wallet in recycled material.

New

The travel wallet is made for any kind of travel, from mountain pursuits to city weekend
getaways. The main fabric is highly durable ECONYL® material which offers premium
quality and closed-loop regeneration processes.
The 450D recycled nylon has a PU coating of 2000 mm and consists of 100% regenerated
nylon yarn derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and
other nylon waste (among others coming from Norway). It's padded with foam padding for
extra protection and lined with recycled 70D recycled ripstop fabric.
Features include a roomy compartment with 5 slit pockets, a full-side concealed zippered
pocket, two full-side slit pockets, 3 passport pockets, and a pen loop. The outside has one
bigger slit pocket. It has a key hook puller. The wallet is 12 cm x 22 cm.

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

450D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

120 g

Size

One Size
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trollveggen 50L dri Pack
1616-19
The trollveggen 50L dri Pack is our most durable mountaineering
backpack developed for activity in steep terrain. It's a weather resistant
pack with taped seams and features to fulﬁll the needs of multi-day
trips.
The trollveggen 50L dri Pack is our most durable mountaineering backpack developed for
activity in steep terrain. It's a weather resistant pack with taped seams and features to fulﬁll
the needs of multi-day trips.
The laminated top lid is removable and has 3 pockets. Two pockets with access through
WR zippers at the top, and one zip pocket at the bottom. If you use the pack without the top
lid, the cord draw opening can be covered by an integrated ﬂap in front with zipper pocket.
The main compartment is easily accessible through the top opening and through WR zipper
at the side. The pack is featured with 2 ice axe attachments in the front and is hydration
7718

Left

compatible with hydration pocket inside.

Caviar
The laminated shoulder straps with chest strap provide load bearing comfort through
ergonomic design and multi-density EVA foam padding. The back length is adjustable, and
the carry system is supported with a lightweight integral aluminum frame inside the back.
The removable laminated hip belt in multi-density foam features gear loop and stretch
pocket, and the pack is easy to strip down with removable aluminum frame, top lid, hip belt,
and compression straps.
Carrying system integral™

Back

Right

Material

320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

1190 g

Size

One Size
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trollveggen 40L dri Pack
1633-19
The trollveggen 40L dri Pack is our most durable mountaineering
backpack developed for activity in steep terrain.
The trollveggen 40L dri Pack is our most durable mountaineering backpack developed for
activity in steep terrain. It is fully seam taped and offers a versatile dri backpack with
roll-top closure for watertight closure and compression.
The center top compression strap secures the top opening and can be used when carrying
a rope on the outside of the pack. A wide top handle in contrast color is easy to ﬁnd and
grab. The pack has 2 ice ax attachments in front and 4 removable side compression straps.
The Backpack’s simple yet eﬃcient carrying system is supported by a 5mm thick insert
foam sheet in the back. It has laminated shoulder straps with multi-density EVA foam
padding for load-bearing comfort, and removable hip strap in 38mm webbing.
The pack is completed with inside zipper pocket with key-hook for your essentials, and is
7718

Left

the number one choice for women who prefers the mountains as their playground.

Caviar
Carrying system dynamic™

Back

Right

Material

320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

720 g

Size

One Size
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lofoten 30L Pack
1050-20
Our most durable, fully featured ski/snowboard pack.

New

The highly functional pack is designed to carry every freeride essential in the mountains. It
has a big main compartment, spacious top compartment, a sectioned compartment for
your avalanche equipment, and an easily accessible bottom compartment perfect for
crampons and a rope. It’s made for carrying both ski and snowboard, and you can decide
whether you want to attach them to the side or front.
It’s made in a very durable 320D recycled nylon (ECONYL®) with PU coating 2000 mm and
the zips are water-resistant. Laminated details ensure extra protection and a clean ﬁnish.
The back is solidiﬁed with an aluminum frame to make it more stable and enhance the
functionality and comfort when carrying weight.
You have easy access to the main compartment from a zippered entrance in the back. Here,
you’ll ﬁnd a dedicated hydration pocket with connected with a sleeve down the carrying
strap. The top lid is made quite big so you have room for the gear you need quick access to.
5630

3301

There is an integrated helmet net that can be mounted on the front or underneath the pack

Arednalin

Olive Night

and the net is designed to prevent snow from getting inside your helmet.
Other functional features include compression straps on the side, two ice ax attachments,
thermo shaped back panels, hip belt with pocket and a chest strap. You can hide away
straps if you need it for everyday use.
Carrying system integral™

Back

Material

320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

1412 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
lofoten 28L Pack W's
1004-22
New

New

Our most durable, fully-featured ski/snowboard pack designed for
women.
This rugged backpack is made for freeride and ski touring but is also suitable for general
outdoor and trekking activities. The main fabric is highly durable ECONYL® material which
offers premium quality and closed-loop regeneration processes.
The 320D recycled nylon has a PU coating of 2000mm and consists of 100% regenerated
nylon yarn derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and
other nylon waste (among others coming from Norway).
The pack has a big main compartment, spacious top compartment, a sectioned
compartment for your avalanche equipment, and an easily accessible bottom compartment
perfect for crampons and a rope. It’s made for carrying both ski and snowboard, and you
can decide whether you want to attach them to the side or front. You have easy access to
the main compartment from a zippered entrance in the back. Here, you’ll ﬁnd a dedicated

3301

5630

Olive Night

Arednalin

hydration pocket connected with a sleeve down the carrying strap.
There is an integrated helmet net that can be mounted on the front or underneath the pack
and the net is designed to prevent snow from getting inside your helmet.
Other functional features include compression straps on the side, two ice ax attachments,
shaped back panels, a hip belt with pocket, and a chest strap. You can easily hide away the
straps in a little slit pocket if you need the pack for everyday use.
The pack has a shorter back than the lofoten 30L with a slightly narrower shoulder strap
placement.
Material

320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

1350 g

Size

One Size
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lyngen 45L Pack
2002-19
The lyngen 45L Pack is a ski mountaineering pack with plenty of room
for your equipment during a full day in the mountains.
The lyngen 45L Pack is a ski mountaineering pack with plenty of room for your equipment
during a full day in the mountains. The main compartment is easily accessible through wide
zipper opening in the back, even with skis ﬁxed to the pack.
One spacious top pocket, two hip belt pockets, and the front compartment are all easily
accessible through WR zippers. The front compartment contains probe and shovel divider
and has plenty of extra room for your skins.
Ice axe and helmet can be attached to the front of the pack and 4 side compression straps
ensure even compression. The skis are carried in A-frame on the side of the pack.
Extra ski loop is hidden at the front and can be used together with your ski strap ﬁxed to a
loop in the top handle for diagonal ski carry. Several inside pockets make it easy to organize
7718

Left

your equipment.

Caviar
The backpack is hydration compatible with hydration sleeve on the shoulder strap and
inside hydration pocket.
The carrying system is supported with a lightweight aluminum frame inside the back.
Thermoformed back mold, ergonomic shoulder straps, and laminated hip belt ensure
comfort when carrying your stuff.
Carrying system integral™

Back

Right

Material

320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

1200 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
lyngen 40L Pack
2015-22
A lightweight, durable pack made for ski touring.
This 40L fully-featured pack is made for ski touring but is also suitable for mountaineering
and trekking. The main fabric is durable ECONYL® material which offers premium quality
and closed-loop regeneration processes.
The main fabric is lightweight 70D ripstop ECONYL® and the pack is reinforced with a
70X320D ECONYL®. Both qualities have a PU coating of 2000 mm and consist of 100%
regenerated nylon yarn derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded
ﬁshing nets and other nylon waste (among others coming from Norway). High-quality
zippers from YKK.
The pack has a highly ventilated back, with an open-back construction to create a gap
between the back and the pack. The frame is made of steel and is arched in the back,
shaped to make the back of the pack bend inwards itself. The aluminum bar helps keep the
shape and prevents the volume from bulging out.
7718

Left
The pack has a big main compartment, spacious top compartment, a sectioned

Caviar

compartment for your avalanche equipment, and an easily accessible bottom compartment
perfect for crampons and a rope. It’s made for carrying both ski and snowboard, and you
can decide whether you want to attach them to the side or front. You have easy access to
the main compartment from a zippered entrance in the back, where you also ﬁnd a
dedicated hydration pocket connected with a sleeve down the carrying strap. There is an
integrated helmet net that can be mounted on the front or underneath the pack and the net
is designed to prevent snow from getting inside your helmet.
Other functional features include compression straps on the side, two ice ax attachments, a
hip belt with pocket, and a chest strap with a ﬂute buckle. You can easily hide away the
straps in a little slit pocket if you need the pack for everyday use. The adjustable shoulder
straps are made in a 3D construction to provide even more breathability.

Back

Right

Material

70D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Material 2nd

70X320D + 320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

1000 g

Size

One Size
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falketind 35L Pack
1849-20
The falketind Pack 35L is our most versatile day pack for all kinds of
mountaineering activities
This lightweight backpack features a top-load entrance with drawcord closure and you can
also quickly access your stuff through the laminated WR side zippers.
The classic top lid has a hide-away rope strap underneath and a single front strap and two
outside pockets. The simple yet eﬃcient carrying system has an insert foam sheet inside
the back. Other features include laminated shoulder straps, multi-density hip belt, two
compression straps at the sides, double ice ax attachment, laminated details and a
reinforced bottom with seam sealing. The corrugated back mold ensures comfortable
carrying.
The pack is made with Norrøna’s new Recycled Nylon fabrics.
Carrying system dynamic™
2295
Indigo Night

Right

Back

Material

70X320D + 320D 100% recycled nylon 2000MM PU coating

Weight

830 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna 20L Pack
5209-22
A versatile and lightweight 20L outdoor/hiking pack.
This pack is made for general outdoor adventurers who need a functional pack with ample
venting in the carrying system. It’s perfect for light day hikes, but also works for biking and
commuting. The pack is made in durable ECONYL® material which offers premium quality
and closed-loop regeneration processes. ECONYL® yarn is a 100% regenerated nylon yarn
derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and other nylon
waste (among others coming from Norway).
Main features include an adjustable chest strap, a dynamic™ carry system, one ice ax/pole
attachment, ventilated back, hip belt and shoulder straps, front pocket with key hook, top
handle, two compression straps in each side, a U-shaped zipper opening to the main
compartment and hip belt with zippered pockets. The back is hydration system compatible.

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material

70D 100% recycled nylon 2000 mm PU Coating

Weight

504 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna 15L Pack
5211-22
A versatile and lightweight 15L outdoor/hiking pack.
This pack is made for general outdoor adventurers who need a functional pack with ample
venting in the carrying system. It’s perfect for light day hikes, but also works for biking and
commuting. The pack is made in durable ECONYL® material which offers premium quality
and closed-loop regeneration processes. ECONYL® yarn is a 100% regenerated nylon yarn
derived from pre and post-consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and other nylon
waste (among others coming from Norway).
Main features include an adjustable chest strap, a dynamic™ carry system, one ice ax/pole
attachment, ventilated back, hip belt and shoulder straps, front pocket with key hook, top
handle, two compression straps in each side, a U-shaped zipper opening to the main
compartment and hip belt with zippered pockets. The back is hydration system compatible.

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material

70D 100% recycled nylon 2000 mm PU Coating

Weight

470 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna 6L hip Pack
5210-22
A versatile and lightweight 6L outdoor/hiking hip pack.
This hip pack is made for general outdoor adventurers who need a functional hip pack with
ample venting in the carrying system. It’s perfect for light day hikes, but also works for
biking and commuting. The hip pack is made in durable ECONYL® material which offers
premium quality and closed-loop regeneration processes. ECONYL® yarn is a 100%
regenerated nylon yarn derived from pre and post consumer waste such as discarded
ﬁshing nets and other nylon waste (among others coming from Norway).
Main features include a dynamic™ carry system, hip belt with zip pocket, internal key hook,
internal pocket, one compression strap on each side, stretch side pocket, stretch front
pocket, top handle.

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material

70D 100% recycled nylon 2000 mm PU Coating

Weight

236 g

Size

One Size
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fjørå 18L Pack
2201-20
The fjørå 18L Pack is a functional mountain bike pack that will
room all your single-track essentials through an entire day on
the saddle.
The pack has a big compartment perfect for extra gear, food, and small essentials, plus a
separate pocket for drinking systems which is easy to access. It has several smaller
pockets made for tools, phone, keys and a separate pocket made speciﬁcally for
sunglasses with brushed fabric. The helmet can easily be stored in a pocket in front of the
pack. The adjustable carrying system provides great airﬂow while keeping the pack stable
and tight. Other features include a hip belt with a small pocket, and compression straps
designed to carry full face helmet in the front. Upgraded with Norrøna’s new Recycled Nylon
fabrics and compatible with D3O removable Back Protector. Carry system dynamic + D3O
compatible

8822
Castor Grey

Material

70Dx320D 100% recycled nylon 2000 mm PU coating

Weight

986 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
Norrøna drinking system 2,5L
5239-22
New

9933
Transparent

Material

100% TPU

Weight

166 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
Norrøna drinking system 1,5L
5238-22
New

9933
Transparent

Material

100% TPU

Weight

224 g

Size

One Size
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D3O removable Back Protector
9601-18
D30® removable back protector for the skibotn 15L pack and the fjørå
18L pack.
D30® removable back protector for the skibotn 15L pack and the fjørå 18L pack. D30® core
patented technology is based on non- Newtonian principles.
In standard conditions, the polymer chains on a Non- Newtonian ﬂuid ﬂow freely, allowing
the material to remain soft and ﬂexible but on impact, they lock together dissipating the
impact energy, reducing the force transmitted. This event lasts milliseconds; the polymer
then instantly returns to its ﬂexible state. The D30® patented technology incorporates this
Non- Newtonian into other polymers for a rate sensitive solution.

5640
Pure Orange

Weight

304 g

Size

One Size
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Beanies, gloves, mittens, bibs and
socks. All made to perfectly
accompany all collections, our
accessories offer outdoor
functionality, a signature design and
sustainable materials.
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lofoten mid weight Merino Socks long
1064-17
New

The lofoten mid weight Merino Sock long is developed to be your best

New

friend while skiing in the big mountain.
The lofoten mid weight Merino Sock long is developed to be your best friend while skiing in
the big mountain. The merino wool will keep you warm when it is cold yet cool when it is
warm. They are soft and comfortable next to skin, quick drying, breathable and very durable.
The design is made to perfectly ﬁt inside your ski boot. We have used traceable, mulesing
free wool.

6609

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

2325
Ocean Swell

PRE ORDER ONLY

5628

PRE ORDER ONLY

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

7760
Cool Black

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

51% merino wool, 32% nylon, 13% multiﬁlament nylon, 4% elastane

Weight

80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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lyngen light weight Merino Socks long
2001-17
New

The lyngen light weight Merino Socks long are the natural choice for

New

the ski touring enthusiast.
The lyngen light weight Merino Socks long are the natural choice for the ski touring
enthusiast. The merino wool will keep you warm when it is cold, cool when it is warm, they
are soft and comfortable next to skin, quick drying, breathable and durable. Wool has a
natural resistance to microbial growth and odor retention prevent awkward smelly feet
situations (we cannot guarantee this of course). We have used traceable, mulesing free
wool.

6609

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

3900
Treetop

PRE ORDER ONLY

5628

PRE ORDER ONLY

Orange Alert/Peach Amber

7760
Cool Black

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

43% merino wool, 44% nylon, 8% multiﬁlament nylon, 2% elastane

Weight

80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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trollveggen heavy weight Merino Socks
1611-17
The trollveggen heavy weight Merino Sock is a durable sock developed

New

for big mountain mountaineers
The trollveggen heavy weight Merino Sock is a durable sock developed for big mountain
mountaineers. Made of ﬁrst class merino wool that will keep you warm when it is cold yet
cool when it is warm. The sock has a mid high design for use in mountain boots and is
made by traceable, mulesing free Edelweiss wool from Saﬁl, Italy. Thick, durable and have a
soft comfort feel.

6609

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian surf/Indigo Night

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2345
Denimite

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

55% merino wool, 33% nylon, 13% multiﬁlament nylon, 1% elastane

Weight

80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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falketind mid weight Merino Socks
1875-17
Falketind mid weight Merino Sock is a mid weight all rounder for hiking
in the mountains or at home planning new adventures.
Falketind mid weight Merino Sock is a mid weight all rounder for hiking in the mountains or
at home planning new adventures. Made with soft wool it will keep you warm and
comfortable on cold days, yet cool you down when it is too warm. We have used traceable,
mulesing free wool following the GOTS standard.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

45% merino wool, 44% nylon, 8% multiﬁlament nylon, 3% elastane

Weight

80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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falketind light weight Merino Socks
1874-17
Falketind light weight Merino Sock is a light weight all rounder for
hiking in the mountains or at home planning new adventures.
Made with soft wool it will keep you warm and comfortable on cold days, yet cool you down
when it is too warm. We have used traceable, mulesing free wool following the GOTS
standard.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material
Weight

51% merino wool, 34% nylon, 13% multiﬁlament nylon, 2% elastane
80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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fjørå light weight Merino Socks
2230-18
The fjørå light weight Merino Socks are developed for biking activities.
They have an above the ankle cut and are made of a soft and
comfortable wool mix.
The ﬁrst class merino wool will keep your feet warm when it is cold and cool you down
when it is warm. Wool has a natural resistance to microbial growth and odor retention. They
are made of traceable, mulesing free wool.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

50% merino wool, 34% nylon, 17% multiﬁlament nylon, 2% elastane

Weight

40 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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ﬁnnskogen mid weight Merino Socks
2811-18
The ﬁnnskogen mid weight Merino Socks are medium thick merino
wool socks designed for hunting.
The ﬁnnskogen mid weight Merino Socks are medium thick merino wool socks designed
for hunting. Made to ﬁt higher hunting boots and consisting of a warm and comfortable
wool mix, this ﬁrst class wool sock has great temperature regulating properties and will
keep you warm when it’s cold. Wool has a natural resistance to microbial growth and odor
retention. They are off course made with traceable, mulesing free wool.

3898
Dark Olive

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

44% merino wool, 36% nylon, 18% multiﬁlament nylon, 2% elastane

Weight

80 g

Size

37-39/40-42/43-45
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Suspenders 25mm
4080-16
Lightweight and comfortable suspenders that ﬁts perfectly with the
svalbard Gore-Tex Pants and earlier generations of svalbard heavy duty
Pants (2016 and back).
They're fully adjustable to ﬁt your size and are easily attached to your pants through a 5mm
thick metal pin. The suspenders are 2,5 cm wide.

7700
Black

Material
Weight

Elastic 100% polyester
40 g

Size

One Size
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ski/snowboard zip-in vest M's
1036-20
The ski/snowboard zip-in vest is a highly functional zip-in vest that will
keep your pants in place and seal the snow out.
The zip-in vest can easily be attached to our ski pants to offer comfortable, ultimate
protection from snow. It distributes the load of the pants on a wider area for long-lasting
comfort and has an athletic, slim ﬁt.
Made in comfortable 4-way stretch for great mobility and mesh in the back and side for
optimal breathability. Features include a zippered napoleon chest pocket with zip, an
embroidered logo artwork, and a chest pocket with zipper closure.

7718
Caviar

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Material 2nd

77% nylon, 23% elastane

Weight

156 g

Size

S-XXL
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ski/snowboard Bib M's
1037-20
This premium ski/snowboard bib for men is a comfortable bib made to
prevent snow from sneaking in and make sure your pants stay put.
This medium high-rise zip-in bib is made in a 4-way stretch material and ensures
comfortable protection. The bib protects the lower torso region from snow and wind
leakage and keeps the pants in place.
The zipper length for matching the pants has these measurements per size:
S: 88 cm
M: 94 cm
L: 100 cm
XL: 106 cm
XXL: 112 cm

7718
Caviar

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight

124 g

Size

S-XXL
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ski/snowboard Bib W's
1046-20
This premium ski/snowboard bib for women is a comfortable bib made
to prevent snow from sneaking in and make sure your pants stay put.
This medium high-rise zip-in bib is made in a 4-way stretch material and ensures
comfortable protection. The bib protects the lower torso region from snow and wind
leakage and keeps the pants in place.
The zipper length for matching the pants has these measurements per size:
XS: 78 cm
S: 84 cm
M: 90 cm
L: 96 cm
XL: 102 cm

7718
Caviar

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight

116 g

Size

XS-XL
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ski/snowboard zip-seal M's
1038-20
The ski/snowboard zip-seal for men can be zipped into your favorite
freeride set to connect the pants and jacket for the ultimate
comfortable protection.
Convert two pieces to a unit/suit with this zip-seal made in a comfy 4-way stretch.

7718
Caviar

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight
Size

66 g
S-XXL
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ski/snowboard zip-seal W's
1047-20
The ski/snowboard zip-seal for women can be zipped into your favorite
freeride set to connect the pants and jacket for the ultimate
comfortable protection.
Convert two pieces to a unit/suit with this zip-seal made in a comfy 4-way stretch.

7718
Caviar

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight
Size

66 g
XS-XL
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mountaineering Bib M’s
2038-18
Our ski/snowboard Bib is made to perfectly ﬁt our mountaineering
pants.
Our ski/snowboard Bib is made to ﬁt our mountaineering pants. They are stretchy and
comfortable, making sure your pants stay in place. They have a full length front zipper and a
little pocket on the side.
Depending on generation, there might be a +/- 2 cm potential mismatch on the same size.
This will show in the front, but function will be the same. It might not be a perfect match but
the function will still be there.
The zipper length of the mountaineering Bib (M’s):
S: 80 cm
M: 86 cm
L: 92 cm
XL: 98 cm
8830

XXL: 104 cm

Ebony

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight

120 g

Size

S-XXL
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mountaineering Bib W’s
2050-18
Our ski/snowboard Bib is made to perfectly ﬁt our mountaineering
pants.
Our ski/snowboard Bib is made to ﬁt our mountaineering pants. They are stretchy and
comfortable, making sure your pants stay in place. They have a full length front zipper and a
little pocket on the side.
Depending on generation, there might be a +/- 2 cm potential mismatch on the same size.
This will show in the front, but function will be the same. It might not be a perfect match but
the function will still be there.
The zipper length of the mountaineering Bib (W’s):
XS: 72 cm
S: 78 cm
M: 84 cm
L: 92 cm
8830

XL: 98 cm

Ebony

Back

Material

85% nylon, 15% elastane

Weight

100 g

Size

XS-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Gaiters Unisex
1613-19
The trollveggen Gore-Tex gaiters durable, midlength gaiters perfect for
mountaineering and other outdoor endeavors.
The trollveggen Gore-Tex gaiters durable, mid length gaiters perfect for mountaineering and
other outdoor endeavors.
They have an ergonomic cut that seals out water, snow and wind and have a full-length zip
which make them easy to take on/off. Practical features include detachable, elastic
under-foot cord with durable attachments, silicon at the bottom hem, adjustable strap in
both ends to customize the ﬁt and reﬂective details.

7718

Outside

Caviar

Back

Inside

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3L 200D recycled nylon

Weight

226 g

Size

S-L
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Gloves
1614-19
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Gloves are durable medium long gloves for
mountaineering, with waterproof Gore-Tex Grip technology for
outstanding tactility and grip.
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Gloves are durable medium long gloves for mountaineering, with
waterproof Gore-Tex Grip technology for outstanding tactility and grip. A warm glove, with
polyester insulation.
We use Pittards Armortan goat leather in palm and ﬁngers. The articulated pattern is
designed to optimize ﬁt, tactility and durability by avoiding seams on critical areas. The
strong 30D Cordura ripstop shell fabric is moisture resistant, and on the inside, we use a
wool liner with good breathability.
Features include pulling strap in the cuff, elastic one hand closure system, lightweight wrist
tightening, and elastic gloves leash.
7718
Caviar

Material

30D 100% nylon cordura, goat leather

Lining

47% merino wool, 33% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

Weight

182 g

Size

XS-XL
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trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Mittens
1615-19
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Mittens are a waterproof seam-sealed
shell mitten in 3-layer Gore-Tex Pro fabric with Pittards Armortan goat
leather in palm for durability and grip.
The trollveggen Gore-Tex Pro Mittens are a waterproof seam-sealed shell mitten in 3-layer
Gore-Tex Pro fabric with Pittards Armortan goat leather in palm for durability and grip.
The articulated pattern with darts and few seams offers a durable mitten with good
breathability. The shell mittens are designed to ﬁt the /29 Wool Pile Mittens and by
combining these two products you will have our warmest alternative for the harshest
conditions.
Features include pulling strap in the cuff, elastic one hand closure system, lightweight wrist
tightening, and elastic gloves leash.

7718
Caviar

Material

Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged 3-layer, 70D recycled nylon

Weight

108 g

Size

S-XL
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/29 Wool pile Liner Mittens
3427-19
The /29 Wool Pile Mittens are designed to ﬁt inside the trollveggen
Gore-Tex Pro Mittens.
The wool pile fabric is a combination of wool and polyester for durability and fast drying.
The mittens have double and single layer construction for warmth and optimized grip.

7718
Caviar

Material

67% polyester, 33% wool

Weight
Size

108 g
S-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex thermo200 long Gloves Unisex
1024-20
Our warmest, waterproof, fully featured long ski/snowboard gloves.
Offering great protection, high-performance insulation, and premium materials, they’re
ready to join in on any cold day adventure.
The durable gloves are made in a functional combination of premium Pittard goat leather,
stretchy softshell fabric, a waterproof Gore-Tex liner and thermoregulating, recycled
insulation. This ensures a soft glove with hardcore functionality designed with dexterity at
its core. It has a snug ﬁt with pre-curved ﬁngers for extra comfort and ergonomic
perfection, and high cuffs for extra protection. The softshell face fabric has good stretch for
comfort and mobility, and the inserted Gore-Tex liner makes it waterproof yet breathable.
The inner liner is made soft, recycled polyester that provides moisture transportation and is
combined with Pinnecco to ad some extra loft.
Other features include wrist strap adjustment, elastic hem cord, removable glove leach,
small glove loops to make them easy to take on and off, a minimalistic connection hook
5501

and a suede wipe area on the thumb. The durable leather is used in the palm and on the

Kangaroo

back of the hand and has been DWR treatment for extra protection.
Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Material 2nd

100% goat leather

Material 3rd

Gore-Tex® insert

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

250 g

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten Gore-Tex thermo100 short Gloves Unisex
1023-20
Our warmest, waterproof, fully featured short ski/snowboard gloves.
The durable gloves are made in a functional combination of premium Pittard goat leather,
stretchy softshell fabric, a waterproof Gore-Tex liner and thermoregulating, recycled
insulation. This ensures a super soft glove with hardcore functionality designed with
dexterity at its core.
It has a snug ﬁt with pre-curved ﬁngers for extra comfort and ergonomic perfection, and a
low cut cuff to work seamlessly with the cuffs of the lofoten jacket. The softshell face
fabric has good stretch for comfort and mobility, and the inserted Gore-Tex liner makes it
waterproof yet breathable. The inner liner is made soft, recycled polyester that provides
moisture transportation and is combined with Pinnecco to ad some extra loft.
Other features include Velcro adjustment on the cuff, removable glove leach, small glove
loops to make them easy to take on and off, a minimalistic connection hook and a suede
wipe area on the thumb. The durable leather is used in the palm and on the back of the
5501

hand and has been DWR treatment for extra protection.

Kangaroo
Material

69% recycled nylon, 19% recycled polyester, 12% elastane

Material 2nd

100% goat leather

Material 3rd

Gore-Tex® insert

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

156 g

Size

XS-XL
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lofoten dri1 PrimaLoft170 short Gloves
1062-17
Our softest warm, waterproof ski/snowboard gloves
These are our warmest waterproof gloves for skiing and snowboarding, designed to give
the hand optimal movement in a limited space to ensure warmth and usability.
PrimaLoft® Gold (170 gr/m2) Insulation on the outside and PrimaLoft® Gold ECO (133
gr/m2) insulation in the palm provide great stretch, the right softness and warmth. The
stretchy ﬂex™1 outer fabric ensures excellent durability, ﬁt and ﬂexibility, while the palm is
made of durable goat skin to ensure a good grip. The dri™1 insert makes the glove
waterproof and breathable.

8850
Phantom

Material

89% recycled nylon/11% elastane, goat leather

Insulation

55% recycled polyester, 45% polyester

Weight

160 g

Size

XS-XL
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lyngen down750 mittens
2023-18
Warm, lightweight and packable down mittens developed for ski
touring.
These super light weight, very packable, and warm down mittens are developed for ski
touring but are suitable for general outdoor activities. Perfect as a backup glove or when
the temperature drops these mittens offer high-quality RDS 2.0 750 FP down with a
down-proof recycled polyester face.
The palm areas are insulated with Primaloft and reinforced with strong and light weight
goat leather. Other features include cuffs in wool and a minimalistic loop to make it easy to
take them on and off.
Material

10D 100% recycled nylon, goat leather

Insulation

55% recycled polyester, 45% polyester

Down

Down 750 FP with RDS

Weight

80 g

7718

Down weight

27 g

Caviar

Size

XS-XL
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lyngen dri1 Gloves
2031-18
Lightweight, waterproof shell gloves developed for ski touring..
These seam sealed and highly water resistant gloves have water resistant ventilation zipper
with mesh across the backside of the hand, making it possible to keep them on while letting
the air ﬂow to cool down.
The mesh on the inside of the zipper will prevent snow from ﬂying in to gloves when zipper
is open. To ensure excellent grip, the palms are made of soft sheep skin. The light weight
cuffs have velcro adjustment and pull strap for easy take-on and to hang on carabiner.
The shell gloves are designed to be lined with /29 HighLoft Gloves, /29 Merino Wool liner
and /29 PowerStretch Gloves, making it possible to customize the gloves in regards to the
weather. A small web loop at the inside of the cuff makes for easy attachment.

7718
Caviar

Material

2.5L 40D 100% recycled polyester, sheep leather

Weight

80 g

Size

XS-XL
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/29 highloft Gloves
3417-18
Comfortable insulation gloves that ﬁt perfectly as a liner under the
lyngen Dri1 Gloves as well as a stand alone pair.
The /29 Highloft Gloves are comfortable insulation gloves that ﬁt perfectly as a liner under
the lyngen Dri1 Gloves as well as a stand alone pair of gloves.
The Highloft fabric on the backside provides great breathable and used together with zipper
on the Dri1 gloves it will ensure good ventilation of the hand. The combination of
minimalistic design, HighLoft fabric and PowerStretch® in palm and cuff gives a close ﬁt
gloves with good ventilation and insulation properties. The gloves comes with touch screen
NEW compatible thumb and index ﬁnger.

7718
Caviar

Material

64% recycled polyester, 36% polyester

Material 2nd

57% polyester, 33% nylon, 10% elastane

Weight

40 g

Size

XS-XL
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NEW
/29 corespunUll Liner Gloves
3417-22
New

Thin merino wool liner glove.
A warm and versatile gloves that can be used alone or as liner gloves. It is made in our
unique corespunUll, a premium merino wool quality that offers great thermal properties,
durability, and comfort.
The corespunUll consists of 18,5-micron merino wool spun around a recycled nylon core
and is exclusively developed by us. It’s knitted and sewn in Europe.
The nylon core makes the fabric more durable and stabilizes the construction to enhance
the functions and endurance of the wool knit. The RWS certiﬁes wool will keep you warm
even when wet, cools you down when warm, has natural anti-smell properties and feels soft
next to the skin.
With a snug ﬁt and a touch screen compatible thumb and index ﬁnger you can keep the
gloves on when being active or checking your phone in the cold.

7718
Caviar

Material

92% merino wool, 6% recycled nylon, 18,5 microns, 200g/m2

Weight

40 g

Size

XS-XL
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/29 powerstretch Gloves
1171-12
Warm and versatile gloves made with Polartec® Power Stretch®
Warm and versatile gloves that can be used alone or as liner gloves. Works as well as
casual gloves, as in nature. The gloves are light, thin and quite warm, although they are not
windproof. Great breathability.

7718
Caviar

Material

57% polyester, 33% nylon, 10% elastane

Weight

33 g

Size

S-L
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svalbard leather Gloves
2412-19
A thin, versatile and durable leather glove.
These premium leather gloves are designed for hiking and lightweight mountaineering, but
are suitable for a variety of outdoor activities. They are made in a high-quality leather mix of
smooth 0.6mm sheep leather at the back of the hand and grippy durable 0.8mm suede at
the palm side.
The svalbard leather Gloves come with great features such as wrist adjustment, off set
seams to avoid chaﬁng and enhance durability, embossed logos, cut slit for easier on/off
and a ﬂat stitched thumb for increased comfort.
You also get a loop for easy take on and to clip into a carabiner.

5501
Kangaroo

Material

100% sheep leather

Material palm

100% goat leather

Weight

60 g

Size

XS-XL
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falketind Gore-Tex inﬁnium short Gloves
1807-19
Our most versatile windproof glove for all mountain use.
The falketind Inﬁnium short Glove is a lightweight glove that offers great mobility and
protection.This glove is windproof, which makes it a great option for dry weather days when
you will need protection and comfort for a wide range of outdoor activities.
Our main goal was to create a unique glove that goes in line with the rest of the falketind
design expression. Here, you will get a ﬁtted glove with a pre-shape ﬁt, which is easy to take
on and off.
We use a stretch softshell as main material with a durable outer and a next-to-skin comfort
interior. The palm is made in soft and smooth Sheep leather, which offers great grip and
dexterity. The reinforced ﬁngertips ensure that you will have these durable, favorite gloves
for years and years.
Material

Gore-Tex Inﬁnium™ 70D 85% nylon/15% elastane

7718

Material 2nd

79% recycled nylon/21% elastane

Caviar

Palm

Sheep leather

Weight

60 g

Size

XS-XL
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falketind dri short Gloves
1805-19
Our most versatile waterproof and windproof light gloves.
Waterproof and windproof, this is the perfect glove for any activity that requires protection.
The falketind dri Glove is a lightweight glove that will protect you against the elements
regardless of your activity.
The glove offers great mobility and weighs less than our common winter gloves. Our main
goal was to create a unique waterproof glove that goes in line with the rest of the falketind
design for optimal outdoor versatility The reinforced ﬁngertips ensure that you ́ll have these
favorite gloves for a long time.

7718
Caviar

Material

89% polyamide/11% elastane, sheep leather, PU waterproof insert

Weight

100 g

Size

XS-XL
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lyngen Gore-Tex inﬁnium Leather Gloves
2021-18
Our most versatile warm and windproof gloves
These technical gloves are design for ski touring, but works for general ski/snowbaord and
other outdoor activities. The back is made of a thicker GORE® Inﬁnium ﬂeece providing the
perfect combination of wind protection and comfort; The totally windproof, yet extremely
breathable membrane blocks the wind and allows vapor to escape minimizing the wind’s
chilling effect while reducing the risk of overheating when you are active.
A durable outer fabric treatment provides you additional protection of water repellency. The
palms are made in impregnated leather to ensure maximum grip precision and great
durability, and are lined with wool for extra warmth, It has the same sleek design as the fjørå
Gloves but is made for colder days in the mountains. Comes with a nose wipe on thumb.

7718
Caviar

Material

Gore-Tex Inﬁnium™ 70D 85% nylon/15% elastane, sheep leather

Weight

80 g

Size

XS-XL
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fjørå Gore-Tex inﬁnium Gloves
2203-18
The fjørå Gore-Tex Inﬁnium gloves are developed for biking
in cold and dry conditions.
The Gore-Tex Inﬁnium™ soft shell material with a ﬂeece backer is stretchy, warm and wind
protective yet provides good breathability. The palm is made of durable synthetic leather to
ensure grip precision. Clean and functional wrist closure solution.

7718
Caviar

Material
Material palm

Gore-Tex® Inﬁnium 3-layer, 70D 85% nylon, 15% elastane
60% nylon, 40% polyurethane

Weight

60 g

Size

XS-XL
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fjørå mesh Gloves
2201-18
Highly ventilated and durable technical mountain bike gloves.
These durable biking gloves are made of stretchy mesh fabric and punched synthetic
leather. They are designed for maximum grip precision, great ventilation and
to provide the protection you need. Comes with a nose wipe on thumb. We dare to say
there’s a risk you will forget you are wearing gloves.

8822
Castor Grey

Material
Material palm

77% nylon, 23% elastane
60% nylon, 40% polyurethane

Weight

20 g

Size

XS-XL
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/29 leather Belt
3419-19
The /29 leather Belt is a solid, organically tanned leather belt that ﬁts
all our pants very well.
The /29 leather Belt is a solid, organically tanned leather belt that ﬁts all our pants very well.
The ﬁt will be anatomically shaped after some use thanks to the characteristics of the
leather. It features a buckle with no-noise roll function for easier on and off and embossed
logos. The /29 leather Belt is a piece you will keep for years to come – and it's going to age
with grace.

4430
Brown

Material

Organically tanned cowhide, metal buckle

Dimensions

35 mm width, 4 mm thick

Weight

1800 g

Size

85/95/105
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Norrøna pureUll Neck Unisex
5272-21
New

New

A classic warm and soft wool neck-

New

This lightweight wool neck is made for general outdoor activities such as skiing, hiking, and
mountaineering, but is also suitable for everyday wear. It’s made in premium and certiﬁed
merino wool knitted in Europe.
The wool fabric is our own pureUll180, a medium weight (180 grams/m2), ultraﬁne
18,5-micron merino wool single knit. It's temperature regulating, highly breathable, durable
for its weight, and has natural odor resistance. The quality feels super soft next to the skin
and is RWS-certiﬁed.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

6610
Hawaiian surf

PRE ORDER ONLY

5630
Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

40 g

Size

One Size
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/29 warm1 microﬁber Neck
1479-13
Keep warm with Norrøna's signature microﬁber neck

New

Keep warm with Norrøna’s signature multi-function microﬁber neck. Light, breathable and
dries quickly. No seams. This version also has Polartec® ﬂeece on the inside. It is a favorite
on cold days for both young and old.

5700
Rhubarb

PRE ORDER ONLY

7700
Black

PRE ORDER ONLY

6601
Campanula

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% polyester

Material 2nd

100% polyester

Weight
Size

37 g
One Size
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/29 microﬁber Neck
3441-17
Keep yourself warm with Norrøna’s signature multi function microﬁber

New

neck.
Light, breathable and dries quickly. No seams, and can be used with a wide range of fall and
winter activities.

5652

PRE ORDER ONLY

Arednalin/Blue Fog

8822
Castor Grey

7911

PRE ORDER ONLY

Indigo Night/Hawaiian surf

PRE ORDER ONLY

3895
Green Camo

PRE ORDER ONLY

5553

PRE ORDER ONLY

Orange Popsicle/Indigo Night

Material

100% polyester

Weight
Size

4g
One Size
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NEW
Norrøna pureUll 180 Beanie Unisex
5222-22
New

A classic warm and soft wool beanie.

New

This lightweight wool beanie is made for general outdoor activities such as skiing, hiking,
and mountaineering, but is also suitable for everyday wear. It’s made in premium and
certiﬁed merino wool knitted and sewn in Europe.
The wool fabric is our own pureUll180, a medium weight (180 grams/m2), ultraﬁne
18,5-micron merino wool single knit. It's temperature regulating, highly breathable, durable
for its weight, and has natural odor resistance. The quality feels super soft next to the skin
and is RWS-certiﬁed.
Key features include an inside hang loop, embroidered logo artwork, and ﬂatlock chafe-free
seams. The beanie has a snug, short ﬁt which ﬁts under a helmet.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool, 18,5 microns, 180g/m2

Weight

40 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
Norrøna warmwool2 Beanie Unisex
5223-22
New

New

A technical, versatile, and stretchy wool mix beanie.

New

This classic beanie is made for general outdoor activities such as skiing, hiking, and
mountaineering, but is also suitable for everyday wear. It’s made in a premium
synthetics/wool mix because it offers excellent thermal properties and good breathability.
The warmwool2 fabric is a mid-weight (200 and 300 grams/m2) recycled
polyester/wool/elastane mix which offers the best of both worlds; The lightweight polyester
is durable, dries quickly, and has great moisture transport. The wool provides excellent
temperature regulation, natural odor resistance and keeps you warm even when wet.
Key features include an inside hang loop, embroidered logo artwork, and ﬂatlock chafe-free
seams. The beanie has a snug, short ﬁt which ﬁts under a helmet.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

6610
Hawaiian surf

PRE ORDER ONLY

5630
Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

76% Recycled Polyester, 18% Wool, 6% Elastane

Weight

36 g

Size

One Size
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NEW
Norrøna warmwool2 Headband Unisex
5225-22
New

New

A technical, versatile, and stretchy wool mix headband.

New

This classic headband is made for general outdoor activities such as skiing, hiking, and
mountaineering, but is also suitable for everyday wear. It’s made in a premium
synthetics/wool mix because it offers excellent thermal properties and good breathability.
The fabric is a mid-weight (200 and 300 grams/m2) recycled polyester/wool/elastane mix
which offers the best of both worlds; The lightweight polyester is durable, dries quickly, and
has great moisture transport. The wool provides excellent temperature regulation, natural
odor resistance and keeps you warm even when wet.
Key features include an inside hang loop, embroidered logo artwork, and ﬂatlock chafe-free
seams. The headband has a snug ﬁt that, ﬁts under a helmet.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

6610
Hawaiian surf

PRE ORDER ONLY

5630
Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

76% Recycled Polyester, 18% Wool, 6% Elastane

Weight

16 g

Size

One Size
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/29 mega logo Headband
3414-18
New

The /29 mega logo Headband is a 100% mulesing free merino wool

New

head piece for cold days.
The /29 mega logo Headband is a 100% mulesing free merino wool head piece for cold
days. It has a soft ﬂeece lining to ensure maximum comfort.

6621

PRE ORDER ONLY

Blue Fog

5541

9943
Snowdrop/Aquarius

PRE ORDER ONLY

Orange Popsicle/Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

7911

PRE ORDER ONLY

Indigo Night/Hawaiian Surf

Material

100% merino wool

Weight
Size

20 g
One Size
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/29 logo Headband
1461-14
Headband with ﬂeece liner.

New

Keep your head warm with Norrøna’s handmade signature crochet headband with ﬂeece
liner for extra insulation.

6621
Blue Fog

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

6609

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

53 g

Size

S/L
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/29 ﬁsherman Beanie
3616-18
The /29 ﬁsherman Beanie is a classic beanie made of warm and

New

comfortable merino wool.
The clean design works just as good when out and about as in the mountains.

5700

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

Indigo Night

Rhubarb

Olive Night

New

5627
Emperador

PRE ORDER ONLY

9940
Snowdrop

3301

PRE ORDER ONLY

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

140 g

Size

One Size
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norrøna rib Beanie Unisex
5217-20
The norrøna rib Beanie Unisex is a chunky rib knit beanie made in

New

certiﬁed wool.
Comfy, warm and in a clean, stylish design with a tone-in-tone viking embroidery. The
beanie is lined with ﬂeece for extra comfort and has a classic rolled up hem.

5540
Orange Popsicle

PRE ORDER ONLY

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

5700
Rhubarb

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight
Size

112 g
One Size
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/29 striped mid weight Beanie
1463-16
Norrøna signature beanie.

New

Norrøna signature mid weight beanie. Keep your head warm with this cosy mid-weight rib
knitted Norrøna signature beanie that works just as well in the urban winter landscape as it
does in the mountains

6621
Blue Fog

PRE ORDER ONLY

3310
Olive Night/Snowdrop

PRE ORDER ONLY

5639

PRE ORDER ONLY

Arednalin/Orange Popsicle

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

80 g

Size

One Size
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/29 lumberjack Beanie
1485-14
Two layer rib wool beanie.
Designed to cover your ears when in rough weather, but with the option to roll up for the
ultimate street smart look.

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

5627
Emperador

PRE ORDER ONLY

6610
Hawaiian Surf

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

101 g

Size

One Size
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/29 chunky marl knit Beanie
3628-17
The /29 chunky marl knit Beanie is a comfortable and chunky beanie

New

made with rib texture and a mélange yarn.
The /29 chunky marl knit Beanie is a comfortable and chunky beanie made with rib texture
and a mélange yarn. It consists of 100% mulesing free merino wool and has an embossed
logo patch in synthetic leather.

2368
Aquarius

PRE ORDER ONLY

8822
Castor Grey

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material
Weight

100% merino wool
60 g

Size

One Size
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/29 chunky dip dye Beanie
3617-18
The /29 chunky dip dye Beanie is a solid wool beanie with a stylish dip

New

dye effect.
It consists of 100% mulesing free merino wool and has an embroidered Norrøna logo.

2364
Indigo Night/Snowdrop

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

80 g

Size

One Size
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/29 thin marl knit Beanie
1494-15
Thin knitted beanie with rib texture and a melange yarn look.

New

This is a beanie for all year around use. Debossed logo patched in synthetic leather.

6621
Blue Fog

PRE ORDER ONLY

5630
Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

7760
Cool Black

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

34 g

Size

One Size
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/29 thin logo Beanie
1490-15
Norrøna’s signature beanie made thinner.
Fine knitted beanie well suited for higher activity levels during winter time. Can be used all
year around. This is a thinner version of our logo beanie. Has a little looser ﬁt than the logo
beanie.

2363

PRE ORDER ONLY

Indigo Night/Whisper White

5541

PRE ORDER ONLY

Orange Popsicle/Arednalin

5545
Honeysuckle

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

40 g

Size

One Size
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/29 logo Beanie
1462-14
New

Two-layer wool beanie.

New

Keep your head warm with Norrøna’s signature two-layer logo beanie. This beanie is great
for skiing, around a bonﬁre, as a casual wear and much more. The beanie is quite thick and
sits tight on the head for maximum warmth and comfort. Great for cold adventures.

9943

PRE ORDER ONLY

Snowdrop/Aquarius

6609

5700

PRE ORDER ONLY

Hawaiian Surf/Indigo Night

7912
Indigo Night/Arednalin

PRE ORDER ONLY

Olive Night/Caviar

Rhubarb

PRE ORDER ONLY

3329

PRE ORDER ONLY

7758
Caviar/Cool Black

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

100% merino wool

Weight

120 g

Size

S/L
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norrøna ﬁve panel tech Cap Unisex
5215-20
The norrøna ﬁve-panel tech Cap Lightweight cap is designed for
high-intensity use like trail running. It offers good breathability and will
endure wet conditions.
It’s made in a 45D recycled nylon rip-stop fabric with a knit quality liner to transport
moisture. It has a semi-soft EVA brim that can be bent and stretched making it easy to pack
yet will still keep its ﬁt. In the neck, the buckle and webbing allow you to easily customize
the size to ﬁt you perfectly.

3301

7718

Olive Night

Caviar

Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Weight

40 g

Size

S-M/L-XL
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norrøna sports tech Cap Unisex
5229-20
The versatile norrøna sports tech Cap is a low ﬁt cap made in recycled
nylon. It has a classic six-panel design with a small logo on the front
that’s suitable for both sports and everyday missions.
The embroidered eyelets ensure ventilation, and the buckle and webbing in the neck allow
you to easily customize the size to ﬁt you perfectly.

2295

3301

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material
UPF

70D X 160D. 69% recycled nylon, 31% nylon
82+

Weight

60 g

Size

S-M/L-XL
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/29 Flexﬁt Cap
3420-18
New

The /29 Flexﬁt Cap is a classic athletic shaped cap made in organic

New

cotton.
The cap features the original Flexﬁt technology that weaves polyurethane spandex into the
sweatband and throughout the entire crown, providing a superbly comfortable ﬁt. It has a
curved visor and 6 panels. The cap is available in four different colors and has a 3D
embroidered viking logo.

6610

5540

7700

Hawaiian surf

Orange Popsicle

Black

2295

3301

2208

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Coronet Blue

Material

98% organic cotton, 2% elastane

Weight

100 g

Size

S-M/L-XL
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/29 Snap back Cap
3421-18
The /29 Snap back Cap is a classic snap back with a mid high proﬁle
and ﬂat visor.
The cap can easily be customized to ﬁt the wearer's head and is made in a sustainable mix
of recycled polyester and organic cotton. It is available in four different colors and has a 3D
embroidered viking logo.

7718

2295

3301

Caviar

Indigo Night

Olive Night

Material
Weight

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester
100 g

Size

One Size
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/29 Trucker mesh snap back Cap
3422-18
The /29 Trucker mesh Snap back Cap is a classic trucker cap with a
mid high proﬁle, ﬂat visor and stretchy mesh side and back.
The /29 Trucker mesh Snap back Cap is a classic trucker cap with a mid high proﬁle, ﬂat
visor and stretchy mesh side and back. The mesh circulates airﬂow, making it the perfect
cap for active days outside. The cap can easily be customized to ﬁt the wearer's head and
the front is made in a sustainable mix of recycled polyester and organic cotton. It is
available in four different colors and features s an embroidered viking logo.

7718

2295

2208

Caviar

Indigo Night

Coronet Blue

Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Weight

80 g

Size

One Size
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/29 mesh Flexﬁt Cap
3423-22
The /29 3D mesh Flexﬁt Cap is a mid high cap with Flexﬁt technology
and elastic mesh on the back and sides.
The original Flexﬁt technology weaves polyurethane spandex into the sweatband and
throughout the entire crown, providing a superbly comfortable ﬁt. The mesh is made of
polyester and is a bit thicker than on a regular trucker caps, providing extra protection from
the sun. The front is made of organic cotton and recycled polyester and is has a 3D
embroidery of the Norrøna logo.

7718

3329

2295

Caviar

Olive Night/Caviar

Indigo Night

Material

75% organic cotton, 25% recycled polyester

Weight

80 g

Size

One Size
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Water Repellent Tech
Natural
400mL
400mL
(12(12
pack)
pack)
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If the waterprooﬁng is not sprayed on evenly, the article can become discolored. This is

Tech

Natural

easily
The
products
removed
are
byfree
washing.
from ﬂuorocarbons and do not contain propellants that contribute to
global warming or CFC gasses that destroy the ozone layer.
The products are free from ﬂuorocarbons and do not contain propellants that contribute to
global warming or CFC gasses that destroy the ozone layer.
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oslo
everyday outerwear
Classic designs with innovative weather protection.
Our oslo collection makes sure you stay dry, warm,
and stylish between your mountain getaways. It's
inspired by the all-season exposed capital of Norway,
which embodies the essence of sustainable living
and outdoor recreation.
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NEW
oslo dri2 insulated Jacket M's
4804-22
A lightweight, versatile, waterproof insulation jacket.

New

This ﬂexible jacket is made for everyday wear and is a hybrid between an insulated jacket
and a lightweight waterproof, breathable shell jacket. We use a weather protective dri2 main
fabric to provide weather protection, lightweight and soft touch, and synthetic
nylon/elastane insulation which offers great warmth-to-weight values.
The face fabric is a 15D 2-layer dri2 recycled nylon which offers great protection,
lightweight, and breathability. It's fully taped and has a PFC free-treatment with a 20.000
water column. The ﬁll is a premium 80g/m2 100% recycled nylon/elastane mix with good
packability that provides insulation even when wet.
Key features include a hood ﬁtted for a beanie with one-hand adjustment, ﬂeece-lined hand
warming pockets, a zippered Napoleon chest pocket, and an internal chest pocket.
The jacket has a regular ﬁt but is on the roomier side, and it has articulated arms for
2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

optimal movement.

Indigo Night
Material

2-layer, 20D 55% recycled nylon, 37% nylon, 8% elastane

Lining

20D 55% recycled nylon, 37% nylon, 8% PU

Insulation

55% recycled polyester, 45% polyester

Weight

768 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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oslo Gore-Tex insulated Parka M’s
4808-18
The waterproof and insulated oslo Gore-Tex insulated Parka is made
for everyday use and makes sure you stay protected during winter time.
This lighter version of one of our most appreciated winter jackets offers a great
combination of protective technologies and sophisticated design.
The classic parka is perfect for everyday use when the temperature drops and wind and
snow is a regular, and also, an applicable choice on milder winter days. The parka has a
waterproof and recycled Gore-Tex® outer layer and a recycled PrimaLoft® insulation.
The cut is long to keep your butt from freezing and it has a protective hood with one-hand
adjustment. Other features are double sets of ﬂeece-lined front pockets for your everyday
stash; the lower ones close with a zip and the upper with ﬂaps with storm guards, a big
inside mesh pocket, front plackets with zipped pockets and buttoned tabs to adjust the
sleeves.
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

There are reﬂective, transparent prints in the front and on the lower back to increase
visibility in the dark. It is the number one choice for everyone who needs a really warm
jacket, and even if it does not make waiting for the train or removing ice from your car more
fun it sure makes it a lot more pleasant.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer 70D recycled nylon

Lining

50D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

1124 g

Fit

Technical

Size

S-XL
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oslo Gore-Tex down850 Parka M's
4803-20
The premium oslo Gore-Tex down850 Parka is a 3-in-1 waterproof and
windproof parka with a removable down inner jacket.
Made for changing weather city side, this premium parka is a versatile, stylish and weather
protective 3-in-1 piece. The removable down jacket provides extra warmth on cold winter
days – and when gone the jacket is perfect for spring, fall or cool summer days as well.
The recycled 70x160D Gore-Tex® outer layer has a stylish cotton-like ﬁnish and will protect
you against rain and the harsh city wind yet provide good breathability. The down jacket has
a lightweight, recycled nylon face fabric and lining, and can be worn alone as a lightweight
and stylish down jacket.
Features include spacious hand warming pockets and front pockets, a weather protective
hood, zipper adjustment on the lower arms and an inside pocket. The jacket has a regular
ﬁt.
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 70D x 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

20D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 850 with RDS 2.0

Weight

1000 g

Down weight

120,51 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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oslo thermo100 Coat M's
4812-21
A long, lightweight insulation coat for an active lifestyle.
This super comfy, long insulation piece has a 45D recycled nylon face, which is windproof
and water repellent. It offers a perfect balance between functionality and soft feel, and is
insulated with 100g synthetic PrimaLoft® Silver Bio™, which has an excellent
warmth-to-weight ratio. The liner is a 20D recycled nylon liner with a smooth ﬁnish.
This light and soft insulation coat is a go-to during down days, and is the ultimate soft,
covering insulation piece. You can also use it as a stand-alone long insulated coat when the
temperature drops.
The coat has a regular to relaxed ﬁt with a below knee length for extra coverage. The
stretchy low cut collar and stretch cuffs provide a good ﬁt and excellent comfort. The
bottom hem has side slits for increased movability.
Other features: adjustable beanie compatible hood, high and protective collar, two front
2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

pockets , one chest pocket, one zipped inner pocket.

Indigo Night
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

782 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

S-XL
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oslo Gore-Tex Paclite ﬁeld Jacket M's
4806-21
Our lightest, most packable waterproof for active lifestyle.
The lightweight, waterproof jacket is made with the 4th generation of GORE-TEX Paclite
fabric. It’s a 30D rip-stop recycled nylon and is one of the lightest, recycled GORE-TEX
qualities. The printed dots on the backer with a 3D function to keep distance to the body
and create higher friction and less sticky durable interior.
Mixing timeless design with the latest weather protective technology, this highly packable,
protective, and versatile jacket is a perfect all-year outer layer. It’s made to keep the user dry
and protective during summer drizzle, and will also keep you warm during winter blizzards
when combined with the oslo thermo60 jacket. The design inspiration comes from the
iconic ﬁeld jackets made in a high tech version with state of the art materials and solutions.
The jacket has a regular ﬁt as a stand alone shell jacket with a crotch length. The design
inspiration comes from the iconic ﬁeld jackets made in a high tech version with state of the
art materials and solutions and works perfectly commuting, strolling, and travelling.
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY
Other features: adjustable beanie compatible hood which can be folded inside the collar
with zip closure, two-way front zip, two chest pockets with ﬂaps, one zipped chest pocket,
two lower hand pockets with zip and ﬂaps, zipped inner pocket, cuffs with velcro
adjustments, asymmetric cuffs, adjustable bottom hem, attachment solution for the oslo
thermo60 Jacket.
Material

Gore-Tex® paclite 4, 30D recycled nylon

Weight

448 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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oslo thermo60 Jacket M's
4815-21
A versatile, insulation jacket for an active lifestyle.
This technical insulation jacket has a 45D recycled nylon face, which is windproof and water
repellent. It offers a perfect balance between functionality and soft feel, and is insulated
with recycled synthetic thermo60 with a great warmth-to-weight ratio. It is lined with a
smooth touch recycled 50D nylon material.
This adaptable and versatile four-season jacket is made to keep the user warm and
comfortable all year round, and is made to ﬁt the oslo Gore-Tex Paclite ﬁeld Jacket
perfectly. With a few easy loop attachments, the two combined will serve as a complete
warm and protective winter coat during the winter. You can also use it as a stand-alone
all-year insulated piece when the temperature drops.
It has a regular ﬁt with a clean, minimalistic bomber-jacket design.
Other features: low cut collar, two zippered hand warmer pockets, one zipped inner pocket,
3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

sleek elasticated cuffs, exterior hang loop, a system to attach inner jacket to the oslo
Gore-Tex Paclite ﬁeld Jacket.
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

50D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

484 g

Fit

Regular

Size

S-XL
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NEW
oslo dri2 insulated Jacket W's
4802-22
A lightweight, versatile, waterproof insulation jacket.

New

This ﬂexible jacket is made for everyday wear and is a hybrid between an insulated jacket
and a lightweight waterproof, breathable shell jacket. We use a weather protective dri2 main
fabric to provide weather protection, lightweight and soft touch, and synthetic
nylon/elastane insulation which offers great warmth-to-weight values.
The face fabric is a 15D 2-layer dri2 recycled nylon which offers great protection,
lightweight, and breathability. It's fully taped and has a PFC free-treatment with a 20.000
water column. The ﬁll is a premium 80g/m2 100% recycled nylon/elastane mix with good
packability that provides insulation even when wet.
Key features include a hood ﬁtted for a beanie with one-hand adjustment, ﬂeece-lined hand
warming pockets, a zippered Napoleon chest pocket, and an internal chest pocket.
The jacket has a regular ﬁt but is on the roomier side, and it has articulated arms for
2295

PRE ORDER ONLY

optimal movement.

Indigo Night
Material

2-layer, 20D 55% recycled Nylon, 37% Nylon, 8% Elastane

Lining

20D 55% recycled Nylon, 37% Nylon, 8% PU

Insulation

55% recycled polyester, 45% polyester

Weight

664 g

Fit

Regular

Size

XS-L
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oslo duvet Jacket W’s
4824-18
The exclusive oslo duvet Jacket is inspired by the classic expeditions
down jacket to offer the ultimate winter protection; it has GORE
Windstopper face fabric and is ﬁlled with high-quality 850FP goose
down.
This exclusive winter piece is inspired by the classic expeditions down jacket made to keep
you warm under any condition.
Although the clean design is perfect for recreational days off the mountain, the technical
functionality is kept to a maximum: It has GORE Windstopper face fabric ensuring no harsh
city wind will get you cold, it’s ﬁlled with high-quality 850FP geese down providing great
insulation and the backer is made in soft, recycled nylon.
The construction of the jacket’s down insulation is speciﬁcally designed to prevent cold
spots and maximize warmth. The ﬁt is kept greatly oversized creating a contemporary and
2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301

PRE ORDER ONLY

stylish look.

Olive Night
Key features include an inner collar around the neck, adjustable hem, elastic cuffs, down
ﬁlling around the face, three pockets for storage and two-way front zip.
Material

Gore-Tex ® Inﬁnium™, 50D 100% recycled polyester

Down

Down 850 with RDS 2.0

Weight

1080 g

Down weight

550 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-L
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oslo Gore-Tex insulated Parka W’s
4816-18
The waterproof and insulated oslo Gore-Tex insulated Parka is made
for everyday use and makes sure you stay protected during winter time.
This lighter version of one of our most appreciated winter jackets offers a great
combination of protective technologies and sophisticated design.
The classic parka is perfect for everyday use when the temperature drops and wind and
snow is a regular, and also, an applicable choice on milder winter days. The parka has a
waterproof and recycled Gore-Tex® outer layer and a recycled PrimaLoft® insulation.
The cut is long to keep your butt from freezing and it has a protective hood with one-hand
adjustment. Other features are double sets of ﬂeece-lined front pockets for your everyday
stash; the lower ones close with a zip and the upper with ﬂaps with storm guards, a big
inside mesh pocket, front plackets with zipped pockets and buttoned tabs to adjust the
sleeves.
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

2295
Indigo Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

There are reﬂective, transparent prints in the front and on the lower back to increase
visibility in the dark. It is the number one choice for everyone who needs a really warm
jacket, and even if it does not make waiting for the train or removing ice from your car more
fun it sure makes it a lot more pleasant.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer 70D recycled nylon

Lining

50D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

70% recycled polyester, 30% polyester

Weight

1060 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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oslo Gore-Tex down850 Parka W's
4804-20
The premium oslo Gore-Tex down850 Parka is a 3-in-1 waterproof and
windproof parka with a removable down inner jacket.
Made for changing weather city side, this premium parka is a versatile, stylish and weather
protective 3-in-1 piece. The removable down jacket provides extra warmth on cold winter
days – and when gone the jacket is perfect for spring, fall or cool summer days as well.
The recycled 70x160D Gore-Tex® outer layer has a stylish cotton-like ﬁnish and will protect
you against rain and the harsh city wind yet provide good breathability. The down jacket has
a lightweight, recycled nylon face fabric and lining, and can be worn alone as a lightweight
and stylish down jacket.
Features include spacious hand warming pockets and front pockets, a weather protective
hood, zipper adjustment on the lower arms and an inside pocket. The jacket has a regular
ﬁt.
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

Material

Gore-Tex® 3-layer, 70D x 160D recycled nylon

Material 2nd

20D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 850 with RDS 2.0

Weight

960 g

Down weight

113,3 g

Fit

Technical

Size

XS-L
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oslo down750 Coat W's
4813-21
Our most covering, warm down coat for an active lifestyle.
This premium long and warm down coat has a wind and water resistant 2.5L 20 x 45D
100% recycled face fabric. This offers great protection and a matte, cotton like ﬁnish and
feel. It’s ﬁlled with high-quality, RDS certiﬁed 750down, RDS certiﬁed, which provides great
warmth. It has a 20D recycled nylon liner with a smooth ﬁnish.
The comforter-like coat is the ultimate long, warming down piece during down days. It’s
weather resistant, very covering and highly thermal – all in a sustainable package.
The coat is made oversized with a long, A-shaped ﬁt to provide maximum coverage and
comfort. It has elasticated cuffs for a snug and comfortable ﬁt.
Other features: adjustable beanie compatible hood, two way full front zip, one zippered
napoleon chest pocket with hidden zip, zipped inner pocket, two lower hand pockets with
hidden zippers.
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY
Material

2.5L 20 x 45D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

20D 100% recycled nylon

Down

Down 750 with RDS 2.0

Weight

1070 g

Down weight

475 g

Fit
Size

Rrelaxed
XS-L
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oslo Gore-Tex 2L Coat W's
4808-21
A versatile, 3-season, waterproof coat for an active lifestyle.

New

To achieve a good balance between lightweight, weather protection and durability, it’s made
with a GORE-TEX ® 2-layer, 60D recycled nylon. This fabric has a matte ﬁnish with a
cotton-like touch and feel, which looks and performs great. The liner is a lightweight,
recycled 50D plain fabric made in 100% recycled polyester with a soft and smooth feel.
Mixing timeless design with the latest weather protective technology, this adaptable,
protective, and versatile coat is a perfect all-year outer layer. It’s made to keep the user dry
and protective during summer drizzle, and will also keep you warm during winter blizzards
when combined with the oslo thermo100 coat. It’s our interpretation of a classic A-line
oversized coat, giving you premium outdoor technology with state of the art materials and
solutions.
The coat has an oversized ﬁt with a long, A-shaped silhouette. It’s a timeless, relaxed
design, which works perfectly commuting, strolling, and travelling.
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY
Other features: adjustable beanie compatible hood, two way front zip, two mid mounted
pockets , two lower hand pockets with zip, ﬂaps and bellows, zippered inner pocket, cuffs
with snap adjustments, single front ﬂap with hidden snaps, a system to attach inner jacket
to the oslo thermo100 Coat.
Material

Gore-Tex® 2-layer, 60D recycled nylon

Lining

50D 100% recycled polyester

Weight

662 g

Fit

Relaxed

Size

XS-L
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oslo thermo100 Coat W's
4814-21
A long, lightweight insulation coat for an active lifestyle.

New

This super comfy, long insulation piece has a 45D recycled nylon face, which is windproof
and water repellent. It offers a perfect balance between functionality and soft feel, and is
insulated with 100g synthetic PrimaLoft® Silver Bio™, which has an excellent
warmth-to-weight ratio. The liner is a 20D recycled nylon liner with a smooth ﬁnish.
This light and soft insulation coat is a go-to during down days, and is the ultimate soft,
covering insulation piece. You can also use it as a stand-alone long insulated coat when the
temperature drops.
The coat has a regular to relaxed ﬁt with a below knee length for extra coverage. The
stretchy low cut collar and stretch cuffs provide a good ﬁt and excellent comfort. The
bottom hem has side slits for increased movability.
Other features: high collar, buttoned front closure, two lower patched front pockets with
7718
Caviar

PRE ORDER ONLY

3301
Olive Night

PRE ORDER ONLY

hidden snap closure, quilted design, zipped inner pocket, a system to attach inner jacket to
the oslo Gore-Tex 2L Coat.
Material

45D 100% recycled nylon

Lining

50D 100% recycled polyester

Insulation

100% recycled polyester

Weight

600 g

Size

XS-L
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The ﬁt will describe the width of the
body and arms of jacket. Arm length,
and jacket length is not inﬂuenced
by the ﬁt.
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Learn more about the technology
and material we use in our products
and how we rate our product's
performance.
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Waterproof fabric
Gore-Tex® Pro most rugged is the most durable option designed
for the harshest conditions, using a special high strength
membrane, while maintaining durable waterproofness. It comes
with a solution dyed woven GORE micro grid backer (plain weave)
for an improved environmental footprint; the woven backer also
reduces weight and bulk and minimize friction. It’s the ultimate
storm protection fabric. RET less than 13.
Gore-Tex® Pro most breathable is designed for extreme
breathability to minimize moisture build up. Using a special air
permeable membrane with durable waterproofness, it improves
your base layer’s drying time to ensure comfort in demanding
conditions. It comes with a solution dyed woven GORE micro grid
backer (ripstop weave) for an improved environmental footprint;
the woven backer also reduces weight and bulk and minimize
friction. The ultimate storm protection fabric. RET less than 6.
Gore-Tex® fabrics are durable, waterproof and windproof,
combined with optimized breathability—ensuring products that
maximize protection and comfort for the user. Waterproof:
28,000mm. Breathability: Extremely good, RET 3-6.
Gore-Tex® Active is waterproof, extremely breathable, and
windproof. Low weight, low volume, soft and easy to pack,
Gore-Tex® Active is good for more aerobic activities where you
need protection from rain and wind. RET less than 3.
Gore-Tex® 3-layer has a unique 3-layer construction made for
year-round use and a wide range of outdoor activities. It has a
special Gore-Tex® membrane, bonded to a highly breathable outer
material and an incredibly comfortable interlock knit inner lining.
The beneﬁt: comfort in warm and cold weather and no movement
between the three layers, which means less wear and tear, and
even greater durability. RET less than 6.

Technology and materials

Gore-Tex®C-KNIT™ Backer Technology is speciﬁcally engineered
for hikers, trekkers, and freeriders – optimizing comfort while
providing durable, waterproof and windproof protection. The
reliable and proven bi-component Gore-Tex® membrane system is
bonded to an extremely thin, dense yet lightweight circular knit to
form a patent-pending laminate. Weighing up to 10 percent less
than previous 3-layer Gore-Tex® fabric, this new laminate improves
breathability by as much as 15 percent in a less bulky, more robust
3-layer construction. The smooth texture of the knit backing is soft
to the touch, and makes the garment easier to slide on and off over
other layers. RET less than 6.
Gore-Tex® Shake Dry The new Gore-Tex® Shake Dry fabric durably
protect against the weather and reduce sweat accumulation in high
aerobic activities. Uniquely designed, the technology eliminates the
face fabric, preventing absorption of water in order to maintain
comfort in high aerobic activities. Garments will retain these

Wind resistant shells

Insulation materials in outerwear

Gore-Tex Inﬁnium™ membrane is an ultra-thin weather protective

PrimaLoft® is a patented microﬁber, that gives great thermal

layer which is laminated to various textile layer. Products made

insulation to help the body maintain its temperature, minimizing

with Gore-Tex Inﬁnium™ fabrics are totally windproof, highly water

energy loss. Extremely light, water repellent, soft and compressible,

repellent yet deliver maximum breathability to keep you

and originally developed by the US Army to replace natural down.

comfortable in cool and windy weather conditions. This

As down absorbs moisture, it becomes wet and loses its

combination of protection and breathability minimizes the wind’s
chilling effect while reducing the risk of overheating when you are

thermal-insulating abilities. PrimaLoft® absorbs three times less
water, is 14% warmer when dry and 24% warmer when wet, than

active. Read more at goretex.com.

the competitive insulation. Read more at primaloft.com.

aero100™ is a light weight and technical polyamide fabric which

Polartec® LLC is the developer, manufacturer, and marketer of

offer excellent breathability (around 100 Mbar/l/m2/s). It is soft,

Polartec® performance fabrics. Polartec® products range from

water repellent and wind resistant with a weave construction

light weight wicking base layers, to insulation layers, to extreme

designed to improve moisture vapour transportations during

weather protection and are utilized by the best clothing brands in

aerobic activities.

the world. Read more at polartec.com.

attributes during use, wearers will not experience the chilling effect
that can result from a wetted out face fabric, and the garment drys
out fast. The excellent balance of protection and comfort allows

Polartec® Thermal Pro® creates air pockets that trap air and

Softshells

retain body heat, providing outstanding warmth without much
weight. These fabrics offer excellent breathability and dry quickly.

the wearer to leave the garment on – rain or shine. RET less than 3.
Read more at goretex.com.
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ﬂex™1 is a single ply stretchy fabric that provides wind and water
repellence while allowing improved moisture vapor transportation

Polartec® Power Stretch® is a breathable, body-hugging, 4-way

dri™1 A super comfortable 2,5 layer offering full weather protection

rates compared to waterproof products. These specially designed

stretch, one-side ﬂeece designed to keep you drier when you sweat

and high breathability. Stretchy, non porous, hydrophilic membrane

fabrics have all the attributes we expect in a Soft Shell: stretch,

and provide warmth without added weight. Outside face is smooth

utilizing a stretch woven face fabric and a printed PU membrane

water resistance, wind resistance and excellent moisture vapor

to provide better freedom.

with quick drying technology.

transportation.

dri™2 A 2-layer, ultra-thin, stretchy, non-porous, hydrophilic

ﬂex™3 is a 3-layer soft shell fabric that provides wind -and

without restricting movement or agility during activities. The outer

membrane that provides high levels of waterproofness and

water-resistance while still allowing great moisture vapor

surface has a low-friction ﬁnish to reduce irritation when worn with

breathability. Technical Speciﬁcations: Waterproof: min. 20,000

transportation – perfect to use as a reinforcement fabric The face

other fabrics and increase overall abrasion resistance. This

mm. Breathability: Very good. Windproofness: 100%.

is made of durable nylon and backer wickable polyester.

next-to-skin layer stays dry, breathable and comfortable by

dri™3 A super comfortable combination of full weather protection
and the comfort of highly breathable laminate.Non porous, woven
face fabrics, a PU membrane featuring a quick drying micro
polyester backer. Speciﬁcations: Waterproof: 20,000mm.
Breathability: Very Good. Windproofness: 100%.

Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™ has the ability to retain warmth

continuously transferring moisture vapor for rapid evaporation.
Polartec® Micro ﬂeece fabric provides versatile thermoregulation
that sustains light weight, breathable and fast drying
characteristics.
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Polartec® Alpha® starts with a highly eﬃcient insulation fabric,

thermo40 “Thermo” is our general term for any synthetic insulation.

which is based on the Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft technology

It gives great thermal insulation to help the body to maintain its

platform. This technology is uniquely suited to create warmth

temperature, minimizing energy loss. We use synthetic insulation

without weight, and exceptional breathability, compressibility and dry

as an alternative to down, as it keeps its functionality even in wet

times via high loft ﬁbers in a low density knit. Current market

conditions. While moisture is the weak point of down, synthetic

synthetic insulations are not breathable enough to handle the ”go”

insulation shows its strength during sweat-inducing activities,

phases of most backcountry pursuits. They are typically additional

when being exposed to rain or under continuous humid conditions.

garments that must be carried for use during static period.

Synthetic insulation provides a very good warmth-to-weight-ratio

Polartec® Alpha excels at providing comfort for users on the move.

and is easy to maintain. The number behind Thermo refers to the
weight in gr/sqm of the insulation used in the product. The

Polartec® Power Dry® pulls moisture directly from the skin and

suppliers of our synthetic insulation are Primaloft and Pinneco.

transfers it to the outer surface to quickly dissipate. This continuous
evaporation process helps to keep you cool (as your body heat

down™750 Our down products use the highest available down

increases) and warm (when temperatures begin to drop).By

quality that we can ﬁnd, which is a bi-product of the food industry

physically embedding these wicking capabilities into the fabric

(in contrast to being killed just for insulation). All treatment of the

structure, Polartec® Power Dry® doesn’t rely on chemical ﬁber

birds complies with European standards, and the highly specialized

treatments to transfer moisture. Chemical approaches to managing

washing of the down passes the Oeko-Tex 100 standards. Our

saturation only provide a temporary solution that can wash away

down™750 means down ﬁll power from 750 to 800 cu in/oz with

and leave you with a base fabric that doesn’t perform.

the percentage of down cluster from 93–96%.

Polartec® Power Grid is a patented grid design structure which

down™850 Our down products use the highest available down

reduce fabric weight while increasing warmth and compressibility.

quality that we can ﬁnd, which is a bi-product of the food industry
(in contrast to being killed just for insulation). All treatment of the

Polartec® Power Wool™ is a design breakthrough for combining the

birds complies with European standards, and the highly specialized

distinct advantages of natural and synthetic ﬁbers in a bi-component

washing of the down passes the Oeko-Tex 100 standards. Our

fabric. The industry standard of blending different yarns into a mixed

down™850 means down ﬁll power from 850 to 900 cu in/oz with

composition reduces the intended beneﬁts and hampers overall

the percentage of down cluster from 93–96%.

fabric performance. By isolating a merino wool interior and a
synthetic ﬁber exterior we developed a hybrid fabric with distinct

down™950 Our down products use the highest available down

surface features to optimize wicking, breathability, odor resistance

quality that we can ﬁnd, which is a bi-product of the food industry

and durability.

(in contrast to being killed just for insulation). All treatment of the
birds complies with European standards, and the highly specialized

Polartec 200 Series The classic midweight ﬂeece. Polartec® Fleece

washing of the down passes the Oeko-Tex 100 standards. Our

is the original synthetic ﬂeece, forever changing what we wear in

down™950 means down ﬁll power from 950 to 1000 cu in/oz with

colder weather. This now proven thermal knit technology delivers

the percentage of down cluster from 93–96%.

breathable performance, soft comfort and long-lasting breathability.

Insulation materials in midlayers
warm™1 Weighing under 200 grams/m², these are our lightest
ﬂeeces. Perfect as a midlayer, or wear it instead of a jacket without
compromising on insulation and breathability. These ﬂeeces are
among the best in the market. Their unique constructions and
structures are perfect for different types of activities, as they trap
warm air without stopping moisture transport. When used alone,
the fabrics are open enough to allow air to circulate, making you
feel comfortable in milder conditions.
warm™2 Weighing between 200 and 300 grams/m², these ﬂeeces
allow a good combination of warmth and moisture transportation.
They provide more bulk and trap more air than our warm™1 fabric.
These ﬂeeces are among the best in the market. Their unique
constructions and structures are perfect for different types of
activities, as they trap warm air without stopping moisture
transport. When used alone, the fabrics are open enough to allow
air to circulate, making you feel comfortable in milder conditions.
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synthetics. These fabrics are among the best in the market, and
their unique constructions and structures are perfect for different
types of activities, as they trap warm air without stopping moisture
transport. When used alone, the fabrics are open enough to allow air
to circulate, making you feel comfortable in both mild and cold
conditions.
warmwool3 Weighing 300 grams/m2 and above, these are our
higher weight wool synthetic blends. They are bulkier and trap more
air than our warmwool2 fabrics. The material composition mix
emphasizes the beneﬁts of wool’s natural properties and the
durability, low weight, and moisture-wicking performances of
synthetics. These fabrics are among the best in the market, and
their unique constructions and structures are perfect for different
types of activities, as they trap warm air without stopping moisture
transport. When used alone, the fabrics are open enough to allow air
to circulate, making you feel comfortable in both mild and cold
conditions.

Wool

warmwool™1 Weighing under 200 grams/m², these are our lightest
wool mix for brushed knits. The material composition mix

pureUll An all-natural material consisting of 100% merino wool.

emphasis the beneﬁts from the natural performance from wool and

Made with an ultra-ﬁne 18.5 wool micron, it offers the perfect

the durability, low weight and wicking performances from

balance between performance and non-itching softness.

synthetics, to combine the best of two worlds. Perfect as a

Medium-weight (180gr/sqm) single jersey knit, designed to offer a

midlayer, or as a baselayer without compromising on insulation and

versatile and ﬂexible inner layer. Highly durable for its kind in terms

breathability. These knits are among the best in the market. Their

of both wear and tear, pilling, abrasion, and snagging. It is

unique constructions and structures are perfect for different types

temperature-regulating and regulates the core temperature by both

of activities, as they trap warm air without stopping moisture

insulating and cooling, providing comfort across a range of

transport. When used alone, the fabrics are open enough to allow

climates. It retains body heat while transporting moisture away from

air to circulate, making you feel comfortable in milder conditions.

the body, keeping you dry and warm, even when wet. It absorbs
moisture without feeling wet and has good moisture wicking

warmwool™2

function while offering great moisture vapor transmission. It also

Weighing between 200 and 300 grams/m2, these are our

has natural anti-odor control. For environmental reasons we have

mid-weight wool synthetic blends. They are bulkier and trap more

not used any surface treatments. This enhances its natural beneﬁts

air than our warmwool1 fabrics. The material composition mix

and gives the material a super soft, warm feel with a slightly fuzzy

emphasizes the beneﬁts of wool’s natural properties and the

outside. The natural loft also traps heat very eﬃciently between the

durability, low weight and moisture-wicking performances of

ﬁbers, making it warmer than a synthetic alternative of the same
weight. The wool is RWS certiﬁed.
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Other materials/technologies
hiloﬂex™ Weighing between 200 and 300 grams/m2, theses double
weave constructed materials provide a unique combination of
warmth and weather protection. While many conventional ﬂeeces
are less durable due to their knit construction, the fabric has a much
more durable surface due to its woven ﬂat face. This makes it
strong towards abrasion and keep the material wind and water
resistant. A lofty interior provides great thermal properties with a
good warmth to weight ratio. Thanks to an open construction, the
fabric is highly breathable, and it offers a perfect balance between
heat and comfort dynamic warmth. Stretch in at least one direction
ensures very good mobility and comfort when being active.
Viking denim Our newly developed Viking denim is designed to
combine sustainable, functional ﬁbers with organic cotton creating
a classic denim with enhanced functions. This innovative fabric is
extremely durable, lightweight and ﬂexible with quick drying
moisture wicking capabilities. Blended perfectly into timeless
designs, we're introducing a new generation of sophisticated
outdoor apparel that works seamlessly wherever you’re heading.
bio These materials biodegrade in speciﬁc environments under
certain conditions, such as landﬁlls and oceans, yet remain
unchanged in the consumer's wardrobe. The ability to biodegrade is
important once these ﬁbers make their way outside of the closed
loop and into the environment. This happens because ﬁbers are
broken down and released due to normal wear and tear and
washing of a garment, or when a garment is not disposed of safely
and ﬁnds its way into a landﬁll or ocean water.
DWR Durable Water Resistant ﬁnish to prevent surface saturation of
the textiles. Contains of short chain ﬂuorocarbon based C6.
Pontetorto A world renowned mill from Italy founded 1952.
Specialized in technical knits/ﬂeeces with highest quality.

Technology and materials
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viking grid200 is designed as reinforcement fabric with high cut

ECONYL® yarn is a 100% regenerated nylon yarn derived from pre

Pittards Established in 1826, Pittards has been making high quality

resistance. It’s mainly used as instep reinforcement in our ski pants

and post consumer waste such as discarded ﬁshing nets and other

leather in England for almost 200 years. Pittards technical

to prevent that ski steel edges cause damage to the fabric. The

nylon waste (among others coming from Norway). The aim of this

expertise of performance leathers. Incorporating technical qualities

innovative fabric is extremely durable, it is synthetic woven in a 3L

process made by Italian company Aquaﬁll is to give a new life to all

such as resistance to water, abrasion, and staining, We use Mainly

laminate construction combined with high-strength ﬁbers in one

kind of waste in order to make our environment cleaner. All new

goat and sheep leather for a great balance between function and

direction, which makes it one of our strongest fabric in the

Norrøna backpacks from FW1920 are made from ECONYL® yarn.

tactile feel.

The weight for this type of material is 200-300 grams/m2.

MulesingFree Mulesing is a controversial surgical procedure

YKK Aquaseal® zipper is a watertight and water repellent product

viking grid300 is designed as reinforcement fabric with high cut

removing wool-bearing skin from the tail and breech area on sheep
to prevent ﬂy infestation. The process is usually done without any

line. They are perfect for all sorts of gear where water and air
tightness is a must. Smoother and more ﬂexible, they offer

resistance. It’s mainly used as instep reinforcement in our ski pants

without anaesthetisation and can be extremely painful. As a part of

optimum protection thanks to the ﬁlm coated tape and the

to prevent that ski steel edges cause damage to the fabric. The

our animal welfare commitment, we only source traceable wool

innovative zip element mechanism that seal the zipper completely.

innovative fabric is extremely durable, it is a synthetic woven in a

from sheep that have been treated well and not been mulesed.

This is the ﬁrst truly waterproof zipper provided on Norrøna

collection. The surface is DWR treated for great water protection.

3L laminate construction combined with high-strength ﬁbers in

products. Read more at aquaseal.com.

both directions, which makes it our strongest fabric in the

ePTFE™ Expanded polytetraﬂuoroethylene, or ePTFE, is the core

collection. Due to a special yarn design it will keep its strength even

material in many of Gore’s solutions. An ePTFE membrane is

equalizer1 A synthetic technology with next-to-skin comfort, used

if exposed to UV light. The surface is DWR treated for great water

created when PTFE — a linear polymer consisting of ﬂuorine and

for baselayers such as technical t-shirts. The main function is to

protection. The weight for this type of material 300g and above.

carbon molecules — is expanded, creating a microporous structure

wick moisture and spread it to a larger area to be able to dry

with very desirable characteristics, including a high

quickly for increased comfort and performance. Other

Organic Cotton is produced without the use of harmful pesticides,

strength-to-weight ratio, biocompatibility, high thermal resistance

characteristics are good UV protection, low weight, soft touch and

harsh chemical bleaches or dyes and is allergy-free. Today Norrøna

and many others. ePTFE is inherently waterproof, windproof and

durability.

uses 100% organic cotton in all of our cotton products.

chemically inert, and each ePTFE membrane is adjusted to
maximize its inherent properties to meet those requirements. For

Pertex® uses incredibly ﬁne yarns, precisely woven to provide a

BioNylon® is a highly sustainable bio mass fabric made of castor

instance, Gore-Tex® ACTIVE PRODUCTS offer superior

very lightweight yet strong and durable fabric. Its softness allows

bean – a crop which requires just a fraction of arable-land. The

water-beading for cyclists and other athletes wanting to reduce

down and synthetic insulation to fully loft, while the downproof

production of the yarn allows a signiﬁcant reduction of carbon

moisture accumulation, either from sweat or rain. For this

construction prevents the down from leaking through the face. The

dioxide in addition to considerably reduce CO2 during the dyeing

application, the ePTFE membrane is engineered for maximum

fabric is windproof. Our products use different variations, such as

process. The fabric offers the usual assets of PA such as

breathability — allowing sweat to vaporize — while repelling wind

Quantum, Classic and Microlight These have the same

hard-wearing properties, good ﬂexibility and comfort, but with a

and rain.

fundamental characteristics but vary on weight.

PU (Polyurethane) is a laminated membrane or coating used on

Zxion® A polyester ﬁber with high tensile strength and great

PFC-free Products marked with “PFC-free” are not treated with a

face fabric to provide waterproof yet ventilating properties. The

elasticity. It has excellent heat resistance, acid resistance,

DWR that contains PFC (polyﬂuorinated chemicals). We are

membrane has tiny holes too small to let liquid water enter but

resistance to cutting, vibration damping property, and low water

working determinately to phase out PFC from all of our products,

large enough to allow water vapour to escape.

absorption.

shorter drying time.

but it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd an alternative that satisfy our quality
demands.
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Cordura is the brand name for a collection of fabrics used in a wide

The standard stipulates requirements throughout the supply chain

As both our supply chain purchasing and RWS are still

array of products. Cordura fabrics are known for their durability and

for both ecology and labor conditions in textile and apparel

transitioning, we feel it is more critical to ensure the ﬁve freedoms

resistance to abrasions, tears and scuffs. Cordura fabrics are

manufacturing using organically produced raw materials.

of animals, proper land use and traceability.

The Responsible Down Standard (RDS/RDS2.0) ensures that down

For our wool products which do not currently have RWS

and feathers come from ducks and geese that have been treated

certiﬁcation, we can show robust 3rd party veriﬁcation equal to our

Clarino Manmade synthetic like material, used in gloves. Made by

well. This means enabling them to live healthy lives, express innate

RWS certiﬁed wool. All the wool we buy has a premium for the

Kuraray Co., Ltd of Japan. During manufacturing it is

behavior, and not suffer from pain, fear or distress. The standard

quality, sustainability and traceability to ensure us and our

microscopically perforated to give it breathability similar to that of
natural leather. Clarino is based on a non-woven fabric composed

also follows the chain of custody from farm to product, so
consumers can be conﬁdent that the down and feathers in the

consumers of both and sheep and the lands wellbeing.

of special synthetic ﬁbers that are intertwined three-dimensionally.

products they choose are truly RDS.

PFCec FREE stands for ”Per and Poly-Fluorinated Chemical free of

usually made of Nylon 6.6 High Tenacity, but may be blended with
cotton or other natural ﬁbers.

The material’s softness and suppleness arise from the structure of

Environmental Concern”, which means that the water repellent

the non-woven fabric’s special ﬁbers—a superﬁne ﬁber

The Responsible Wool Standard safeguards the welfare of animals

treatment (DWR) of all products marked with “PFCec FREE DWR”

construction and tiny cavities. Superb durability, softness when wet

and ensures that sheep are treated with respect to the Five

does not contain PFCs which break down and dissolve into water,

and allow a close ﬁt with great tactility is main characteristics of

Freedoms. Through the processing stages, certiﬁcation ensures

soil or air, and therefore do not harm the environment. Gore

the quality.

that wool from certiﬁed farms is properly identiﬁed and tracked.

laminates with a PFCecFREE call out do not have surface PFC

Farms participating in the RWS are audited annually by an

agents on both textile and membrane.

Carrying systems
integral™ is a solid, anatomical carrying system for moderate
loads, up to 15 kg. Emphasis is placed on hip movement, weight
distribution and practical solutions. Consisting of a laminated back
with a vertical aluminium bar, it makes a classic yet sturdy carrying
system, that can also be shaped after your back.
dynamic™ Our carrying system without aluminum support bars or
frames. We use these systems on many of our small packs where
ﬂexibility is a key factor.

independent third party certiﬁcation body. As certiﬁed wool from
these farms moves through the supply, the Textile Exchange

Gore is committed to continuously reducing the environmental

Content Claim Standard is used to provide a chain of custody

footprint of their products while maintaining a high level of

system to the ﬁnal product. Each stage of production is certiﬁed to

durability and performance. Gore has therefore set the goal of

this standard by an accredited third party.

eliminating PFCs of Environmental Concern (PFCec FREE) by 2023.

Norrøna uses RWS as a minimum standard for our wool. While we

OekoTex is an independent testing and certiﬁcation system for

are trying to get all our suppliers to use RWS due to its international

raw, semi-ﬁnished, and ﬁnished textile products at all processing

standard, over the past year we have found different degrees of

levels. To be certiﬁed all parts of an article must meet the required

compliance through the whole supply chain. As this is a new

criteria – in addition to the outer fabric, for example, also the

standard, we have found some of our suppliers having diﬃculty

sewing threads, inserts, prints etc., as well as non-textile

fulﬁlling the paper trail. In those cases where we can not fully verify

accessories, such as buttons, zip fasteners, rivets etc.

the RWS standard we still rely on 3rd party veriﬁcation to ensure

CSR Standards

traceability and full compliance with RWS standards.

Bluesign The independent bluesign® system pursues the unique
approach to minimize the environmental impact of materials

GOTS stands for Global Organic Textile Standard and is constituted

As both our supply chain purchasing and RWS are still

throughout the production process. The so-called Input Stream

of four reputable organizations with expertise in organic (ﬁber)

transitioning, we feel it is more critical to ensure the ﬁve freedoms

Management ensures that all during the textile production process

farming as well as environmentally and socially responsible textile

of animals, proper land use and traceability. For our wool products

applied substances and raw materials are already veriﬁed in

processing and manufacturing.

which do not currently have RWS certiﬁcation, we can show robust

advance of the production. The system focus guarantees the

3rd party veriﬁcation equal to our RWS certiﬁed.

application of sustainable ingredients in a cleaner process that
reduces water and air emissions, improves its waste water
treatment and generally reduces its ecological footprint.
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